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IPl?kODUCTIoh' 

In developing countries the Forest Industries are often a key link in improving the 
economic and social life of rural conmnanities. However, often the more integrated wood- 
using industries require a large uncommitted foreet resource and need extensive market 
development, skilled labour and significant capital. de aww ofleadingtolarger 
industry, the developnent of a small eawmilling operation ia often an excellent first 
step. Thie if3 because of: 

- The comparatively low investment cost per unit of production. 
- The simplicl.ty of operation and the ability to start in a fairly 

labour-intensive waya 
- The flexibility of production volume and of replacement of labour 

with capital at a later date. 

In addition, the benefits of sawn wood production to a country in terma of local 
supply, import eubetitution, the multiplier effect on rural employment, and possible 
export earnings, canbe significant. 

The factora to be considered when determining the viability of a sawmilling venture - 
location, markets, recovery, skilled labour, machinery, oapital - are many and are oFten 
interdependent. FAO felt that a simple guidebook would be of aaeietance to companies 
and governmenta in developing the poesibilities for small to medium s-ill induetries. 

Because of big differences in techniques and processing which apply, it is not 
possible in one publication to cover all types of small to medium sawmills dealing with 
both soft woods and hardwoods. This guide sets out to be simple and suitable for use 
by people without technical qualifications. It deals with mill6 from 5,000 to 20,000 
cubic metres log intake per year and generally in the following areas where there ie 
most need for assistance: 

- Tropical hardwood areas without a high proportion of valuable export species. 
- Producing construction sized sawnwood or simply graded boards for furniture 

or other usea, mostly air dried. 
- Selling primarily to local or regional marketa. 

The guide is divided into two parts: 

Part I. Basic Considerations. This eection diecusees the factora to be taken 
into account when considering a saumilling venture and how that information should be 
collected end used to arrive at an investment aseesament. It discussea the facet8 of 
marketing, log supply, production, personnel, engineering end construction, costing and 
accounting. 



Part II. Ceae Studies. 
described in Part I is detailed 

- A sr@.l portable mill in 

Three specific exsmples are taken end the methodology 
for each case. The examples choeen are: 

East Central India, cutting 5,000 m3 hardwood 
log/year from moist tropical fore&, This is the sort of mill whioh 
might accompsny fore& clearing associated with a road or rail develop- 
ment project. 

- A 10,000 m3 log intake mill based in Indonesia/Malaya. 
- A permanent 20,000 m3 mill based upon tropical hardwoods in Central America. 

Throughout the guide emFhaais has been placed upon sawmill desim and operation 
simplicity. This keeps capital requirements to a minimum and inoreaaes the job creation 
opportunities. lie eleotronic devices have been inoluded and manual operation6 are 
favoured, except in those circumstances where mechanical assistanoe ie necessary for 
safety and welfare reasons. 

The manual is based upon work by the Ssndwell Group of Vancouver. The figures 
quoted are not intended as specific to a given country and are not definitive. They 
are based upon 1979 values end are estimates only intended to illuetrate the Rocedures 
to be used. 
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PART I - BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 

1.0 RAW MATERIALS 

Throughout this guide it has been assumed that the raw material to be used comprises 
tropical hardwoods. This covers a wide range of possible wood qualities from hard 
refractory woods to those which are easily eawn and from relatively small diameter logs 
of the dry deciduous forest to large diameter logs of the type common in moist tropical 
high forest. 

1.1 Source of Supply 

Before planning begins the areas of forest which will be the source of raw material 
must be clearly defined on sn official map. 

The following points should be examined: 

i. Does the area appear to have an adequate supply of wood in general terms? 
ii. Has the area been logged before? 

iii. Are there existing rights over the area such as cultivation, hunting, 
or gathering of minor forest produats? 

iv. What means of access are there? Will access be hampered by, ssy, 
permanent agriculture in the valleys? 

v. How many kilometres of access road will have to be constructed? 
vi. If public roads are to be used, 

- what are the road limits? 
- what is the standard of maintenance? are they passable all year round? 

- is the user expected to contribute to road maintenance? if so, how much? 

If the answers to the above questions are acceptable, written authority to cut in 
the area must be obtained stating: 

i. Period for which licence to cut is granted, whether the licence is 
renewable and whether the rights are exclusive. 

ii. Species which may be cut. 
iii. Minimum diameter (dbh) which me;y be cut. 
iv. Volume which may be cut per annum* 
v# Road construction specifications. 

vi. Other responsibilities of user. 
vii. Allowable defect. 
viii. Scaling regulations. 

ix. Stumpage or royalty to be chared. 
xa Responsibility of licensee for regeneration, erosion control, etc. 
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The clarification of these points is an essential first step before planning begins. 
Unfavourable conditions in any one of these aspects could affect the feasibility of the 
proposed plant end they must be carefully examined from this point of view. 

The next important step is to establish the actual volume of raw material available. 
Normally some form of inventory information exists. THIS SHOULD BE CREZZCGD by a 
reconnaissance type cruise (0.01s intensity is sufficient). The facts which should be 
checked are: standing volume of utilisable species, uniformity of distribution, percentage 
of defect and recoverable underbark volume of usable logs which CM be delivered to the 
mill. Thelast point is the most important and is rarely calculated in forest service 
inventories. The net recoverable merchantable volume varies from as low as 2% to over 
5C$ of standing volume, depending on tree size, species, degree of defect, smount of 
breakage and loss during extraction end the intensity of utilization. It is usually higher 
in mixed Dipterocarp forests and lower in dry deciduous woodland. 

It is very difficult to set minimum volumes for the economic extraction of a raw 
material su ply. 
than 15 m3 P 

If the aver- recoverable underbark volume of usable species is less 
a and if these species do not have a net mill value of at least US WjO/m3 

rough sawn, extraction at an acceptable cost will be difficult to achieve. Exceptions are 
unusually low etiraction oosts due to favourable terrain, low labour costs or short trans- 
port distances. 

1.2 Species to be Used 

Tropical hardwood forests contain many different species and technologists have stated 
that much of this wood is theoretically usable. People, however, have strong prejudices 
against woods that they have not used before. Although new species marl be promoted and 
cold by accurate sawing, good presentation and low price, it is unwise to oonsider them as 
the only basis of production in a new mill unless their properties are outstandingly good 
or there is a clear demand for these species. In planning a new enterprise it would be 
wise to assume that 70 to 9% of the production for the first five years would be based 
upon species which are and have been generally accepted for construction purposes* The 
balance can be of a few lesser known species, the proportion of uhich msy be increased 
as a wider experience of market acceptance is obtained. 

The best way to establish species acceptability is to talk with users such as saw- 
millers, building contractors, furniture makers and carpenters. Smali%&ers or forest 
villagers are often very knowledgeable on uses of lesser known species. Samples of 
acceptable wood should be collected from sawmills and checked against those in the area 
to be cut, since there is often confusion in local names. If possible, local forest 
department officials should be asked to verify species and to assist in preparing a list 
of standard local names to be used. 

1.3 Cost of Delivered Raw Material 

The cost of logs delivered to the sawmill is usually the highest single cost involved 
in producing sawn wood. Depending upon the difficulty of logging, this msy amount to 
6% of manufacturing costs. 
obtained for this cost. 

It is, therefore, important that an accurate estimate is 
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Wood cost is a f’unction of how much wood is removed per unit of area and the physical 
barrier6 to this removal. The smaller the volwne of wood removed per Unit area, the 
higher will be the proportion of these costs for each Unit of volwne. Such items as 
overheads, taxes, workers housing, machinery depreciation and timber exploration are fixed 
costs and do not change with the volume removed. 

The estimation of delivered wood cost from basic data reqUirea considerable experience. 
If at all possible, a person of experience should be Used to collect this information. If 
this is not possible, a reasonable estimate can be made by talking to logging contractors 
in the area or, if not available, in other areas of similar forest type and terrain. Such 
estimates must be cross-checked using several soUrcea* 

Before attempting an estimate of delivered wood cost, the following points must be 
settled: 

i. Approximate average volume to be removed per Unit area, 
average log size and weight. 

ii. Method of extraction to be used, ebga, animals or machinery. 
iii. Type of access to be used, e.g., water vsw roads. 
iv. Duration of logging season. In many moist tropical areas this 

is 6 to 8 months and often less. 
v* Whether contractors are to be used or whether the mill will 

extract its own logs. 

Raving made these deCiBiOn6, the cost of the following component operations should 
be estimated: 

i. Exploration and location of stands to be developed. 
ii. Felling. 

iii. Skidding, including cost of skid trails. 
iv. Bucking. 
v. Scaling. 

vi. Loading. 
vii. Road construction and maintenance. 

viii. Transportation to mill. 
Px. Overheads (to include accounting, supervision, taxes, wcrkehops, 

stumpage or royalty). 

The following costs based on 1979 values refer to different situations and are 
given as an example of the order of magnitude to be expected in different types of 
operation. They should not be applied to any other situation. 

These ccBts do not include royalty or stUmpage pE3yments, capital replacement or 
interest COBtB. Length of tm\ck haul has a significant effect. 



Central America - fully mechanized operation, crawler tractors and 
skidders, road construction, log transportation, 
eight month logging season. 

30 m3/ha recoverable volume removed. 
delivered log cost (1978) US $3W5/m3. 

South America - similar to above. 
Anlaaon delivered log cost (1975) US $20-25/m3. 

Southeast Asia - swamp forest 
hill forest 

- river transport - US $25-30/m3. 
- road transport - US $8 -18/m3. 

West Africa moist tropical - fully mechanized - US $12/m3. 

East Africa plantations - mechanized - US $6-12[m3. 
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2.0 H4FumIuG 

2.1 Qeneral 

Marketing is one of the most important functions of eny business venture and yet its 
importance is frequently underestimated. This is particularly evident in the case of 
small to medium-sized sawmills, Typically, those involved in the development of theee 
ventures have work experiences associated with wood harvesting or milling and have had 
only limited experience with the marketing of sawnwood. As a result, the conceptual 
planning of new mills often focuses almoet entirely upon the needs of the producer rather 
than the marketplace - and often with dieaBtrous results. 

Marketing embraces a wide range of activities. It involves the identification of 
market opportunities in terms of location, product specifications and potential sales 
volume and price. This information is of critical importsnce to the successful develop 
ment of a sawmilling project and it is, therefore, very important that the relevsnt data 
be as comprehensive and reliable as possible. 

In Rurope and North America the development of market data and projections usually 
involves the application of relatively sophisticated techniques involving time series 
analysis of growth rate factors and wood consumption patterns. Projections of 
population growth, economic growth rates and factors affecting income can be used to 
forecast wood consumption. Rhile a prospective developer of a small sawmill would 
probably not undertake such projections himself, he can obtain from industry associa- 
tions and gcvexnment agencies the results of detailed market research work which has 
been carried out by others. 

Mq developing countries with tropical hardwood fOr9BtB have great aiff3~~LQ in 
defining the correlation between, for example, population growth rates and sawnwood con- 
sumption. Many of these countries have a dual econorqy in which the population can be 
roughly categorized into two groups: 
essentially non-consumer. 

the high income earner/consumer and the low income 

In assessing the local market careful attention must be given to its present and 
potential size. Forecasts of demand based on time series data obtained from import 
statistics can be misleading in that the level of imports is often governed by non- 
market constraints such as import restrictions Used to conserve foreign exchange. LOCal 
prejudice against wood as a housing material or outmoded building regulations may also 
seriously limit the usefblness of the conventional approach to market forecasting. 

In order to develop a realistic assessment of market opportunities and constraints 
for small to medium-sized local mills, a practical approach is called for. Reliable$ 
published data will be difficult to obtain and often will not exist. Emphasis must be 
placed on the analysis of local end-use requirement; and the identification of trende. 
Much reliance will have to be placed Upon the judgement of those examining the market 
and therefore a sound knowledge of the local community is most desirable. Because of 
the subjective nature of the work, many of the estimates m&be impreoize. 
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The most likely sources of information are: 

i. Government agencies. 

ii. State-owned corporations. 

iii. Co-operatives. 
iv. Private contractors, architects and engineers. 

V# Existing sawmills. 

Vl. Local sawnwood agents, wholesalers and retailers. 

vii. Private sector industrial users. 

The following seotions outline a eimple approach to the preparation of a realistic 
market plan for smsll to medium-sised sawmills. 

2.2 Market Areas 

Before proceeding with the development of detailed market data, it is useful to 
define the approximate geographic market boundaries. Thts will require a combination of 
local knowledge and judgement and an assessment of the Yollowing factors: 

1. matural geographic boundaries, including waterwsys, 
mountain ranges and desert areas* 

ii. The location, output and approximate market areas of 
existing sawmills. 

iii. The location and size of significant centres of population. 
iv. The location of potentially significant industrial consumers 

of sawnwood such as furniture manufacturers, mines, railways, 
pallet makers, export packers, truck and trailer manufacturers, etc. 

V. Existiq transportation services including routes, availability, 
costs per ton-mile, and reliability. 

vi. Any national, regional or locai government restrictions which msy 
constrain the distribution of sawnwood. 

vii. The use of imported sawnwcod including volumes and some estimate 
of distribution patterns. 

Based on the preceding information, a preliminary definition can be made of what 
appears to be a logical market area for the proposed sawmill. Subsequent research may 
cause this initial assessment to be modified somewhat: however, it will provide a 
reasonable basis for further study. 

2.3 End-Use Categories 

Having defined the market area, ths principal uses of sar.nwood within this region 
can be identified. These will include some, or all, of the following: 

1V Residential housing - single and multiple family dwelling units. 

ii. Institutional construction - schools, hospitals, clinics. 

iii. Agriculture - animal shelters, storage sheds, frtncing, feed 
troughs, crates. 
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iv, Public works - bridges, docks, irrigation systems, storage 
buildings. 

v. Military - barracks, warehOuseS, pallets, carting. 

vi. Railroads - ties, crossings, maintenance and storage buildings. 

vii. Mines - mine timbers, workgshousing, warehouBeB. 

viii. Industrial construction - factory buildings, WarehOUSes, 
work-housing. 

ix. Manufacturing - furniture plant 6, prefabricated housing, 
truck and trailer manufacturers, pallets, crates. 

x* Misoellaneous - general public consumption for renovations, 
additions, outbuildings, marine construction including 
fishing boats, barges and personnel carriers. 

The identifioation of the various end-use categories within the market region, 
while a relatively straightforward activity, requires an intensive review of any 
published mats&al (such as directories) at&most importantly, direct interviews with 
knowledgeable representatives of all applicable SaWnWOOd consuming groups and of those 
engaged in the"sawnwood manufacturing industry. These interviews should be organized 
in such a way as to obtain information required for the following stage. 

2.4 Sawnwood Demand. Supply and Specifications 

For each of the end-use categories identified in section 2.3, the following 
information should be developed: the specifications of SaWnwoOd used, estimated snnual 
consumption and supply, and future trends. Finally, the present and projected sawnwood 
supply-demand balance should be estimated. 

i. Sawnwood specifications. It is vital to the planning of a sawmill, 
regardless of size, that a reliable definition be available of market 
requirements with respect to product specifications. To provide the 
necessary background information, the sawnwood specifications required 
by each of the end-use categories should be determined. 
Attention to detail is most important at this stage, as seemingly 
insignificant aspects with respect to grade, size, etc., can be of 
critical concern to the design and operation of the sawmill. While it 
is unlikely that a single sawmill could meet the product requirements 
of $l- potential end-users within its market regiofi sound howledge of 
the total picture can be of great value in making the final decisions 
as to which sectors to focus upon in a final market plan. Specific 
details which must be obtained are as follows: 

quality - preferences with respect to species, colour, 
durability, strength, allowable defects. 

size - thic~ess, width, length. 
tolerances - allowable oversize and undersize tolerances. 
dlyness - acceptability of 'Qreenl' sawnwcod as opposed 

to requirements for partial drying or kiln 
drying. 



-i. Annual consumption. For each of the end-use categories, estimates 
are required as to the present vclumss sold. These estimates should, 
to the greatest extent possible, include the volumes of each of the 
main specifications within each end-use category. These volume 
estimates are essential to the development of an uuderstanding of the 
market. Information in msny instances will be most difficult to acquire. 
The researcher should not become too diBOours@d, however, as even a 
crude estimate, baeed on local knowledge and interviews, is better than a 
wild guess or, alternatively, no estimate at 611. 

iii, Elcisting sawnwood BUPP’I~. An analysis should be made of the existing 
sawnwood supply within the market region. This should include the 
fOllOWing possible BoUrceB Of BaWWOOdr 
- sawmills within the market region, 
- sawmills within the country but outside the market region, 
- imported sawnwood. 
It should be reasonably easy to obtain information concerning the existing 
sawnwood supply within the region. As much detail as pOBBible should be 
obtained, particularly with respect to species, dimension and quality. 
Data on sawnwood entering the market region from external sources (either 
domestio or foreign) msy be more difficult to obtain as Government statistics 
are not alwa;ys available or reliable. Also, detail as to specifications 
of imports msy be lacking. Nevertheless, much useful information can 
usually be developed through interviews with those involved directly in 
the importation process, such as importers, uholesalers, retailers snd 
transport organizations. 

iv. Future trends. Some attempt must be made to identify any trend6 which 
might be expected to affect the existing sawnwood supply-demand balance, 
and hence the competitive position of a new sawmill. Demand can be 
affectec’ ';y changes in population and national wealth, as meaS-d by 
COBB n,tional product per capita. Of great significance can be any change 
in government policy that could bear upon the supply of new housing units. 
Similarly, other wood-using sectors of the econow within the market region 
msy be developed as a result of government policy. Railways w be expanded, 
new industrial plants subsidized, major public works projects undertakeqetc. 
Changes in Bawnwood supply can occur due to a number of variables. 
Sawmilling capacity within the market region can increase or decrease due 
to faotors such as wood supply, local market demand, the competitive 
position of individual mills, planned new mills, the availability of 
labour and so forth. Imports of sawnwood from mills outside the market 
region can change due to similar reasons, Imports from foreign suppliers 
mu increase or decrease in the future as a consequence of protective 
tariffs, changing prices reflecting economic conditions external to the 
local market region and competition from domestic producers. 
The following sources will provide useful information with respect to 
future trend6 and maximum use should be made of them: 
- population forecasts, 

- government plans, 

- economic forecasts (public and private), 
- judgement of experienced representatives of the sawnwood 

end-users and producers. 
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vm Supcly-demsnd balance. Through examination of the previously 
developed estimates of current SawnWOOd supply and consumption, 
coupled with the review of probable future trends, it should be 
possible to develop a reasonable assessment of the likely supply- 
demand balance for sawnwood during the next five to ten years. 
Ideally, this assessment should deal with the main produote, The 
forecast of the supply-demand balance will only be as reliable as 
the input data. While high levels of accuracy should not be 
expeoted, if the previous work has been done with care,~useful 
indication of future opportunities can be developed. 

Also, projected shortages of certain types of sawnwood may be identified 
which can have a direct bearing on the planned product-mix for a new saw- 
mill. Conversely, althou& it is unlikely, the supply-demand projeotion 
msy reveal sn exoess of supply rela%ive to demand, thus sigsalling the 
need for extreme caution in the short-term developnt of new milling 
capacity within the market region. Similarly, an excess SUpply of a 
particular item mu, be indicated, once .sgain providing invaluable 
information in planning the product specifications of a new mill. 

2.5 Distribution 

It is important to determine the means by which the mill's product will reach the 
market-place. Local and regional distribution methods will have a great bearing on 
selecting an appropriate approach for a new mill. In situations in which there is 
sn existing sawmilling industry within the market region, clearly developed distribution 
patterns mqq have been established, and it is probable that a new mill, psrticulsrly if 
it is small, would become part of the existing system. 

In the absence of a well structured distribution network it will be 
determine the most effective means of distribution for sny new operation. 

necessary to 

the existing situation should be carefully appraised. 
In any event, 

associated COB%B, 

Distribution channels, and the 
should be identified. This can usually be accomplished with little 

difficulty, particularly by someone who ia familiar with local business practice. One 
or more of the following distribution systems will normally apply: 

i.Direct Sales from Sawmill to End-User This usually involves local 
builders, etc.,purchasing directly from mill inventory. The mill msy 
deliver, either with its own vehicle, or by a contract hauler, to the 
user's designated site in exchange for a delivery fee. Alternatively, 
the user may pick up his requirements directly from the mill yard. This 
distribution method offers the advantage of simplicity and the avoidance 
of a ,,middlemsn*, . It is appropriate when volumes are low and there is 
no adequate distribution network in place. It does involve the mill 
operator in direct dealings with many customers and therefore a relatively 
hi& degree of paper work. Also, unless the terms of sale are strictly cash 
agatiat delivery (or pick-up), the sawmiller exposes himself to considerable 
credit risk in that many of his customers may be of marginal financial means. 

ii. Co-operatives. If the sawmill itself is part of a co-operative group, the 
distribution system msy already be established. Alternatively, an independent 
miller me~r wish to distribute his sawnwood through one or more existing co- 
operative groups within his market region. 
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iii, ? i-vat e Haulers. In some situations individual haulers may wish to buy sawn- 
;Jbod from the mill on speculation and then resell and deliver to local con- 
sumers, thus essentially performing the wholesale-retail function. Once 
again, credit risk is an important consideration and, in most cases, the saw- 
miller would be well-advised to deal only on the basis of cash upon pick-up. 

iv. Retail ShOPB. If the market region includes one or more good sized towns, it 
is probable that sawnwood retail shops may exist. Although they will already 
have supply sources, it is likely that the output of a new mill will be of 
interest, particularly if there is an existing supply shortage. The sawmiller 
will need to decide whether or not to become contractually involved on an 
exclusive basis with any particular retailer, or whether to maintain an “open- 
wket*, position. Much will depend upon the reputation, size, capability and 
financial status of the various retailers available to the miller. 

v* Wholesale Distributors. In major population centres in which large volumes of 
sawnwood are consumed and where there are many suppliers, the distribution 
channels tend to become more complex. As it becomes increasingly difficult 
for individual sawmills and retail operations to communicate effectively due 
to the number of firms and the wide variety of specifications involved, whole- 
sale operators are formed to fill the need for further specialization. These 
,,mi ddl emsn,, firms often prefer to have exclusive (or at least partially 
exclusive) arrangements with a group of sawmills in order to assure a supply 
source. If the wholesaler is well financed, the sawmiller’s credit risk is 
minimized, and the mill’s sales function is greatly simplified in that large 
volumes are sold at one time to one buyer (the wholesaler). Vhile this rnw 
seem attractive, particularly to a mill owner/manager who is more interested 
in mill operations than marketing, there is a danger of becoming excessively 
committed to very few buyers (perhaps only one). Control over marketing can 
be lost, and the sawmill’s management may become insensitive to changing trends 
in the end-use sectors of the sawnwood market. 

vi. Government Agencies. National policy mqy dictate that all sawnwood production 
be distributed through one or more government agencies, in which case the 
question of selecting the most appropriate distribution channel obviously does 
not arise. However, in the absence of an overall national distribution system, 
there will undoubtedly be various governmental agencies whose activities 
include the utilization of sawnwood. Housing and transport authorities, civil 
works, transport agencies, governmenOowned industrial and resource companies 
and the military can all be large consumers of sawnwood. Typi cal ly , such 
agencies tend to deal directly with a sawmill and will arrange their own 
transport. 

Usually a typical distribution system for a given sawmill will involve acme com- 
bination of the foregoing elements. It is most important that a distribution policy be 
formulated during the planning stage in order to avoid conflicts and to assist in attain- 
ing the best possible price for the sawnwood. If, for example, it is decided to sell 
to local retail stores, a clear policy must be established and maintained with respect 
to dealings with private individuals or firms who might otherwise be customers of the 
retailer. Similarly, allocations of future production must be made and adhered to if 
agreements are made to support certain ,,middlemen,, or supply specific government agencies. 
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2.6 Price 

A sound understanding of the price structure for sawnwood within the msrket region is 
of great importance. Price is usually the most critical variable in determining the 
return on investment of a sawmill operation. In a competitive and uncontrolled environ- 
ment the individual sawmill operator usually cannot exert much influence on price levels. 
It is particularly important that those who plan a sawmill development take an objective 
viewpoint of prioe and avoid any temptation to assume hiafier than actual levels or to make 
overly optimistic projections of future trends. A realistic assessment can only be 
achieved with a sound knowledge of local conditions. 

The exi&ing pricing mechanism for sawnwood within the market region should be care- 
fully identified. Discussions should be held with sawmillers, wholesalers, retailers and 
government officials. Any special arrangements such as price ceilings and cartels should 
be taken into account. Care must be t&en to identify all deductions which would normally 
apply l These can include all forms of taxes and special q,vcrnment levies, transport 
oharges, handling costs, trade and cash discounts and commissions. 

A comprehensive review must be made of the current price structure inoluding separate 
prices for each species, grade and size. Care should be taken to identie the make-up of 
these prices in order that all appropriate adjustments can be made in working up equivalent 
prices at the mill (mill net price). 

Finally, some attempt should be made to identify future price trends. To the extent 
possible, the major factors affecting sawnwood prices should be determined and assessed and 
past trends identified and analyzed in order to provide possible indicators of future move- 
ments. The projection of sawnwood prices should be approached with considerable caution, 
particularly when there is eny competition from imported material within the market region. 
The developer planning a sawmill of the sizes considered in this manual should concentrate 
on attempting to identify the broad probability of significant price changes over the 
initial three to five year period of the mill's operation. If possible, the approximate 
timing and magnitude of such chsnge should be estimated in order to plan for suitable con- 
tingencies in the project's working'capital and cash flow projections. 

2.7 Harketing Plan 

Utilizing the information previously c.-.veloped with respect to the characteristics of 
the available wood supply and the market, a mimple marketing plan should be prepared, 
This is a vital aspect of the planning process and will lead to the most favourable 
utilization of the wood supply relative to market opportunities. 
should include the following elements: 

The mark&ing plan 

i. Revised (as required) definition of the market area. 
ii. Key end-use sectors of the market to which the mill's output 

will be directed. 
iii. Sawnwood specifications (species, grade, size and seasoning) 

best suited to the wood supply and the market requirements of 
the selected end-use sectors. 

iv. Distribution channd to be used. 
v. The weighted average mill net price, based on current market 

levels and the appropriate product specifications.* 

* For a sample calculation, refer to illustrative case in Part II, Case Studies. 
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In addition to the preceding key elements of the marketing plan attention should also 
be given to the following: 

i. Inventory levels required to meet dsy-to-day sales, particularly during 
periods of high seasonal demand. 

ii. The need to develop grading rules in the absence of appropriate local 
standards. Since the product will be primarily of a construction 
type, with the emphasis m utility rather than appearance, a simple 
grading convention will usually be sufficient. Three to four oate- 
@ries should be adequate, with the defect allowances being related 
strictly to the suitability of the material for its intended end-use. 
Should it be necessary to develop grade definitions, it is advisable 
to follow a well proven model such as the Malaysian Grading Rules, 
with appropriate modifications for local conditions. 
should be as simple as possible and free of ambiguity. 

Grading rules 
They should 

be made easily available to all those in the production, marketing 
and usage of the mill’s output. The main purpose of grading rules 
is to assure the buyer of the mill Is products that the quality of a 
particular grade of sawnwood will be consistent at any time. Further- 
more, price typically depends on the grade. 

iii. The development of sales documentation and control procedures should 
be included in the planning process. Documentation should be kept 
as simple as possible. It should satisfy the control req-uirements of 
the firm’s auditors and provide the necessary record-keeping for 
shipping, invoicing and inventory control. 

iv. Althou& not usually necessary with a basic commodity such as construotion 
type sawnwood, some consideration should be given to the possible need 
for advertising, particularly during the mill’s start-up period. Ususlly 
a simple advertisement placed inthe local newspaper or posted at community 
focal points will be sufficient, particularly if there is an existing 
under-supply of sawnwood within the market region. 

‘_ 
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3.0 IEDum1AL PROcESSIlYG 

3.1 General 

The machinery required to manufacture the type of lumber contemplated in this guide 
is basically simple, the essential requirements being: 

i. A machine to saw the log lengthwise along lines parallel to the surface 
of the log or to the axis of the log, so as to produce pieces of the 
desired surface. 

ii. A machine to saw these pieces lengthwise to remove the wane (rounded edges) 
and produce narrower pieces of standardized width having parallel edges. 

iii. A machine to crosscut the pieces so as to produce square ends of standardited 
lengths and trim off defective wood. 

A variety of machines ranging from simple to elaborate are available to do this work. 
In keeping with the theme of this guide, only simple, reliable machinery which is easy to 
operate and maintain is oonsidered. Such machinery, when properly maintained and operated, 
is quite capable of producing good lumber at a satisfactory rate, as long as log supP;ly is 
suitable and adequate. 

For the sizes of sawmills considered in this guide the machinery required would be: 
i. A “headrig*, consisting of a travelling carriage capable of transporting 

the majority of logs for longitudinal cutting and either a circular or 
bend headsaw. The small number of logs which exceed the headrig capacity 
should be split in half lengthwise, usually by chainsaw. 

ii. A nresawn of circular or band type, to accept large slabs and cants from 
the headrig and make further longitudinal cuts through the width or thickness. 

iii. An “edgerN with at least two parallel saws capable of being set to standardized 
spacings by hand controls and making longitudinal cuts through the thickness 
of pieces received from the headrig or resaw. 

iv. A l%rimmert~ consisting of one or more fixed or movable saws arranged to 
crosscut pieces arriving from the headrig, the reaaw or the edger. 

The auxiliary equipment needed includes the following: 

i. A mean8 of transporting%acked~%gs from the log storage area (land or water) 
to the infeed deck of the headrig. 

ii. A log infeed deck to facilitate loading the logs onto the headrig carriage. 
iii. A log turning device to turn the logs onto carriage for best sawing position. 
iv. A rollcase or other meana to receive the pieces sawn off the log by the headsaw 

and transport them to the resaw and edger. 
V* Infeed tables to reoeive and hold pieces waiting to go through the resawmd edger. 

vi. Outfeed rollcases to receive boards from the reeaw and edger. 
vii. Transfer arrangements and tables leading to trimming and cross-cutting. 

viii- A green chain where freshly cut boards are graded for quality and sorted for 
size and length. 

ix. Means to collect and remove from the immediate operating area all residues such 
as sawdust, bark, edgings, trim ends and broken pieces, 

xw Facilities to segregate and store the above residues for use a8 fuel and pulp 
mill furnish or to be used by secondary industries, agricultural concerns, and 
so on. 
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3.1.1. Tyoe of mill to be considered 

The principal types of small sawmills to be considered in this guide are as follows: 
- Mobile or portable sawmills, 
- Semi-permanent sawmills, 
- Permanent sawmills. 

i. Mobile or portable sawmills usually consist of a circular saw headrig, a simple 
log carriage, a two-saw edger and a diesel or gasoline mechanical power unit. 
!l!his machinery is usually mounted on a prefabricated steel framework equipped 
with road wheels so that it msy be towed into the working area where it is 
blocked and levelled. Modern units of this type are available from a number 
of sources and cost from $80,o00 to $200,000 depending on the options seleoted 
and based on 1979 prices. 

ii. Semi-permanent sawmills are comprised of conventional units of headsaw, 
carriage, edger and trimsaws mounted on ateel and timber support struutures 
on timber foundations. Minimal weather protection is provided end the saw- 
mill mq+, be dismantled and moved to a new location every two or three years 
as the log supply dictates. The cost of a semi-permanent sawmill of this 
type driven by diesel power and with minimal auxiliaries will be from 
8800,ooo to 51,600,ooo. 

iii. Permanent sawmills are oomprised of conventional units of headsaw, carriage, 
resaw, edger and trimsaw with rollcases , transfer tables and refuse oon- 
veyors, all mounted on steel and timber supports on concrete or treated 
timber foundations. Permsnent types of building construation provide 
weather protection and the entire mill forms an important factor in the 
corssunity in which it is located. The cost of this type of sawmill will 
be from $1,7CC,OCC to $2,500,000. 

The specific type of mill chosen will be influenced by the state of development of 
the log supply and whether or not a market for the mill output already exists. 

Where the log supply is to be &awn from a previously unused forest area, there will 
usually be a considerable volume of logs extracted during the Wtial development phase aa 
land is cleared for roads, landings and building sites. These logs can be conveniently 
processed into timbers and planks by using a mobile or portable mill close to the source 
of supply. !Phe lumber produced can be utilised for forest and sawmill development or it 
can be sold to generate cash flow and assist in developing markets. 

If the log supply is to be drawn from an area already producing a small quantity of 
logs for use in saw pits or low-powered private sawmills, then there would be a basis 
on which a semi-permanent or permanent sawmill could be developed. 

3.1.2 LOR SUPPlY Of UD t0 5,000 m3/A 

For a log supply volume of about 5,000 m3 per annum a mobile or portable sawmill 
operation is the most economical approach and such a sawmill can follow the developing 
logging roads into previously unused areas. Capital requirements are low, the quality 
of lumber produced is quite acceptable for the end-usescontemplated, end operating man- 
power is four to eight men depending on options selected. 

A typical lsyout of a small mobile or portable sawmill is shown in Figure land Plate 1. 
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plate 1 Mobile circular sawmill 
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Plate 2 A semi-permanent oircular sawmill set directly on the ground 
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FIGURE 2 - LAYOUT FOR SEMI-PERMANENT OR PERMANENT SMALL SAWMILL 
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3.1.3 Log Supply of up to 10,GOG m3/A 

With a log supply volume of about 10,OOG m3/A a semi-permanent mill permits more 
flexibility in the range of end products , improves dimensional accuracy in sieing and 
inareases lumber recovery from the logs. Auxiliary equipment such as rolloases and 
transfer tables can be included to facilitate lumber handling within the mill, as well 
as refuse and sawdust conveyors to aesiat in keeping the working areas clear. 

Such a mill could be located near an established community where stability of the 
work force wculd be an asset,and the availability of by-products from the sawmill could 
encourage small secondary industries. The primary lumber output of the sawmill could 
be sold in the immediate area if a demand exists, or be tranaported to developed areas. 

If in increase in the volume of sawlog supply over a period of years from 10,ooO m3/A 
to 20,OW m3/A is feaaible,then the initial mill could be constructed as a permanent mill, 
laid out in such a wsy that expansion to the higher capacity can be easily achieved when- 
ever the demand for lumber justifies such expansion. 

A typical leyout of a semi-permanent or permanent sawmill is shown in Figure 2 and 
Plate 2. 

3.1.4 LOR SUPR~Y of UP to 20,000 m3/A 

With a sustained log supply of about 20,GOG m3/A a permanent mill is feasible and 
mrur well become a major factor in the development of local communities. 

With an input of this magnitude a resaw is added to share the load with the headrig 
and more trimming and sorting capacity is necessary. Furthermore, log handling into 
the mill, log cleaning, removal of finished products and of by-products must keep pace 
with the production capabilities of the mill machinery. Generally, more power is applied 
to the headsaw, resaw and edgers to obtain faster cutting speeds than those used in semi- 
permanent mills. 

The layout of a permanent sawmill as shown in Figure 3 is an augmented version of 
the mill described earlier for 10,000 m3/A. 

3.2 Site Selection 

Assuming that an adequate source of logs has been identified (Section l.l), the 
selection of a site for a sawmill would be influenced by three major factors, namely, the 
type end scale of the sawmilling operation, the cost of transporting logs to a proposed 
site, and the location of an existing community that could provide much of the work force 
and reduce or possibly eliminate the need for building houses for employees and other 
services. 

In opening up a new area not previously logged a mobile or portable sawmill following 
the road development can provide a rource of construction material or can generate early 
cash flow with minimal capital investment. A suitable site in this case would be a small 
clearing an a level area at roadside. 

In the case of larger projects with an established, reliable log extraction operation, 
a semi-permanent or permanent sawmill is more suitable. A mill of this type requires 
.BOIOe form Of log transportation system to deliver logs from the forest to the mill log yard. 
By locating a sawmill near an established community it msy be possible to take advantage of 
existing roads or rivers for log trmsportation. 



Since the costs of loading logs onto trucks or into a river end offloading to storage 
at a sawmill are independent of distance travelled, the benefits to be derived from a better 
site location such as near an existing community usually outweigh the costs of any extra 
distance of transportation. 

3.2.1 Site Criteria 

$he following points will serve as a checklist for evaluating potential sawmill sites: 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

V* 

. Vl. 

The terrain should be fairly level or gently sloping to fccilitate drainage. 
The su&soil should be compact, well-drained sandy gravel able to sustain 
wheel loads from logging trucks and fork-lift trucks. 
The area should not be subject to flocding by high water levels in nearby 
rivers or lakes or by flash floods from higher ground. 
It should be accessible to road or river or both to facilitate log transport 
from the forest to the mill and the shipment of lumber to the market area* 
If adequate electric power can be brought to the site from a nearby source, 
there is a major capital cost and operating cost advantage. 
There should be a good fresh water supply for drinking, log sprinkling and 
fire-fighting 

vii. Location close to an established cormnunity povides the social amenities 
desirable for a stable work force and assists in the development of the 
community. 

viii. Direction of prevailing winds should be such as to carry auy smoke or dust 
away from the community. 

3.2.2 Site Area 

For a small mobile or portable sawmill operating close to the forest access roads, 
an area of one to two hectares is sufficient to accommodate minimal log storage, the saw- 
mill, lumber storage end traffic circulation. 

For sawmills processing 10,000 to 20,000 m3/A of logs the site area may be estimated 
in the following manner: 

3.9 

ii. 
iii. 
iv. 

V* 

3,2.&l. Lox Yard 
Assume an average y;rd inventory of about 2,500 m3 of logs (or whatever is 
necessary to carry over any expected logging shutdown period). . 
Assume maximum log length to be 5 m. 
Assume stack height to average about 1.5 m. 
Assume average stack density to be about 5% (allows for short loi?:, 
bowed logs, etc. ). 
Allow for roadways with a width of 10 m between stacks end 10 m wide 
roads at the sides end ends* 
Then, area occupied by stacked logs is 

2,500 m3 
1.5 m height x 0.5 density - f 3,330 In2 

Total erea of log storage including roadways and circulation ranges between four 
and five times the stack area, de nding on yard configuration. Therefore, for 
single s 

se 
aies storage of 2,500 m 3e logs, allow 3,330 x 4.5, or approximately 

the yard area. 15,000 m for 
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If a species separation is made in the log yard, then more area will be 
needed so that the inventory of each species may be built up without over- 
lapping into the area assigned to another specie If the maximum 
inventory of each species is to be about 2,500 m 9 , then the total yard area 
will be approximately 15,000 m2 times the number of species groups. Hence, 
if 3 species group separations are made, 
be approximately 15,000 x 3 = 0,000 m2. 

the necessary log yard areas will 

It can be seen from the above that the log yard area is a function of log 
inventory requirements rather than of sawmill capacity, althou& the larger 
sawmill will carry the greater log inventory to accommodate periods of 
logging shutdown due to bad weather conditions, for example. 

3.2.2.2 Air Drying Yard 

1. 

ii. 

iii. 
iv. 
V* 

vls 

Assume an average period of 6 weeks in the air drying yard for staoks of 
lumber. 
Assum 

9 
about 60 m3 solid wood equivalent (S.W.E.) of lumber from each 

100 m of logs processed by the sawmill. 
Assume that stacks contain about 20 m3 (S.W.E.) of lumber(5m x 2m x 21s). 
Assume maximum stack length to be 5 m. 
Assume average stack density to be about 80% 
Allow for roadways with a width of 10 m between c;tacks and 10 m wide 
roads at the sides and ends. 
Then, lumber volume produced by sawmill in 6 weeks is: 

10,000 x 6 60 
52 x lob = 2 692 m3 (S.W.E.) 

692 m3 
2m height x 0.8 density = 2 433 It? 

Total area of air drying yard, plus roadways and circulation, ranges between 
5 and 7 times the stack area dependinf on yard configuration. Therefore, 
for single species storage of 2 632 m of lumber closely stacked, allow 
433 x 6, or approximately 2,600 m for the yard area. If species 
separation is made, then somewhat more area map be needed depending on the 
proportion of each species, sv f 3,000 m2. 

If yard drying time is greater or less than the assumed 6 weeks, then the 
yard area should be adjusted proportionately. 

It can be seen from the above that air drying yard area is a function of 
both the sawmill output rate and the drying time. Thus, a 20,000 m3 saw- 
mill would need double the area for the same drying time. 

3.2.2.3 Building Area 

The area occupied by the sawmill, offices, workshops, power unit, sanitary 
facilities, fire water pond and circulation roads is usually no more than about one 
heatsrsfor the size of sawmills under consideration. 



3.2.2.4 Log Pond 

For those sites where log storage is in a log pond, the area of water surface 
may be estimated as follows: 

i. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

V* 

Assume an average log inventory of about 2,500 m3 of logs (or 
whatever ie neoeseary to carry over the expected logging shut- 
down period). 
Assume maximum log length to be 5 m. 
Assume average log diameter to be 600 run* 
Assume that all logs are floating in a single layer on the 
water surface. 
Assume an average log to water area ratio of 75% (allows for 
bowed logs, short logs, etc.). 

Then, water surface area occupied by floating logs P 
2,500 m3 

g (0.600) 
I ,+ 7, 100 m2 

x 0.75 ratio 

Total area to allow for log moving, boat ways, and circulation ranges between 1.25 and 
twice the above as a, depending on pond configuration. 2Therefore, for single species 

3 storage of 2,500 m logs allow 7,100 x 1.6 or 2 11,400 m for the pond area. 

If a species separation is to be made in the log pond for 2,500 m3 of logs, then 
somewhat more area may be needed so that the inventory of each species may be built up 
without overlapping into the area assigned to another species group. Hence, if three 
speoies group s 

1 
parations are made, the log pond area may have to be increased to approxi- 

mately 14,000 m . 

3.2.2.5 &temples of Site Areas 

i. Log supply 10,000 m3/A; yard 2,500 m3 
3 species sorts 
Air drying time, 6 weeks 

a) Log yard 15,000 In2 
b) Air dryingyerd 3,ooo Ill2 
c) Building area 10,000 m2 

Total = -+28,000 m2 

ii. Log supply 10,000 m3/A; pond 2,500 m3 
3 species sorts 
Air drying time, 6 weeks 

4 bf3 PO& 
b) Air drying yard 
c) Building area 

14,000 tn2 

3,000 m2 
10,000 m2 

Total p ~27,000 m2 
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iii. Log supply 20,000 m3/A; yard 5,000 m3 
2 species sorts 
Air drying time, 8 weeks 

a) Log yard, 15,000 x 2 
b) Air drying yard, 2,600 x 2 x $ 
oj Building area 

iv. Log supply 20,000 m3/A; pond 5,000 m3 
2 species sorts 
Air drying time, 8 weeks 

a) Log pond 13,000 x 2 
b) Air drying yard, 2,600 x 2 x t 
c) Building area 

30,000 m2 

7,000 m2 
10,000 m2 

Total = 2 47,000 m2 

26,000 m2 

7,OO-O m2 
10,000 m2 

Total = 2 43,000 m2 

3.2.3 Site Layout 

The site should be arranged to promote an orderly flow of raw materials and 
products. Logs should be delivered to the log storage areas without obstructing other 
traffic in the sawmill area. Sorting, if required, would be carried out in the storage 
areas and logs would be transported to the infeed deck to maintain an adequate supply 
for the headrig. Similarly, the output of lumber from the green chain should be moved 
to the drying yard, then to finished storage and shipping area. (See figures 1 to %) 
If the site is located in an area surrounded by forest,' a firebreak 30 m wide should be 
left clear around the entire perimeter of the mill property. 

3.2.4 Log Storage 

Log storage may be in a log yard, a log pond, or both, depending on the methods used 
to deliver logs from the forest. 

The small mobile or portable sawmill in a clearing close to a road construction area 
needs only a few deys inventory of logs , supplies being dependent on the logs extracted 
during the course of road construction. Such a wood supply is often variable since 
difficulties in terrain or unexpected bad weather may slow down road construction and con- 
nequently reduce the flow of raw materials. 

Sawmills with log supplies of 10,000 to 20,000 m3/A are designed to operatefive or six 
days a week continuously, with at least one shift of 8 or more hours working time per day. 
Under these conditions the log storage capacity must be sufficient to allow the sawmill 
to function at normal levels during periods when log extraction is interrupted by seasonal 
bad weather or when forest workers temporarily leave their jobs to cultivate their own 
crops. 
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3.2.4.1 LOR Storage Volume 

The log storage volume may be estimated in the following manner: 

1. Calculate number of full operating days in one year 
Total days in year 
Annual vacation shut down - 14da;ys 
Weekend non-producing deys, 50 x 2 -100 days 

Religious andstatutory observances 

125 
Production days per year 

ii. Daily log volume requirement5 

=. 365 

10,000 m' 
o 240 hp3 = 41.67m3perdaJr 

iii. If the number of working days during which logs cannot be delivered to 
sawmill is 60 deys, the3minimum log inventory at start of a 60 d,ay pericd 
is 60 x 41.67 = 2,500 m loge. 

iv. The rate at which logs must be delivered to the mill in order to build 
up the inventory over a one year period is as follows: 
Total mill working5 days = 240 
Non-delivery days t 60 

Days when log5 can be delivered = k.g days 
Annual volume needed = 10,000 m3 

Therefore, daily delivered volume L: ~w I 55.6 m3 

If the species mix of logs is such that it is desirable to segregate them 
into separate groups for sawing, drying and marketing, then the ratio of 
each species group to total log supply must be determined and the quan- 
tities for inventory estimated as above. 

3.2.4.2 Log Storage Arrangements 

The arrangement of the log storage area should be designed to accommodate the 
following requirements: 

1. 

ii. 

iii. 

iv. 

V* 

vi. 

Segregation by species according to end-use and sawing characteristics 
(if necessary). 
Sorting of each species into groups by diameter and length,if the 
delivered log5 are of variable s&es. 
Orderly use of inventory to prevent excessively long storage periods, 
especially in the case of species highly susceptible to fungal stain 
or insect damage. 
Development of properly aged stock piles of sufficient quantity to carry 
over periods when logging is not possible. 
Separation of piles to reduce hazard of fire spreading from pile to pile. 

Ease of moving logs from storage to the sawmill infeed. 
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3.2.4.3 Log Yard 

The log storage yard should be positioned near the log infeed of the mill so that 
travel distances are minimized. The surface should be cleared and grubbed to remove all 
topsoil, stumps and large roots. A top dressing of unsorted gravel and sand should be laid 
and compacted to a depth of about 200 mm to form a base for the roadwsys and assist in 
checking regrowth of weeds. 

To reduce the deterioration of logs during storage, etookpiles should be regularly 
sprayed with water or stored in log ponds. (See 3.3.L) 

Travelled roadwa,s should be surfaced with graded orushed gravel to provide a well- 
drained running surf'ace under all weather conditions. About 250 mm of gravel surface is 
normally sufficient, although this quantity msy vary according to local conditions. 

Roadws~rs and stacks should be aligned so that heavy rainfall drains awsy from the site. 

.Stacks of logs should be supported off the ground on longitudinal decay-resistant logs. 
This will keep sand and gravel off the log surfaces,thereby reducing damage to saws. 

The method of estimating log yard area is described in 3.2.2. 

3-2.4.4 Log Pond 

The log storage pond should be positioned so that the maximum volume of logs are 
as close as possible to the log infeed of the mill. 

Although an existing body of water rnw be large enough to accommodate the required 
volume of logs, several other factors should be evaluated. For example, consider the 
following: 

i. Deep water makes it difficult to recover logs which sink while 
in storage. 

ii. Fluctuating water levels may prevent movement of logs into the 
mill during periods of low water. 

iii. Strong water currents during times of flooding ma;y carry away 
logs from storage. 

If a log pond is to be constructed, the most economical shape is a circle or, to a 
lesser extent, a square. The water should not be deep, provided it is sufficient to 
float the largest or heaviest logs. A shallow pond facilitates recovery of logs which 
are stored submerged or which sink while in storage. 

Logs are hauled from the pond into the mill along skidweys, which should be positioned 
directly in front of the sawmill infeed. Log channels lined with long floating logs 
chained together serve to lead the sawlogs in an orderly manner towards the skids. The 
logs in the channels should be oriented so that they approach the skidway without having to 
be turned. The skidwsy should deliver them on to the infeed deck in the correct position 
for loading on to the carriage. 

3.3 Log Proteotion end Handling 

3.3.1 Log Froteotion 

Logs in storage need protection from fire, insect and fungus attack and deterioration 
due to uneven drying. 
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The characteristics of the species and local conditions will determine whether logs are 
best stored with bark on or off and whether the log stacks should be sprinkled with water or 
left dry. The major advantages of sprinkling the log stacks include protection from fire 
and a reduction of the incidence of insect *and fungal damage. Sprinkling also reduces end 
checking and log-splitting and gives a more uniform moisture content which improves the saw- 
ing properties. 

Small mobile or portable sawmills using about 5,000 m3/A of logs normally require only 
minimal fire protection because the period of log storage is relatively short. 

Mills processing 10,000 to 20,000 m3/A have larger log inventories and therefore 
regular sprinkling is important. If the site is surrounded by heavy forest, a firebreak 
about 30 m wide should be cleared around it. 

,3.3.2 Log Infeed 

The equipment required to trensfer logs from the storage yard to the log infeed deck can 
be simple and relatively inexpensive. 

For the mobile or portable sawmill processing about 5,000 m3/A animal power can be 
used to pull a simple sleigh carrying the logs. The logs should not be dragged directly on 
the ground as this inevitably results in sand and stones being embedded in the surface of 
the logs, causing expensive damage to saws and severe loss of production time. 

For the sawmill processing about 10,000 m3/A a simple "jammer" or log-carrying truck 
can be used. This need be nothing more than a substantial truck chassis with a hoist frame 
and winch on the back to lift and carry the logs to the infeed deck. Alternatively, a 
number of logs could be loaded on to a simple trailer and towed to the log infeed deck. 

For the sawmill processing about 20,000 m'/A similar equipment can be used, but in 
larger numbers to handle the increased volume. It is difficult to justify the use of large, 
heavy duty, log&arrying fork trucks in this size of operation since they require large 
manoeuvring areas and good all-weather roads, 
which such vehicles impose. 

in order to withstand the high wheel loads 
They are also very expensive to purchase and maintain. 

3-3.3 Log Infeed peck 

The log infeed deck is an arrangement of supports leading to the position where logs 
are loaded on to the headrig carriage. The incoming logs are placed on the supports 
parallel to and in line with the log loading position. (See Plate 2.) 

The supports maJr be comprised of skids set on a slight downward slope, over which the 
logs roll or slide by gravity to the loading position, 
with a powered feed controlled by the head sawyer. 

or they may be horizontal chain ways 

At the loading position it is necessary to have substantial log stops to prevent logs 
from falling into the carriage travel Zone. The log stops are frequently combined with 
log loading arms designed to assist the movement of the log from the infeed deck on to the 
log carriage. Log turning devices are frequently installed as part of the infeed deck. 

3.3.4 Log Cleaning 

Prior to loading on to the log carriage for the first cuts the logs should be inspected 
for embedded stones, sand or scrap metal. This is best done in an area just ahead of the 
actual log infeed deck so that the workers removing these objects are not exposed to any 
moving equipment. 
surface. 

A water spray is very useful for washing away sand and grit on the log 
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Flab 3 Circular sawmill headrig with top saw 
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Plate 4 A small two-saw edpr 
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3.3.5 Log Debarking 

The debarking of logs has advantages in that it reduces damage and wear on the headsaw 
caused by sand and stones, which often become imbedded in the bark during logging, trans- 
portation and handling in the mill yard. A reduction in wear on the headsaw gives longer 
time intervals between saw sharpening and, consequently, higher production per shift, as 
well as reduced saw sharpening costs. A bark-free log can also be evaluated more effectivQ 
by the head sawyer and this should improve the grade of the lumber produced. 

Debarking mey be carried out by unskilled labour, using hand tools before the logs 
reach the infeed deck. Alternatively,-mechanioal debarkers maJl be used, installed ahead 
of the infeed deck. 

In assessing the feasibility of debarking,the cost oflhis operation has to be related to 
the estimated value of the benefits outlined at the beginning of this section. For the 
sises of sawmills considered in this guide,. however, mechanical debarkers are generally too 
expensive to justify their use, unless a market for waste wood develops for pulp production. 
For this purpose the waste wood must be free of bark. 

In the event that the addition of a mechanical debarker is justified, there are four 
types to be considered: 

i. Chain flail 
ii. Rosser head 

iii. Cambial 
iv. Ring, 

Chain flail debarkers are not suitable for removing stringy bark and the cambial and 
ring types are both expensive to purchase and maintain. The rosser head debarker is 
generally the most effective for use in small sawmills. 

3.4 Hachinery Required 

An appropriate type of headrig for a mobile or portable sawmill would.have a circular 
headsaw 1,200 mm to 1,500 mm in diameter, that would cut maximum log diameters of 650 mm 
$0 850 W. Inserted tooth saws are satisfactory for a wide range of species and are 
relatively easy to maintain. 

The manually set edger would have two circular saws of about 500 mm diameter to cut 
thicknesses of up to 150 mm. 

A single swing or slide crosscut saw would perform any cutting to length. In the 
early stages of development much of the lumber could probably be marketed without end 
trimming. 

A diesel engine rated at 130 kH would be adequate. It would consume about 13 litres 
of fuel per hour of production. 

A mill for 10,000 m3/A log supply should have a circular headsaw of 1,500 mm diameter, 
plus a top saw of 1,000 mm diameter)to accept logs with a maximum diameter of 1,200 mm. 
(See Plate%) 

A manually set edger with two circular saws of about 600 mm diameter to cut thic-kuesses 
of up to 200 mm would be required. (See Plate 4.) 
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A two-saw 'mountain Type Trimmer" would perform all grade and length trimming for 
planks and boards. 
Rate 5.) 

A single swing or slide crosscut saw would be used for timbers. (See 

Log handling from log yard to headrig infeed deck could be carried out by animal power, 
or a simple hoist-equipped lowrying truck. From water storage logs could be handled 
using a skidway equipped with a cable and winch. 

A diesel engine rated at 150 kW would provide power for the mill. It would consume 
about 15 litres of fuel per hour of production. 

A mill for a log input of 20,000 m3/A would have the same headrig as the 10,000 m3/A 
mill, but with more power to the saws allowing faster feed speeds. 
diameter saw would share the ripsawing load with the headrig. 

A resaw with 1,000 mm 
Edger and trimmers would be 

the same as for the 10,000 m3/A mill, but a longer sorting table would be necessary after 
the trimmer. More rollcases, transfer tables and by-product conveyors would assist in 
moving lumber and keeping the operating floor clear. 

Power requirements would rise to about 250 kW and could be provided by two 130 kW 
diesel-eleotrio sets consuming about 26 litres of fuel per hour of production. 

3.4.1 Lou Sawing or "Breakdown11 

When a log is loaded on to the carriage of a headsaw the sawyer must position the log 
inthe best orientation for the sawing pattern he wishes to use. The general CorCQuratim 
of the log also has a significant influence on the position in which it is placed. 

Another major factor to be considered is whether, in a given species, the good wood is 
on the outer surface of the log or in the centre of the log. When the good wood is at the 
surface, the log must be positioned on the carriage so that any longitudinal taper is taken 
up on the carriage knees and the face of the log to be cut runs parallel to the sawing line. 
If the good wood is in the centre of the log, the carriage knees tiould be adjusted so that 
the longitudinal axis of the log is parallel to the sawing line. 

Wiien the log has a pronounced "sweep I* from end to end, the first cuts are usually made 
with the sweep positioned in the vertical plane. 

3.4.1.1. Sawing Patterns 

The sawing patterns to be followed are based on the market requirements in an area. 
In some areas, the market appears to demand a very wide range of thicknesses and widths of 
lumber and this practice can often be attributed to the versatility of very small sawmills 
and pit-sawing operations which, in the past, 
ments of each customer. 

could afford to cut for the specific require- 

In order to obtain high lumber recovery and provide for the widest markets, it is 
usually necessary to rationalise the sizes of lumber to be cut. Standardized thicknesses 
and widths should be established in ranges that permit larger sizes to be further broken 
down by remanufacturing saws. 

Within the terms of reference adopted for this guide the principal output of the small 
and medium-sized sawmills will be construction type lumber, 
and suggested end uses: 

with the following dimensions 
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plate 5 Swing saw used for trimming lumber 
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i. Boards of about 25 mm thickness and in widths from 100 mm to 
300 mm in 25 mm or 50 mm increments. These are suitable for 
concrete formwork, roofing, flooring end box-making. 

ii. Planks of about 50 mm thickness end in widths from 100 mm to 
300 mm in 50 mm increments. These are suitable for framing 
lumber for concrete formwork, house frames, small building 
frames, floor joists, roof rafters and furniture. 

iii. Timbers with thicknesses of 75 mm to 300 mm in 25 mm or 50 mm 
increments and widths from 75 mm to 300 mm also in 25 mm or 50 mm 
increments. These are suitable for posts, beams, girders, rail- 
way ties, mining props end for remanufacturing in secondary 
industries. 

In a small mobile or portable sawmill cutting 5,000 m3/A of logs, the normal output 
would be primarily planks and timbers of the larger sizes. This usually provides the 
most economical operation for this type of mill and permits the largest volume of good 
lumber to be moved to the market as quickly as possible. Figure & indicates the type 
of sawing pattern which could be used. 

In a sawmill with 10,000 m3/A log supply the machinery is of heavier construction 
and greater power. It will produce the full range of sizes suggested above at a faster 
rate and with better accuracy than the mobile or portable mill. The number of cuts to 
be made on the headrig is the limiting factor in mill produotion. figure 421 shows a 
typical sawing pattern for a mixture of boards, planks and timbers which will ensure a 
good recovery of lumber from the log. 

In a sawmill with 20,000 m3/A log supply the primary rip-sawing load is shared 
between the headrig and the resaw and more power is applied to the saws to achieve the 
required production rates. The full range of suggested sizes can be produced. Figure 40 
shows how the same cutting load as in Figure 4b can be shared between the headrig and the 
resaw. The edger load remains the same. 

The sawing patterns illustrated are only examples of certain types; patterns 
actually used can only be developed after the market requirements have been defined. 

For the small percentage of logs with a diameter too large for the he&rig, special 
sawing patterns may be required. The oversize logs should be split into quarters by 
sawing lengthwise with a suitable chain saw or by splitting with wedges. Each quarter 
is then loaded on to the carriage and broken down in a manner similar to the examples 
shown in Figures 4d and 4f. 

For those logs with severe rot in the centre, or hollow loge, other patterns must 
be developed to recover lumber from the sound annulus. (Figure de). 

It must be emphasized that the foregoing comments on sawing patterns have, of 
necessity, only touched lightly on the subject. It is beyond the soope of this guide 
to go into greater detail. 



FIGURE 4 - CUTTING DIAGRAMS 

HARD WOOD 
600 mm 0 log 

No. of cuts/machine 

Headrig - 12 

Edger -----lS(lO) 

Headrig -23 

Edger ----- 22(14) 

2 

TYPICAL 

Headrig -9 

Resaw ----14 

Edger -----22(14) 

3 

CUTTING PATTERN 

+ Cutting sequence 

4 FOR PLANKS AND TIMBERS 

TYPICAL CUTTING PATTERN FOR 
BOARDS PLANKS AND TIMBERS 

TYPICAL CUTTING PATTERN FOR 
BOARDS PLANKS AND TIMBERS 
USING HEADRIG AND RESAW 
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Headrig - 5 

Resaw ---- 13 

Edger ----- 27(14) 

Headrig -9 
Resaw ----32 

Edger -----27(21) 

4(d) 
TYPICAL CUTTING PATTERN FOR 
QUARTERED LOG WITH HEART ROT 

Headrig -11 

Resaw ---- 8 

Edger -----35(21) 

(2 
-- -- 
1 
-- .- -__ 

) 
ICAL 
QUA 

CUTTING PATTERN 
rRTERED IiOLLOW LOG 

4(f) 
TYPICAL CUTTING PATTERN 
FOR QUARTERED SOUND LOG 

2 
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3.4.1.2 Breakdown Machinery 

The primary breakdown machine in the sawmill is the headzaw. There are many types 
of machines and each has a suitable place depending on the volume and species of logs to be 
converted. A list of some types of headsaws suitable for small mills is provided below: 

. 1. Mechanical drive version of pit saw. 

ii. Chain saw with guided longitudinal travel. 

iii. Horizontal band saw on carriage travelling the length of the log. 
iv. Horizontal band saw with travelling log carriage. 
v. Circular saw headrig and log carriage. 

vi. Band saw headrig and log carriage. 

In order to process the volumes of logs specified for this guide and to produce well 
manufactured lumber of specific dimensions at a consistent rate, the choices narrow down 
to either the oircular saw headrig and log carriage,' or the band saw headrig and log 
carriage. 

These two types were chosen because the basic sawing techniques are the same from the 
smallest mobile or portable sawmill to the permanent sawmill processing up to 20,000 m3/A 
of logs. Hence, a sawmilling operation starting with a small volume of logs can be up 
graded progressively as the log supply increases by adding more sawing capacity, 
there is no extensive retraining of operating personnel required. 

Also, 
Furthermore, these 

two types of headrigs moduce more accurate and uniform lumber and there is less wastage 
of wood in the form of sawdust, particularly in the case of the band saw. 

3.4.1.3 Circular Saw Headrig 

The circular headsaw is simple, strong and reliable and is easy to operate and 
maintain. Proper maintenance and good saw sharpening permit cutting accuracy and unifor- 
mity which are entirely suitable for the end uses stated earlier in this guide. 

Depending on the size of logs to be cut, either a single saw or two saws mounted one 
above the other in the vertical plane can be used. (Plate 3.) 

As saw diameter increases the width of the I1kesfVW or saw-cut increases and a higher 
proportion of wood is lost as sawdust. Generally, circular saws with d&meters in excess 
of 1,500 mm are more difficult to maintain and operate. Typically, a saw 1,500 mm in 
diameter with solid swaged teeth will produce a kerf of 8.7 mm, while a saw of the same 
diameter with inserted point teeth will produce a kerf of 10.3 mm.* 

3.4.1.4 Band Saw Headriq 

The band head saw in its modern version is a strong and reliable machine. It 
requires more skill in operation and maintenance than does the circular headsaw. Proper 
maintenance and saw sharpening permit better cutting accuracy and uniformity than the 
circular headsaw. 

To cut logs with a diameter of 1,200 mm, a saw with wheels of approximately 2,400 mm 
diameter is needed. 
250 mm wide. 

The saw blade runs in the vertical plane and is about 200 mm to 

Band saws usually produce a narrower kerf typically about 4.6 mm for a saw suitable 
for the mills cutting 10,000 m3/A and 20,000 d/A log supply. 
*Quelch, P.S., %awmill Feeds and SpeedsIt. 
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3.4.1.5 Log Carrinpe 

The log carriage must be large enou& and strong enough to traverse the maximum 
size log through the chosen headsaw. A log 1,200 mm in diameter and 5 m long would weigh 
between 2,800 and 5,700 kg depending on species and moisture content. 

As the log rests on the carriage it must be firmly clamped by top and bottom '*dogs'* to 
prevent movement during sawing. A setting mechanism controlled by the sawyer advances and 
retracts the log in relation to the sawing plane. The supports and clamps must be capable 
of adjustment so that either the log axis or the log surface can be set parallel to the 
sawing plane. For tb,e range of log lengths contemplated in this guide, either three or 
four sets of knees and clamps would be satisfactory. Log turning devices allow the sawyer 
to position the log correctly on the carriage for the best sawing pattern. 

Loading, log turning, clamping, taper positioning and setting can be performgd by hand 
or by power-operated devices. In a small mobile or portable sawmill with 5,000 m /A log 
supply, hand power is usually acceptable. In a sawmill with 10,000 m /A log supply, some 
form of simple mechanical power deyice to assist in loading and turning the logs would be an 
asset. In a sawmill with 20,000 m /A log supply, a form of power setting is usually required 
to achieve the required level of production. 

3.4.1.6 Machinery Selection 

The final choice between the circular headsaw and the band headsaw will depend on 
the following factors: 

i. Capital cost. 
ii. Availability of trained personnel to operate and maintain the machinery. 

iii. Availability of trained personnel to sharpen, tension and maintain the sawa. 
iv. Estimated value of extra wood volume lost to sawdust on circular headsaw 

compsred with band headsaw. 

The small mobile or portable mill for 5,000 m3/A log supply is only available with the 
circular headsaw within the cost range previously stated. 

For the other mills of 10,000 m3/A and 20,000 m3/A log supply, it is suggested that 
the circular headsaw is also the logical ohoioe. The work of the saw sharpening depart- 
ment will be simpler and overall maintenance will be easier and less expensive. It is 
difficult to justify the higher capital cost of the band headsaw for the production of 
general utility types of lumber. 

3.4.1.7 Headrig Rollcase and Transfer 

As each piece is sawn off the log at the headsaw, it is deposited on to a roll- 
case for transport to the next work position. Frequently, a transfer table is combined 
with the roll case so that the pieces can be moved sideways for temporary storage, as well 
as longitudinally. A reversible transfer table can be used to temporarily hold large 
flitches or cants from the headrig and then reload them back on to the carriage for further 
breakdown. 

For a small mobile or portable sawmill with 5,000 m3/A log supply, a simple landing 
table is usually incorporated into the complete pre-built unit and the pieces are moved 
to the edger by hand. 
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A sawmill with 10,000 m3/A log supply should have a headrig rolloase extended in length 
to deliver timbers to the oross+ut saw and a transfer table leading to the edger infeed. 

A sawmill with 20,000 m3/A log supply would require a similar arrangement plus a second 
transfer table leading to the resaw. 

3.4.2 Resaw (See Plate&) 

A resaw shares the rip-sawing load with the headrig. . Slabs, flitches and cants from 
the headrig go to the resaw for further breakdown into plank8 and boards. The resaw 
allows a second look at eaoh pieoe of wood and consequently higher grade material can often 
be found and reoovered. 

Thick slabs from the headrig can be resawn parallel to the wide faoe so that, when the 
board is edged, lumber recovery is immoved. 

Plitohes or cants with two or three sawn faces from the headrig oan be resawn into 
planks and boards, some of which may not require further edging. 

The resaw should be positioned in the mill so that it can receive from both the head- 
rig and the edger. It should be able to deliver to the edger, to the sortinq table, and 
by return to its own infeed. 

Since the resaw is always cutting smaller pieces than the headsaw, it ten be operated 
with a thinner saw, reducing the emount of wood lost as sawdust. 

The resaw can be either a bandsaw or circular saw. 
of these two types were discussed in 3.4.1.6) 

(The advantages and disadvantages 
It is usually advisable to stay with one 

type of saw throughout the mill. I 

Only the sawmill with 20,000 m3/A log supply should require a resaw. It would be 
equipped with line-bar and feed rolls and a saw of 1,200 mm in diameter, cutting to a depth 
of 430 mm. 

3.4.2.1 Resaw Infeed and Outfeed 

The transfer table from the headrig rollcase should have %topW which allow 
pieoes to be aoownulated ahead of the infeed to the resaw. The infeed should be of 
suffiaient length to support and guide the longest pieces. A line-bar or fence of 
similar length is recommended to assure aoourate outting. The position of the line-bar 
relative to the saw plane is adjustable es required, to establish the thiokness of the 
pieoe being sawn. 

An outfeed rolloase remove8 the pieces emerging from the resaw. The good piece oon- 
finues forward to be e-d or trimmed. The "off-piece" can be returned to the resaw infeed 
for further sawing, or sent to the edger or the trimmer. 

3.4.3 Ed&r11 

The edger consists of two, three or more saws whioh make parallel cuts through the 
thickness of the pieces coming from the headrig and resaw. It is used to remove the 
rough, rounded edges and out the remainder into standardieed widths as required by the 
market. It may also be used to out off a strip of defective wood from a board or plank 
in order to improve the overall grade of the pieoe. The majority of edgers u6e oircular 
Barn. 



h 
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The edger must be able to receive material from the headrig and the resaw. It delivers 
lumber to the sorting table where pieoes can be sent back to the resaw or back to the edger 
or continue on to the trimmer. 

The small mobile or portable sawmill for 5,000 m3/A log supply usually has a two-saw 
edger included in the complete unit. A saw with a diameter of about 600 mm can edge up to 
150 mm in thickness. The movable edger saw and fence are met by hand. 

For the sawmill with 10,000 m3/A log supply, a two-saw edger with 700 mm saws is 
required. It can edge up to 200 mm thickness. More power is applied to the saws to 
permit faster cutting. The movable saw and fence are set by hand. 

The sawmill with 20,000 m3/A log supply can use a similar two saw-edger. However, it 
requires more power for faster cutting and to allow power-aseisted setting of the movable 
saw and fence. 

3.4.3.1 Edger Infeed and Outfeed 

The transfer table from the headrig rolloase should have stops which allow pieces 
to be accumulated ahead of the infeed to the edger. The edger infeed should consist of a 
powepdriven rollcase of sufficient length to support the longest pieces. It should be wide 
enough so that the widest pieces from the headrig can be positioned for best sawing. 

An outfeed rollcase supports the pieces emerging from the edger and thereby assist in 
maintaining accurate cutting. The good pieces continue forward to trimming. The "off- 
pieces" may be returned for further edging or may be sent back to the resaw. 
are pulled off on to the residual removal system. 

The edgings 

3.4.4 Trimming 

The trimming operation can perform several functions: 
i. Trim ends of boards, planks and timbers square to the longitudinal axis. 

ii. Trim boards, planks and timbers to standard lengths aocording to market demands. 
iii. Trim off defects so that the overall grade is enhanced and market value improved. 

In some instances trimming is not required. There is often no need for trimming if 
the lumber is to be remanufactured into other items. Furthermore, local markets may be 
such that standard length increments and finished ends are unnecessary. If conditions of 
this nature are present, then it is an obvious advantage not to trim at all. 

In situations where an improved quality of finished lumber will significantly increase 
the price, it is usually advantageous to trim off gross defects near the ends of pieces. 
The and product is shorter but the quality is higher and therefore of greater financial value. 

3.4.4.1 Trim Saws 

Trim saws are availahle in many forms. Some of the suitable types are: 
i. Overhead mounted swing cross-cut saw. 

ii. Overhead mounted slide cross-cut saw. 
iii. Under mounted swing cross-cut saw. 

iv. Two-saw trimmer. 
v# Multiple saw trimmer. 



The overhead swing saw comprises a saw arbour or shaft mounted in a swinging frame 
suspended over the trimming position. The swing axis and the saw axis are parallel to 
each other so that the saw cross-cuts the lumber in the plane of swing. (Plates 58 and Q 
The saw can be driven by belt drive from a line shaft or by direct electric motor drive. 

The overhead slide saw comprises a direct motordriven saw mounted on a carriage 
which travels on tracks supported above the trimming position. The tracks are positioned 
parellel to the plane of the saw so that the saw cross-cuts the lumber in the plane of sliding. 

The undeFmounted swing saw is similsr in construction to the overhead swing saw, 
except that the swing shaft is mounted at floor level. 

All three of the above saws have a retracted position so that the revolving saw blade 
is completely olear of the area throu& which the lumber passes* The cutting stroke is 
usually made by hand power but mechanical methods are available. These saws can trim 
between 5 and 15 pieces per minute. 

The two-saw trimmer or Wountain Trimmer" is equipped with a 1ugLohain table con- 
tsining several strands of lug-chain about four or five metres long. An under-mounted 
saw is positioned to one side of the chains a short distance from the infeed. The 
trimmerman pills each board onto the table so that the lug-chain carries the piece through 
the eaw where it is trimmed. After leaving the first saw a set of rolle tskes each board 
aoross the table to the second trimmerman, who positions each piece to pass through the 
second saw, which is mounted on the side opposite from the first 88~. This type of machine 
c8n trim up to 25 boards per minute. 

The multiple SBW trimmer consists of a number of overhead mounted drop saws spaced 
apart at standardized distances. Each board is csrried by a group of lug-chains under the 
eawe* Special detectors, or operator controls, bring the appropriate saws down into 
position while the board is traversed through the sawing zone* Both ends of the board are 
trimmed simultaneously. Having completed the cut, the saws return automatically to their 
raised position, ready for the next board. This type of machine trims up to 40 bawds per 
minute. It is the most expensive of the group# 

For mills with an input capacity of up to 10,000 mJ/a only the first three trim saws 
listed above need be considered. All are simple, robust and reliable and can achieve the 
required levels of produotion. 

The small mobile or portable mill with 5,000 m3/A log supply often does not require a 
trimmer for the types of planks and timbers being produced. Where it is necessary to cut 
long pieces in half for handling, a hand saw or chain saw will suffice, if the numbers are 
low. Otherwise, sn overhead single swing cross-cut saw would be capable of meeting the 
workload. 

The sawmill with sn input capacity of 10,000 m3/A will recfuire three trim saws of the 
overhead swing or slide cross-cut types to process all pieces, including timbers. It is 
important to position them strategiooally to accommodate the efficient flow of wood in the 
mill. 

The sawmill with an input capacity of 20,000 m3/A would require to have a two-saw or 
Mountain Trimmer for sll boards end planks and one overhead cross-out saw for timbers. 
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3.4.4.2 Trim Saw Infeed and Outfeed 

Pieces from the resaw and the edger are deposited onto a transfer table leading 
to the trimming position. This allows the piece8 to be examined and sent back to either 
resaw or edger, as required. It also permits edgings and waste pieoes to be pulled off 
into the residual oollection system, to avoid impeding the triming operations. 

After trimming, the pieces continue along a similar transfer table to the grading 
position and then to the green chain. 

The tables are usually comprised of four or five strands of flat-topped mill chain 
running in chainways and powered by a small electric or mechanioal drive unit. The 
spacing of the chains is arranged to support all lengths of lumber expected to be produced 
in the sawmill. 

3.5 Sorting, Grading and Treating 

3.5.1 Sortinq 

After trimming, boards and planks move to the sorting or Vtgreenv chain. Depending on 
markets and end-use, there are different levels of intensity of sorting. These include 
the follouing: 

i. Sort by thickness only. 
ii. Sort by thickness and width. 

iii. Sort by thickness, width and length. 
iv. Sort by thickness, width, length and grade. 
v* Sort by thickness’ width, length, grade and species. 

Within the terms of reference used in this guide, relatively simple sorting 
techniques are adequate. A sort by species is often the most important one. 

If the species mix in the log supply is such that there is little difference in end- 
use, then it is normally satisfactory to leave all species mixed in the final products. 
On the other hand, if there is wide variation in species characteristics and distinct 
differences in end-use and market price, then a species sort is necessary. 

To simplify species segregation at the sorting,chain logs should be sorted in the log 
pi-d. This allows separate production runs for each group, facilitating the selection of 
appropriate saw teeth, feed speeds and out sizes. The sawing of each species group is con- 
sequently carried out with a hi& degree of efficiency. 

Within each species group the characteristics of density, strength, colour, drying 
and end-use should be similar in order to simplify processLng and marketing. 

Assuming that species groups will be processed separately, an appropriate method of 
sorting the finished lumber, in keeping with the end-uses described in this guide, is 
as follows: 

Grades : Numbers one, two and three. 
Size: By width and thickness, with random lengths in each size. 

Under normal conditions, a nort of thie nature will accommodate the sale of green 
lumber direct to the market and the building of stacks for air drying. 
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The sorting chain, or “green chain II consist8 of four or five rows of mill chain, spaced 
in line with the trimmer chains. The length of the chain must be sufficient to acoonxnodate 
grading and to give Worker8 enou& room to remove pieces from the ahain onto the etacks of 
lumber. 

3.5.2 Grading 

The decision as to whether or not the lumber should be graded for quality will depend 
upon market requirement 8. As outlided in 3.4.1.1, the principal product contemplated is 
construction type lumber; an alternative will be secondary industrial use. Accordingly, 
three grade8 would be appropriate. These sre listed below along with their principal 
characteristics: 

Number One Grade: This grade would deal primarily with appearance. The 
product should have good grain; few, if aw, small ti&t knots; no decey; 
no insect holes. 
Nwnber Two Grade : This would be essentially o building or strength grade. 
The finished lumber should meet the following specifications: slope of 
grain not exceeding 1 t8; sound tight knots not exceeding one quarter the 
width of face or 50 mm, whichever is less; insect holes not exoeeding 5 nun. 

Eumber Three Grade: This would be a utility grade where major defects can 
be trinnwd away during remanufacture. Virtually all lumber not included 
in the first two grades would fall into this category, provided it has been 
aawn on the four faoes. 

It must be stressed that the above grades are only general suggestions. Actual grading 
rule6 must be established locally to suit local conditions, species, market8 and end-uses. 

Once the grading rules are established’ it is necessary to train the personnel working 
on the sorting ohain to inspect and mark each piece according to its appropriate grade. In 
the early stages of a sawmill development programme the rules should be kept as simple as 
possible until pereonnel develop grading skills. 

The oosts of grading lumber must be recovered in the selling price of the lumber. Ihere- 
for&he selling price for each grade must include the cost of labour and the value of all 
lumber edged and trirmned off to meet the grade. 

3.5.3 Dipping and End Treatment 

The purposes of dipping and treating ends of freshly sawn lumber include the following: 

i. Dipping in a suitable solution protects stacked lumber and, in some 
instances, the finished product from fungal and insect attack. 

ii. Dipping also create8 more uniform coloration in the lumber, thereby 
allowing some mixing of different species. 

iii. End treatment is intended to ,retard end drying and reduue the 
inoidence of checking and splitting. 

iv. In summary, lumber cut in most tropical and sub-tropical areas 
should be protected against fungi and insects. Local condition8 
and species CharaCteriBtiCB should be assessed when determining 
the method of treatment. 
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3.5.3.1 Dipping 

Dipping for protection from mould, fungi and insects requires chemical solutions 
adapted to both the species being protected and the hazards being guarded against. Informa- 
tion on solutions is freely available from major suppliers. Such solutions are often 
strong enough to cause skin irritations; the labourers who work with the solutions or handle 
treated lumber should be suitably protected. 

Dipping for colour uniformity requires solutions that are adapted to the species being 
treated. Frequently it is possible to combine this treatment with dipping for protection. 
Colour solutions msy also cause skin irritation. 

Methods of applying solutions to freshly cut lumber include the following: 

i. Hand brushing the solution on to each piece. 
ii. Hand sprsying each piece. 

iii. Hand dipping each piece. 
iv. Mechanical dipping of each piece. 

Hand brushing and hand spraying are only suitable when small quantities of lumber are 
being treated. 

Hand dipping involves the use of a long, narrow trough placed across the chain table 
ahead of the final sorting section. Each piece is picked up at the ends by two operators 
using tongs and is placed in the solution in the trough. The piece should be rotated and 
submerged to ensure complete wetting. After dipping it is lifted out and placed on skids 
for a few minutes to allow draining. The solution draining off the pieces returns back to 
the dip tank. 

Mechanical dipping is accomplished by installing a wide trough beneath the carrying 
chains 60 that the chains dip below the surface of the liquid. Lumber on the chains is 
pressed below the surface by an overhead, slotted drum. After draining, the lumber goes 
to the final sorting chain. (See Plate 7.) 

Care must be exercised to ensure that solutions dripping from stacks of boards do not 
contaminate drinking water, food supplies or streams. Great care is also needed when 
storing and handling the chemicals and when disposing of spent solutions. 

3.5.3.2 End Treatment 

End treatment normally involves a brush or spray application of paint or wax 
solution to seal the end grain of the lumber. With the solution in place, air drying 
proceeds largely from the flat faces of the lumber; drying at the ends is slower and more 
uniform. 

The end sealant can be applied before the lumber reaches the sorting chain or after it 
has been stacked. It is easier to seal before sorting if pieces of different lengths are 
being treated. When treating stacked lumber, all pieces in the stack must have the same 
length so that both ends are accessible. 

It is usually difficult to treat ends of freshly dipped lumber. The wet surface may 
not accept the sealant unless it is correctly formulated to be compatible with the dipping 
solution. 
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In the case of sawmills with an input capacity of 5,000 m3/A, located close to the 
forest and producing lumber which is sold green to the market, dipping and end treatment 
a8 usually unnecessary. However, there may be small quantities of high quality lumber which 
would benefit from end sealing. 

For the sawmills with an input capacity of 10,000 m3/A and 20,000 m3/A, any lumber 
sold green could be left untreated. Lumber to be air dried should be end treated. Since 
the air drying stacks will all be built with spaces between layers of boards, it may not be 
necessary to dip the lumber. However, the spacers should all be dipped to discourage fungi 
and insects at the contact areas. If green lumber is to remain ti&tly stacked for more 
than a few daJrs, it should be dipped. 

3.6 Drying 

After the lumber is sorted and stacked it may be sold green or dried to an acceptable 
level. 

Drying acoomplishes the following: 

i. Reduces the weight of lumber for subsequent transportation. 
ii. Stabilizes the lumber dimensions for subsequent end use. 

iii. Develops desirable colour or strength characteristics. 

Drying can be accomplished by natural (air) drying or forced drying in heated or 
refrigerated kilns. 

Each species of wood has a unique cellular structure and, therefore, drying techniques 
vary according to species. To obtain optimum drying results, species should be sorted into 
groups with similar drying characteristics. r 

Within the context of this guide air drying has a number of advantages. 
not required for kilns and heaters, 

Capital is 
the added flexibility allows different species to be 

dried separately and the process can be easily controlled by local personnel. On the 
other hand, air drying requires a greater land area for drying yards, there is an increased 
fire risk due to the large lumber inventory and there is a large amount of capital tied up 
in the inventory. 

For‘the end-uses contemplated in this guide, 
of reducing weight and stabilizing dimensions. 

air drying appears to be an adequate means 

In preparation for drying the lumber should be stacked at the sorting chain into 
rectangular packages. 
each layer. 

Wtickers" or spacers of uniform thickness should be placed between 
The stickers improve the stability of the lumber stack and allow two or more 

stacks to be placed one above the other, thereby conserving yard space. A fork lift truck 
is of great assistance in transporting lumber stacks to and from the drying yard and in 
loading trucks for shipment. 

The tops of lumber stacks should be covered with some type of portable roof to ensure 
that the top layers of boards do not dry too rapidly in the sun. 
also helps to hold the boards flat and reduces distortion. 

The weight of the roof 

sides and ends of the lumber stack to provide adequate shade. 
The roof should hang over the 

The air drying yard should be located in a place with a good flow of air at all times. 
It should be removed as far as possible from any source of flying sparks from the sawmill 
or outside the mill site. Weeds should be controlled. 
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In some countries traditional air drying methods involve standing the pieces in a 
vertical *QX” configuration on drying racks. This is usually done to develop desirable 
colorat ion. For many species and endvses this type of stacking produces poor results. 
Since the boards are almost completely unrestrained in the X’s, cupping, bowing and twisting 
are quite common. This significantly reduces the value of the lumber. Furthermore, the 
land area required is greater and many man hours are wasted making the X’s and repiling the 
lumber after drying. Hence, this system should be avoided. 

If species groups are segregated in the log yard and processed in the mill as units, 
it is logical to continue the process in the air drying yard. Therefore, a given species 
group should be assigned a specific section of the drying yard. In this manner, appropriate 
drying times can easily be maintained for each species group. 

3.6.1 Drying Schedules 

The time spent in the air drying yard depends on the characteristics of each species 
group and the end use of the lumber. There is a great deal of information available con- 
cerning the drying rates of many species. This information should be carefully studied 
for guidance. Final moisture content will be determined by end-use. For example, con- 
crete form lumber is satisfactory with a moisture content higher than that of furniture 
at ock. 

The final location of the finished product should also be considered. For example, 
lumber used in a dry, arid area will stabilize at a moisture content lower than lumber in a 
humid area. 

For the types of lumber and end-uses being considered in this guide, the primary 
objectives should be to reduce transportation weight of finished lumber and to bring 
dimensions close to a stable condition. 

The fastest drying rates occur in the days immediately after sawing the lumber and 
then decline in subsequent weeks and months. Consequently, three or four weeks of air 
drying can significantly reduce weight and stabilize dimensions. 

3.6.2 Dry Sizes 

Dry lumber may be sold on the basis of green (or nominal) dimensions or on the actual 
measurements when dry. 
from 3% t0 6$; 

The lateral dimensions of air dried lumber will frequently shrink 
length shrinkage is usually not significant. Hence, a given piece of 

lumber, which measurea 100 mm by 200 mm green, may measure 97 mm by 194 mm or, in extreme 
cases, 94 mm by 188 mm when dry. If the market requires the lumber to be 100 mm by 200 mm 
after drying, then green sizes must be increased accordingly (e.g.,to 103 mm by 206 mm, or 
106 mm by 212 mm, depending on species and drying schedule). 

The selling price of the dried lumber should include the cost of the green size 
required, as well as the costs of stacking, unstacking for sal$ and interest on the value 
of the lumber while in the drying yard. 

3.6.3 Regrading 

After drying some species will develop loose knots and end cracks which will affect the 
grade. In such cases, the lumber can be retrimmed and regraded. However, considering the 
end-uses covered in this guide, retrimming and regrading can be bypassed during the early 
years of market development for the products of the mill. These operations can be added 
later as markets and prices firm up. 
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3.6.4 Dry Storm 

After the lumber of certain species has dried sufficiently it may be necessary to store 
it under cover, to minimize deterioration caused by excessive exposure to bright sunlight 
and drying winds. This operation can also be added to the mill after production patterns 
and markets have been established. Dry storage sheds should be readily accessible from the 
yards and should be situated to allow convenient loading of trucks. The roof and walls 
should be weathertight; good ventilation is essential. 

If fork lift trucks are not available, manual labour is required to stack the dry 
lumber. Usually stickers are not necessary between each layer of dry lumber, but should 
bs placed at each sixth layer to help stabilize the piles. 

3.7 By-products 

By-products produced by the sawmill operations include: 

i. Bark; dry from yard logs and wet from pond logs. Periodically there 
will be mixed bark and gravel from log yard clean-up and saturated 
bark from log pond clean-up. 

ii. Sawdust. 
iii. Slabs. 
iv. Edgings. 
v* Trim ends. 

vi. Broken logs, limbs, etc. 

Dry bark is often a valuable source of domestic fuel. Wet bark can be piled in a 
suitable location and allowed to dry for fuel. If the bark cannot be sold or given away 
as fuel, it can be dumped as land fill or burned as waste. 

Sawdust is also a valuable fuel for domestic or industrial use, provided it is not too 
wet. Some species produce sawdust suitable for use as agricultural mulch or animal bedding. 
Other species produce sawdust which is objectionable to man and animals. If the sawdust 
cannot be sold as fuel, it msy be possible to use it as fuel in the mill operations. 

Slabs, edgings, trim ende,and broken logs are a potential source of raw materials for 
small secondary or home industries. Alternatively, they can be used as domestic and 
industrial fuel or, if there is a pulp mill nearby, they can be chipped and sold for pulp 
mill furnish. 

3.7.1 Chipa 

Conversion of clean mill wood waste to chips can be justified only under certain con- 
ditions. There must be a pulp mill within economic transporting distance, the species 
available be suitable for the pulping process,and there should not be another use for the 
wood waste offering a higher social or financial return. 

The costs of transporting wood chips to a nearby pulp mill can be calculated in the 
following manner: 
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i. Estimate the annual volume of chips that the sawmill could produce. 
(Assume approximately 30$ of delivered sound log volume per annum. ) 

ii. Determine the price that the pulp mill will pay for chips of the 
quantity, species and quality expected from the sawmill. 

iii. Deduct labour costs to operate the chipping facility. 
iv. Deduct interest on capital cost of the chipping facility. 
V. Deduct transportation costs. (Fuel, depreciation, maintenance, 

labour, insurance, licences, etc. ) 

Ihe capital cost of establishing a chipping operation may represent a major part of the 
oapital investment in a small sawmill. Equipment requirements would include the following: 

i. A chipper infeed conveyor equipped with a metal detector. 
ii. A chipper capable of accepting the largest pieces of waste expected. 

iii. A chip screen. (U nacreened chips may either be rejected by the pulp 
mill, or accepted. at a reduced price. ) 

iv. Chip storage facility. (Ch’p 1 a 
acceptable to the pulp mill3 

stored on the ground may not be 

v. Chip conveyor to storage area. 
vi. Chip loading facility. 

Wittfin the framework of this guide only the larger mills with an input capacity of 
20,000 m /A have the potential for a chip production facility. It should be remembered 
that to produce chips of an acceptable quality all loge must be debarked before entering 
the sawmill. Hand or mechanical bark removal will add further to the cost. 

Whenever high quality chips are being produced for pulp furnish a certain amount of 
supervision is needed to maintain chip quality. This may reduce the emphasis placed on 
good lumber production and on efficient lumber recovery. The primary objective of the 
sawmill operation is to produce lumber, not chips. 

3.7.2 Waste Disposal 

If sawmill by-products cannot be used economically, then they must be disposed of as 
landfill or burned. Landfill sites should be close to the sawmill. 
worked-out quarries are often suitable. 

Dry ravines or 
F+roblems associated with landfill disposal 

include uncontrolled fires within the fill and insect pest build-up. If no suitable land- 
fill site is available, then burning becomes the only alternative. Controlled burning is 
essential to reduce fire hazards and minimize environmental impact. Simple, natural draft 
burners are available for this purpose. 

3.7.3 Removal of By-products 

The most effective means of gathering by-products inside the sawmill is by means of a 
few strategically placed conveyors. 
from beneath the headrig, 

Simple chain conveyors are used to collect sawdust 
resaw and edger for delivery to a single sawdust storage area. 

If the sawdust is to be sold off the site, 
the trucks. 

a raised hopper can be constructed to help load 

If the log supply contains a large percentage of unsound heart or rot it is desirable 
to have a large waste conveyor near the headrig so that a bad log can be removed quickly 
without obstructing mill operations. 
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Small slabs, edgings, trim ends, and broken pieces should be removed from the operating 
flow on a low level conveyor and delivesed to a separate area. 
off the site, cut up for fuel or sent for chipping,if warranted. 

Prom there they can be aold 

In small mobile or portable eawmills with an input capacity of 5,000 m3/A most of the 
by-produot removal operations can be done manually. 
build-up problems. Sawmills with input capacities 

Sawdust cqnveyore would h 1 to avoid 

designed to accommodate a complete gathering By&em. 
of 10,000 m /A and 20,000 m v A should be 

Initially, equipment for eawduet 
removal and edging removal should be inetalled. 
added at a later date. 

The remaining parts of the system can be 

3.8 power supply 

An eeeential difference between traditional e&modern eawmilling practice ia the 
amount of power applied to the eawing process. Ry applying more power to the maw teeth 
running at correct speed, more lumber can be produced in a given time period without inoreas- 
ing the work force. 

Studies by various authorities* have demonstrated the need for minimum feed epeede and 
appropriate power loadings for consistent production. 

A reliable and adequate power supply is of great importance in sawmill operations. If 
electrical power is not available, is inadequate for sustained operat!nna or is subject to 
interruptions, then it is prudent to install on-site equipment for all the mill's power 
requirements. 

3.8.1 Power Requirements 

The pcwer required to operate a small sawmill may be estimated from the following table: 

Log haul 7-1okw 

Log deck (if powered) 4- 7kw 

Head saw 75 -150 kw 

Carriage drive 7-1okw 

Log turners 
Setworke 

4- 7kw 

2- 4kw 

Main rollcaae 4- 8kw 
Transfer tables (chains) 10 - 15 kw 

Edger infeed or reeaw infeed 5- 8kw 

Edger (two-saw) 10 - 20 kw 
Resaw 15 - 20 kw 
Edger outfeed or resaw outfeed 4- 8kw 

Sorting chains 4- 8ku 

Trim saw 4- 8kw 

Sawdust conveyor l- 2kw 
Edging and slab conveyor 3- 5kw 

* Welch, P.S.; Willieton, E., etc. 
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3.8.2 Power Options 

The options available for sawmill power plants include the following: 

i. Direot mechanical drive6 from diesel or gasoline engines. 
ii. Electric drives from diesel or gasoline-driven generator6 on site. 

iii. Steam engine or turbine drives from steam generated by burning wood 
waste on site. 

iv. Electric drives from steam generators driven by burning wood waste on site. 

Diesel power units are generally preferred to gasoline engines for sawmill applications 
because of their reliability, lower operating costs and reduced fire hasard. 

3.8.3 Diesel Power Units 

Small mobile or portable sawmills usually have direct mechanical drives from one main 
diesel engine. A small diesel+lectric set provide6 power for lighting, small tools and 
small auxiliary drives. 

In permanent mills with input capacities of 10,000 m3/A and 20,000 m3/A, electric 
drivee supplied from a diesel-electric power unit are the most flexible. Reliability of 
power supply is improved if two diesel-electric sets of identical sise are installed. 
Furthermore, one set can be turned off during low load periods. The capital cost of two 
sets is somewhat higher than that of one set, with the same total power, but it is a worth- 
while expenditure. 

3.8.4 Steam Generated from Wood Waste 

The burning of wood waste to generate electric power for mill operation at first glance 
appears economioally attractive, particularly where fuel oil has to be imported. The sale 
of excess electrical power off-site is also a pO66ibility. However, experience with wood 
waete burning installations reveals a number of problems which seriously reduce economic 
expectations. Wood waste with a high moisture content and wet bark are very poor fuels 
and mey even need supplementary fuel-firing to sustain combustion and support the load on 
the steam system. Fly ash in the flue gas and tare condensing on cool surface6 Create 
environmental and operating problems. The raw fuel itself (hog fuel) is a bulky commodity, 
awkward to stockpile, retrieve and fire into the boilers. 

The capita3 cost of a wood waste fired plant generating electricity for sawmill u6e 
and for sale externally can be expected to be 2045 to 4% higher than an equivalent oil fired 
plant. FaCtOr6 contributing to the higher capital cost include the following: 

i. Excessive costs of receiving, storing, retrieving and firing 
the hog fuel. 

ii. Larger furnace volumes. 
iii. Larger fans beCaU6e of hi&er gas volumes. 
iv. Larger duct6 and stacks. 
V- Fly-ash collectors. 

Vi. Standby or supplementary oil fuel storage and firing. 

Considering the above constraints only sawmills which are much bigger than those con- 
templated in this guide can support a wood waste fired plant. Recent stu 'es indicate 
that, at present fuel oil pricee, "s a log supply volume of at least 180,000 m /A ie nece66ary 
to justify a power plant of this type. 
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&I alternative to a steam-electric installation would be a hog fuel fired boiler 
producing eteam at pressures suitable for direct use in steam reciprocating engines or small 
turbines. These would drive the sawmill machinery by direct drives or by line shafts and 
belts. In the past, many sawmill6 were powered in this way; a large number of them are 
still operating successfully. 

With a lower capital cost than a steem-electric plant, the steam-power plant becomes 
feasible for sawmills with log supply volumes of 100,000 m /A or higher. 

The maintenance costs of both ateem-electric and steam-power wood waste burning plants 
are invariably much hi&er than equivalent capacity oil burning plants. 

Recently, by meane of gasification, wood wastes have been successfully converted to gas 
of low calorifio value, suitable for combustion in gas turbines or gas engines. The same 
physical problensinvolving hog fuel, such as gathering, 
to gas producers as well. 

storing, retrpval and firing, apply 
A log supply volume of at least 180,ooO m /A is necessary to 

justify such a capital installation. 

3.8.4.1 Water Supply 

Small sawmills requiring !sater only for domestic, sanitary and cooling service6 
could obtain sufficient volume6 from small wells or springs and, depending upon the climate, 
from roof run-off from buildings within the sawmill complex. It is unlikely that any 
extensive treatment faoilities would be required other than chlorination of the domestic 
f3UPPlY. 

In plants where steam generating facilities might be Used, a much larger quantity of 
water would be required and much more sophisticated water treatment facilities might be 
involved. Several wells, or a small lake or stream would be required to supply the water. 
A steam-electric or steam-turbine operated plant would require the least amount of water, 
since most of the steam generated could be reclaimed as condensate and reused. 

The treatment of water for steam generation could include any or all of the following 
processes: settlement, flocculation, clarification, filtration hardness removal and ion 
exchange. 

Storage of water may also be necessary in the sawmill area both for steam generation 
and for fire-fighting, storage facilities being generally combined for both purposes. 

3.8.4.2 Operating Staff 

All power plant6 producing 6team under medium to high pressure require qualified 
personnel to operate the boilers. In most areas, only operator6 licensed by appropriate 
government authorities are permitted to be in charge of such plants. This can create a 
serious otaffing problem if insufficient trained operators are available. 

3.9 Support Functions 

3.9.1 Aocounti.ng 

Once a decision has been tsken to implement a sawmill project, accounting procedures 
must be set up for the construction aase, as well ss for the management and cost control 
of sawn timber production. 
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During the conetruotion period it will be necessary to maintain records of all 
expenditure for construction, equipment and installation costs so that the progress of 
the project may be related to the cost estimates for control plrposee. Pre-operational 
expedituree for training and start-up trials of the equipsent, for example, must also 
be recorded since such expenditures are generally oapitalised. In order to establish 
depreciation rates for construction, pre-operationsl costs and equipnent, it will in 
most cases be necessary to produce financial records aoceptable to the taxation 
authorities. 

An accounting system must be established prior to the start-up of mill operations 
for the following purposes: 

i. To give management the essential financial control of operations 
by ocmparing,results, generslly on a monthly basis, with ennual 
budget estimates. 

ii. To determine the manufacturing costs of sawn timber. 

iii. To provide the necessary documentation to support annual tsr returns. 

It is important to have accurate figures for manufacturing costs for sawmill 
operations in order to assess the efficiency of the operations, particularly when 
camparing; the effects of different operating procedures on overall costs. 

Msnufacturing cost data is also required as a basis for reaching management 
deoieiona. For example, when considering the introduction of new or lower quality 
species manufacturing costs are required, as well as estimates of selling prices, in 
order to determine the prices that can be paid for logs of such secondary species. 

An efficient accounting system requires a regular flow of information from all 
sections of the operations in order to maintain the necessary records. In addition 
periodic checks of inventories of logs, sawn timber and operating supplies should 
be carried out to ensure that the records are in agreement with actual stock levels. 
Thus, losses due to degrade of logs and sawn timber in storage for long periods, for 
example, are adjusted in the records at regular intervals. 

On a daily basis the flow of information from the operating sections to the saw- 
mill office would include the following main items: 

. 1. Details of species and volumes of log receipts from suppliers and 
issues to the mill. 

ii. Details by species and volumes cf sawn timber produced, stacked in 
the drying yard, and sold. 

iii. Receipts and issues of supplies. 

iv. Time sheets for all personnel. 
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The above information,together with records of purchases and sales, is compiled 
to produce a monthly Profit and Lose statement which indicates the profitability or 
otherwise of the operation. Such a statement is most important in that it provides 
the manager and the owners with a summary of the status of the sawmill operations 
and, by comparing with earlier statements, a measure of the progress and efficiency 
of production oan be obtained. 

On an snnuel basis a Balance Sheet is required for a sawmill enterprise which 
summarizes the assets and liabilities and gives the net worth of the enterprise. A 
Bslznoe Sheet may also be required when application is being made for a loan or when 
changes in ownership are under consideration. 

Although the same basic principles indicated above apply to all types of sawmill 
enterprises the accounting procedures of necessity would be kept as simple as possible 
for the portable mill operation described in Case 1 of this Guide. The maintenance 
of daily records mi&t be undertaken by the supervisor in this case using a simple 
day book to record all transactions for subsequent compilation by a clerk. In the 
larger mills the daily flow of information would be maintained by foremen. Similarly, 
in Case 1 operating supplies such as fuel would be charged when purchased, whereas 
fuel in the la;rger mills would generslly be received in stock and charged only when 
issued from a storage tank for the mill power plant and/or mobile equipment. 

3.9.2 Production Control 

Production control is necessary to ensure that the sawmill cuts the sizes, 
lengths end grades needed to meet the market demands end to fill the sales orders 
received by the mill. This function also ensures that the logs are cut efficiently 
so that wood is not wasted a8 odd sizes or misout pieoes. 

By oomparing volumes of logs received at the mill with lumber shipped and waste 
quantities produced, a measure of the overall operating efficiency of the mill can 
be obtained, Records of production per unit of manpower allow a comparison of 
levels of performance between work crews and between sawmills. 

'!W accumulated production information is used to prepare annual f'inancial state- 
ments and is normally required by government wncies. 

3.9.3 Inventory 

The inventory includes all logs in the log yards and log ponds and all the lumber 
in the air drying yards and indry or open storage awaiting shipment. The amount of 
wood beingmcessed in the sawmill at any given time is usually very small compared 
to the yard inventory. 
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The in-;rentory represents the working capital of the sawmill. Its value 
includes the price of all logs delivered to the mill, plus all costs of labour, fuel, 
maintenanoe, administration, etc ., involved in converting the logs into lumber ready 
for sale. Taxes and licenoe charges must also be included in the cost price of the 
lumber. The differenoe between inventory value of the lumber and the actual market 
price received when the lumber is sold will determine whether or not the mill operates 
at a profit or a loss. 

Systematic inventory control will also assist in revealing log and lumber losses 
due to degrade, miemamrfaoturing or theft. 

3.9.4 Main-tenanoe 

An organised preventive maintenance programme is vital in keeping a sawmill 
running steadily and efficiently. Briefly, the principal maintenance functions 
include the following: 

. 1. Lubricate all items requiring lubrication with the correot 
lubricant,at the time intervals specified by the manufacturer. 

ii. Inspeot at regular intervsls all items subject to wear and repair 
or replace them before failure occurs* 

iii. Repair end p.rt baok into service as quickly as possible all items 
which fail unexpectedly or are broken in service. 

To czu-ry out these tiotians the maintenance department must have a suitable stock 
of lubricants, spare parts and tools. Nuts, bolts, washers, cotter pins and similar 
items are constantly needed; small stocks should alwq~ be readily available, kept in 
a controlled storage area, A small workshop area with some form of overhead lifting 
tackle facilitates the work of thv m&.ntenance department. 

Oxy--acetylene equipnent for brazing and welding, as well as electric-welding 
equipment, are usually considered essential m&.ntenauce tools. A small lathe end a 
small milling machine are useful in making replacement parts and shafts, unless an 
efficient machine shop is operating near the mill. Hand tools for drilling, grinding 
end sawing are slso necessary, 

Most manufaoturers of machinery provide a list of suggested spare parts which may 
be purchased along with the main items. Unless the mill has ready access to spare 
parts, these pa&ages should be purchased. Electrical spare parts should include fuses, 
starters, motors, wiring, light bulbs, and so on. 

For the small mobile or portable sawmill with sn input capacity of 5,000 m'/A, 
a portable maintenance faoilify can be established on the deck of a suitable truck. 
Small parts should be kept in lockable cabinets. 

Sawmills with sn input capacit, 3 3 - of 10,000 m /A and 20,000 m /A should include a 
suitshle workshop area* If capital is not available initially, a workshop should be 
incorporated into the plans and added to the sawmill at a Later date. Machinery 
parts are expensive and require safe, covered storw to prevent deterioration or 10s~. 
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3.9.5 Despatohing 

Proper despatohing requires a well organized system. Each despatch should be 
a written or verbal order uhich specifies the quantity, length and grade of lumber, 
the truck, the destination, and the arrival date. Only a few key personnel should 
have the authority to issue such instructions. The yard deepatcher should be 
authorized to check to make sure that all aspects of the instructions are met. 

The truoks are to be loaded by hand and simple machine. The load should be 
secured to prevent movement in transit. 

3.9.6. Mministration/Msnagement Faoilitiee 

Considering the sizes of mills oontemplated in this Guide, more than one function 
of administration and management can be assigned to one person* For example, 
marketing or sales of lumber could be combined with overall mill management. Account- 
ing, time-keeping, pzyroll and invoicing may be another combined responsibility. 
Suitable officee are required for administration and management personnel. 

Since the salaries of all office staff are included in the overhead cost of lumber 
produced, it is important that the number of staff be kept to the essential minimum. 
In some instznoes a shortage of suitably qualified people can help to minimize the 
number of office personnel. 

The small mobile or portable sawmill with an input capacity of 5,000 m3/A usually 
requires only two managerial personnel, one mzn at the site and the o her in an office 
in ths local cozznunity. Sawmills with an input capaoity of 10,GOO m % A may re~&ire 
three qudified people and the mill with an input capacity of 20,000 m /A can usually 
operate with four staff members. It is better to start with a small staff end add as 
neoessw, rather than hire a large staff and find it impossible to out back. 

A suitable allowance for office space is about lo-14 m2 per person, 
space for passageways, filing cabinets, desks, etc. 

including 

should be provided for both office and mill personnel. 
Hashing and sanitary facilities 

Lunchrooms and first aid 
facilities are al.80 required. 
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4.0 PERSONNEL 

4.1 Personnel Requirements 

In order to operate a small sawmill on a sound economic basis the number of employees 
must be limited to the minimum number that can perform all the essential functions 
efficiently. This means that many members of the staff must be able to perform more 
than one function. 

Personnel requirements csn be broadly separated into operating and non-operating per- 
sonnel as described in the following sections. 

4.1.1 Operating Personnel 

This group of employees has the responsibility for all the physical operations 
involved in receiving, sorting and handling the logs; in sawing the logs into the 
finished lumber; in handling the lumber for sorting, drying end preparation for sale; 
in maintaining the sawmill maohinery and building in good operating conditions and in 
maintaining the site in see-, low fire hazard condition. 

The members of this group require different levels of skill and may, for convenience, 
be grouped as follows: 

i. Skilled personnel 
ii. Semi-skilled personnel 

iii. Unskilled personnel 

Skilled personnel are those generally considered to be qualified tradesmen and having 
a background of appropriate training and experience. Examples would be the saw doctor, 
the maintenanoe mechanic, the head sawyer. 

Semi-skilled personnel are those having some training and experience in the work 
being performed, but still subject to supervision and further training. Examples would 
be edger operator, trim saw operator, truck driver. 

Unskilled personnel are those having little or no previous sawmill experience but 
who are capable of following instruction in a conscientious and reliable manner* Examples 
would be lumber pilers, log handlers, cleaners. 

In a small mobile or portable sawmill with a log input of 5,000 m3/.. the duties of 
saw doctor,' maintenance mechanic and head sawyer could probably all be performed by the 
one skilled man. Two semi-skilled men would run the edger and trim saw and four or five 
unskilled men would handle logs and pile lumber. 

b For a sawmill with an annual log input of 10,000 m3 the duties of saw doctor and 
mbintenance mechanic would be oarried out by one man. There would be a head sawyer who 
could assist the saw doctor when neoeeeary and three semi-skilled men would run the edger, 
trim saws and grading. Six or seven unskilled men would handle logs and pile lumber. 

A sawmill with 20,000 m3/A log supply would require three skilled men to carry out 
the duties of saw doctor, maintenanoe mechanic and head sawyer. Five semi-skilled men 
would run the edger, resav, trim saws and grading, and nine or ten unskilled men would 
handle loge, pile lumber and clean up. 
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4.1.2 Non-Operating Personnel 

This group of persome has the responsibility for the marketing, management and 
administrative functions which would include the following duties: 

i. Acquisition of logs. 
ii. Marketing of finished lumber. 

iii. General management of all operations. 
iv. Record keeping. 
v. Time keeping. 

vi. Payroll. 
vii. Accounting. 

viii. Hiring snd dismissal of personnel. 
ix. Public relations. 
x9 Secretarial. 

In the size range of sawmills contemplated in this guide some staff members will be 
required to perform more than one of the above fun&ions. The ability to read, write 
and perform arithmetical computations is a perequisite for the development of the skills 
required to carry out the above functions. 

For convenience, staff may be classified as trained or partly trained. Trained staff 
for sawmill work should have previous experience in sawmills. Examples would be the 
general manager, the log buyer, the lumber salesman. Partly trained staff need not have 
had previous sawmill experience. Examples would inc7.ude the record-keeping, payroll, 
accounting and secretarial personnel. 

The general management, log acquisition, lumber marketing and public relations 
functions could probably all be performed by one experienced man in a small mobile or 
portable sawmill. All other functions could be carried out by one or two partly trained 
staff. 

In a sawmill with 10,000 d/A log supply the addition of a third, psrtly trained 
pBrson, to those listed above would probably be adequate. 

A sawmill with 20,000 m3/A log input would require two experienced men to carry out 
the functions of log acquisition, lumber marketing, public relations and general msnage- 
ment. All other functions could be performed by three or four partly trained people. 

4.2 Salaries snd W-8 

The establishment of appropriate salary levels and wage scales for sawmill personnel 
requires a detailed assessment of all applicable government regulations and, in areas 
where some industrial activity already exists, 
comparable to sawmill activities. 

of prevailing rates being paid for work 
. * 

If a sawmill is to be established in a remote area where regular, paid employment is 
not customary, then care must be exercised in studying the social effects on the community. 
In such cases employees are often provided with staple foods, lumbar for house construction, 
for example, as part of their oompensation. 
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However, unless the sawmill is to be established as an instrument of social Policy, 
the small mills contemplated in this guide should not become involved in constructing 
housing, schools, hospitals, etc., as the associated costs may render the entire operation 
uneconomic. 

4.3 Availability and Training of Personnel 

In regions where some sawmilling activity of a similar type already exists the 
establishment of a new sawmill may provide suitable opportunities for advancement of 
people working in junior positions in existing mills. Advertising vacancies in a new 
mill should then produce candidates for operational functions aud for further training. 

Where little or no sawmilling activity has previously existed it would be necessary 
to bring in key personnel from outside the area. Such key personnel mi@t include, 
depending on the size of the sawmill, a sawmill manager, saw doctor, maintenance mechanic, 
and head sawyer, all of whom would have had experience in the type of sawmilling envisaged 
and in the training of counterparts, as well as all other categories of sawmill personnel. 

Once a decision is taken to install a sawmill it is essential that the key personnel 
be on site so that all organizational matters, 
ready for mill start-up. 

log supply and marketing arrangements are 
Training of personnel would also take place as far as possible 

during the mill construction period. Such procedures would result in the mill being 
in production at the earliest possible date. 

In addition to the organizational and training functions of key personnel as 
indicated above, they msy also be involved in the design and construction supervision 
of a sawmill. 

Key personnel might be employed on permanent or fixed term contractual basis. In 
the latter case, the duration of contracts would depend on the time required to fully 
'rain counterparts who would, in turn, be responsible for continuing the training of 
other mill personnel. 

For the saw doctor, maintenance mechanic and head sawyer some vocational training 
at suitable facilities awsy from the sawmill area mey be a necessity. Selected 
individuals could be sent away for such training and on-the-job experience during the 
time the sawmill is being constructed. 

Some manufacturers of sawmill machinery are prepared to send their skilled repre- 
sentatives to assist in setting up the maohinery and in the initial training of operators. 
The costs for this service ars frequently negotiated at the time of purchase of machinery. 
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5mo LEGAL nwImAL Am SAFmY coNsIDERAT1oNs 

5.1 Legal Aspects 

&I important aspect in the early planning of any sawmill is to determine the nature 
and impaot of any evernment legislation or regulations which may directly or indirectly 
affect the development. Obviously, legislation and regulations will vary considerably 
from country to country but the following are representative of the many factors that must 
be considered before undertaking any detailed development: 

i . Land tenure - length, security and coat. 

ii. Labour laws - hours of work, minimum wages, workmen’s compensation, 
health and safety regulations, housing, schooling and medical 
facilities. 

iii. Building permits, codes and regulationa. 
iv. Taxes, tax incentives and subsidies. 
v= Financial regulation - foreigs exchange control, foreign equity 

participation and repatriation of profits. 
vi. Import and export controls, regulations and duties. 

vii. Government charges - licenses, royalties, scaling fees. 
viii. Dnmigration laws and work permit regulations. 

ix. Restriction on vehicle weights and speeds with respect to the 
use of public roads and bridges. 

The foregoing and possibly many other laws and regulations will affect, in some 
measure, the location and structure of any sawmill, be it small, medium or large. 

5.2 Environment al Asneot s 

Within the past two decades environmental issues have reaeived increasing attention. 
In the developed world there is an ever-increasing volume of legislation directed toward 
pollution control and the ssme process will undoubtedly follow in the developing countries. 
No sawmill development should, therefore, be undertaken in today's world without due con- 
sideration being given to its effect on tha environment. 

Any sawmill produces a large volume of residues in the form of bark, sawdust, slabs, 
trim ends and other solid wood waste. 
in air, land and/or water pollution. 

Disposal or utilization of this waste can result 
Chemicals used for the preservation of lumber are 

a further potential source of pollution and sawmills are notorious as %oise polluteraT*. 
Often pollution control measures can be simple and relatively cheap if they are included 
in the initial design and planning of a sawmill. However, ifpconsideration of these 
fwtors ia deferred and the waste is left to accumulate until public concern or government 
intervention force action, then such remedial measures oan be very costly. 

If the sawmill is directly tied to a logging operation, a further and perhaps more 
complex set of environmental factors must be oonsidered. These involve such problems as 
erosion control, watershed protection, reforestation and maintenance of forest soil 
nutrient levels. 
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5.3 Safety 

The sawmilling industv has had in the past a very poor safety record in msny 
countries. The potential exists within the industry for serious accidents because 
of: 

- transportation of lsrge and heavy logs and flitches which 
lead to heavy manusl work, 

- the use of machinery designed specificslly to cut. 

However, in the last couple of decades there has been a concerted effort by both 
unions and management to reduce the frequency and the severity of aooidents. The 
experience of many countries has demonstrated that a relatively safe sawtnilling industry 
is achievable provided that the danger potential is recognized. Some developed 
countries have writ-ten very detailed manuals snd guides on the guarding of machinery 
in order to protect employees from injury. Some literature is available from TJSIDO. 

Like the environmental sspects described above, smcific guarding of machinery 
and other safety actions should be taken from the commencement thereby instilling 
a safety awareness in staff right from the start. 
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6.0 structures 

6.1 General 

The structures to be considered for small sawmills msy be divided into sub-structure 
and super-structures. 

Sub-structures include foundations, machinery supports and working floors which are 
necessary for the installation of equipment to ensure stability and accurate sawing throw- 
out a sawmill. 

Super-structures include walls, roofs and enclosures to protect staff and machinery 
from the effects of prevailing weather conditions. In dry, arid climates, for example, 
sun shading of the work areas msy be the first criterion end wslling requirements would be 
minimal, whereas in areas subject to windstorms, both super-structure and sub-structure 
must be designed to resist uplift forces caused by hi& winds. 

In areas subject to heavy rainfall conditions the large quantities of run-off water 
from the roof must be gathered and conducted awsy from the mill to avoid affecting the sub- 
stNoturf3. In zones subject to earthquakes, both super-structure and sub-structure must be 
designed to accommodate the expected seismic forces. 

Good ventilation is essential at all times and can be achieved by means of pitched 
roofs with louvred vents at the ridges. Heavy wire screens used as walling msy be desir- 
able for security reasone and to reduce the entry of animals and/or birds without impeding 
ventilation. 

The safety of employees must be considered when planning a sawmill and hazards reduced 
to a minimum. Measures must be taken as far as may be practicable to protect employees 
from machinery and conveyors. 

6.2 Structural Materials 

There is a clear economic advantage in using 1ociJly available structural material as 
much as possible. Wood is usually one of the most readily available and most versatile 
materials and the local forest resources should be studied to determine those species 
having the appropriate physical properties and durability for construction purposes. 

Wood of adequate structural strength and having resistance to insect and fungus attack, 
either naturally or as a result of chemical treatment, msy be used for the majority of sub- 
structure and super-structure framing. Certain species may be suitable for direct use in 
the soil for foundations. Structural connections must be designed to meet the oapa- 
bilities of the wood in tension, bending, shear and compression for bolted and nailed 
joints. 

Portland cement is usually available and, given a reliable source of clean, graded 
sand and gravel, it is possible to produce adequate concrete with simple equipment and 
hand labour. Simple foundations can reduce the need for reinforcing steel by using more 
concrete in the form of mass or anchor blocks with appropriate anchor bolts. 

Corrugated, galvanized steel or aluminum sheets are en economical and durable 
cladding material for roofs and walls. They can be easily installed over wood framing 
and need no expensive fastening systems. Purpose-made galvanized nails and washers give 
a life expectancy equal to that of the sheets. Many years of successful use in all 
climates has proved the value of this material and it has the further advantage of being 
non-combustible. 
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For the sizes of sawmills contemplated in this guide, structural steel and precast 
ounorete appear diffioult to justify unless there is a source of supply near to the site. 

From the point of view of safety for the people working in the sawmill and the capital 
invested in machinery and buildings, the use of licensed civil or structural engineers to 
design andinspect construotionofsub-structure sndsups~tructureis strongly 
remnded. Government regulations may require such professiond advice in areaa subject 
to earthquakes or tyaoons. 
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7.0 coNsTRucT1(II9 HUES 

The many stages through which a sawmill project develops from the initial feasibility 
study to the start-up of production is best illustrated by means of a planning network 
diagram. A generalized planning network is set out in Figure 5 showing the logioal 
sequence as well as the inter-relationships of the various phases of development. In 
planning even the smallest mill a diagram of this type should be prepared with realistic 
start and finish dates for each phase. It is essential that these dates represent what 
can reasonably be achieved under the condition6 prevailing at the proposed site. By 
following this procedure obvious difficulties or inconsistencies can be spotted and 
rectified at an early stage in the planning of a pro jeot . 

Having prepared a planning network and also having obtained general agreement from 
other participating organizations or companies a project construction bar ohart as 
illustrated in Figure 6 should be prepared. In an actual situation this sohedule 
should be graduated on the horizontal axis in weeks and months. Sinoe this cannot be 
done on anything but an aotual project basis, Figure 6 shows the format and items to be 
considered with the approximate proportion of total construction time which they will 
require. 

These diegrsms need not be elaborate and oan be done by hand; the imports& thing 
is that the various phases are oarefClly thought out and achievable targets set. 
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FIGURE 5 - TYPICAL PROJECT NETWORK DIAGRAM 
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FIGURE 6 - PROJECT CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 

Operation I Percent of Total Lapsed Time* 
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*Based on time for operation compared to total construction period. Many of these 
operations can take place simultaneously and thus total is more than 100. 
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8.0 GOSTESTIWYTE3 

8.1 General 

Once tentative decisions have been reached with respect to the most appropriate 
milling process and equipment,given the previously developed resource and market data, 
the developer must now begin the process of assessing the project's financial feasibility. 
The first step in this process is to prepare estimates of capital investment and operating 
cost 8. The validity of subsequent financial analysis and profit projections will be 
directly related to the quality of the cost estimates. 

In developing cost data for the purpose of assessing feasibility, the following 
general guidelines should be followed: 

i. Ensure that all areas of project related costs are identified and included. 
ii. Determine, in general terms, the relative signifloance of the various cost 

elements and concentrate on these during the actual estimating process. 

iii. Attempt to develop a broad awareness of the uncertainty which applies to 
the cost estimates in order to better assess project risk. 

The quality of cost estimates can be seriously impaired when inadequate attention is 
given to the preceding considerations. Thus, for example, cost associated with items 
such as start-up, worker transport and housing, maintenance materials and spare parts, 
interest during construction, power line hook-up, connecting roads or raillines, design 
fees, construction supervision, administration and working capital are often overlooked. 
Also, there is danger that a disproportionate amount of estimating time and effort be 
spent on relatively unimpotiant items or in developing accuracy levels, for easily 
obtained data, which are far beyond those attainable for more significant cost elemonts. 

Finally, it is important to avoid the pitfall of assuming a degree of estimating 
precision which does not exist in reality. Some understanding of the probable cost 
estimating tolerances which apply is most helpful in making final decisions as to 
whether or not to proceed with the project. For prefeasibility purposes an accuracy 
level of fZO/@ percent for investment estimates is usually acceptable. Given the 
potential impact of such variation, it is particularly important that the estimating 
uncertainty be recognized in order that it can be taken into account in the analysis 
of financial feasibility. 

8.2 Sources of Information 

At the outset, the developer is cautioned against utilizing cost data which have 
been prepared for other sawmills. While such information can be useful as a broad 
guide, each sawmill situation is different and costs, even at the preliminary m, 
should be developed from basic data spe&ic to the selected site, process end equipment. 

Information requirements for cost estimating will differ with the size and com- 
plexity of the proposed sawmill. Similarly, the availability of information will vary 
depending upon the degree of local industrial development and the extent of support 
services such as general contractors, equipment menufacturers, building material supply 
outlets, etc. In many situations it will be necessary to import a major portion (if 
not all) of the mill process equipment, in which case cost estimates will require inter- 
national correspondence and the subsequent determination of freight, handling, 
currency exchange and import duty. In general, the most likely sources of cost 
information will include the following: 
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i. Local commercial building and construction contractors, steel 
fabricators and machinery manufacturers. 

ii. International suppliers of sawmill process equipment. In the 
case of a sportable'l mill, it is common for the entire operating 
unit to be sold as a complete package, thus obviously simplifying 
the estimating procedures. For medium-size mills, it is likely 
that a variety of estimates will be required from foreign manu- 
facturers in order to best satisfy the process equipment require- 
ments as previously determined. Names and addresses of foreign 
equipment suppliers can be obtained from local consulates or embassies. 

iii. Local sawmills and panel products mills for manufacturing and 
construction cost data and specific information with respect to 
construction and start-up considerations. 

iv. Other local industries, such as cement plants, fertilizer plants 
and oil refineries for construction costs, operating costs, fuel 
oil prices, labour training requirements and general advice. 

V. Local representatives of international organizations such as the 
FAO, the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) for general 
local information, international contacts and the results of studies 
and projects undertaken in allied fields. 

vi. Central, State and Municipal Government Departments for information 
with respect to labour rates and legislation, construction regulations 
and costs, foundation conditions, land availability, electric power 
availability and cost and possible opportunities for government 
assistance through grants, loans, tax concessions or similar develop- 
ment incentives. 

8.3 Capital Cost Estimates 

8.3.1 General 

Capital costs or "fixed investment" include the following elements which in 
aggregate represent the total capital investment required for the proposed project: 

i. Land and ite development. 
ii. Structures. 

iii. Process and noillary quipment (purchase and installation). 
iv. Construction Overhead. 

vm Engineering Costs. 
vi. Working Capital. 

vii. Pre-Operating Expense. 
viii. Capitalized Interest Expense. 

ix. Contingenoy Allowance. 
Each of these elements will be discussed briefly in the following sections. 
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8.3.2 Land and Site Development 

The costs of purchasing and preparing the selected site must be estimated. While 
this is a relatively simple task, the estimator should be alert to any special situations 
which mey apply. Building regulations may require the movision of sitearelated 
services whioh are greater in scope, or cost, than the minimal requirements envisaged 
by the developer. These can include water mains, sewage systems, drainage systems, 
fire protection, flood control, worker housing and amenities. Speoial legal fees can 
be incurred in situations involving the lease or purchase of land which has existing 
ownership complexities such as multiple owners, estates and so forth. 

Soil and foundation conditions can be critical to the development of en effective 
mill. Particular attention should be paid to potential flooding situations,erosion of 
adjoining hillsides or river bat&e, the possible need for piling or special footings 
under the main items of process equipment, the need for pre-compaction to remove ground 
water, and so forth. 

8.3.3 Struotures 

The structures required for small to medium-sized sawmills are minimal, particularly 
in tropical countries. Process equipment, electrical services, operating supplies and 
spare parts should be protected from rainfall. Workers should be shielded from direct 
sunlight and also have some protection from rain. Security is a vital aspect of any 
industrial operation and is probably best achieved through the provision of 26hour sur- 
veillance by a security staff, rather than reliance upon an enclosed structure. Finally, 
some provision must be made for an enclosed office space to allow for the preparation 
and protection of operation and financial records. 

In the case of portable and small sawmills in which the structures required mey not 
involve more than a small office and lightweight rain protection, the developer can 
estimate the cost quite simply on the basis of local building materials and the provision 
of a few workers - probably including himself. For a medium-mizedmill, with more sub- 
stantive structures and foundation requirements, quotations can be obtained from local 
building contractors. Care must be taken to include all costs which msy reasonably 
be expected to be associated with site development, inxding some, or all, of the follow- 
ing items: 

l* 

ii. 

iii. 
iv. 
V* 

vl* 

vii. 
viii. 

ix. 
X* 

xi. 
xii. 

Site purohase or lease. 
Transportation facilities (loading docks, log ponds, rail spurs, 
access roads). 

Sewers. 
Fire protection. 
Office building. 
Mill stores (protection for operating supplies, maintenance 
materials and spare parts). 
Maintenance shop. 
Water supply. 
Power supply. 
Wood handling and storage. 
Sawmill structures (including foundations). 
Sawnwood warehouse (if required). 
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8.3.4 Prooess and Ancillary Equipment 

Equipment estimates sre based upon the previously developed general process designs 
upon estimated prices received in response to enquiries for major equipment items. 

This information is supplemented with quotations from looal equipment suppliers, fabri- 
cators and contractors as required. All major items of process equipment.must be 
accounted for. Suitable allowances must also be made for ancillary equipment such as 
materials handling. All material end equipment estimates must include the total cost 
delivered to the mill site. Thus, applicable surcharges covering items sucmimport 
duty, taxes, dock chergee and handling, local freight snd storage charges and the cost 
of unloading at the mill site must all be accounted for. Labour estimates for the 
installation of equipment must be based either on quotations received from contractors 
or, alternatively, on estimates by the developer of man&y requirements in conjunction 
with estimates of labour rates which include applicable benefits. 

8.3.5 Construction Overhead 

This item includes construction-related costs which would be borne directly by the 
developer rather than the contractor. This can include items such as temporary worker 
aocommodation, equipment rental, owner's vehicles, temporary power, water and sewage 
services, and job site management. 

8.3.6 Engineering 

Some allowance should be made for engineering fees associated with the design and 
construction of the mill. In the case of large mills this cost would normally be in 
the order of 7 to 8 percent of the total plant capital. For a portable mill it is 
unlikely that any engineering fee would be encountered, as the process equipment would 
be supplied as a complete operating unit. Similarly, a small sawmill would probably 
only require minimal involvement of engineering servioes, particularly if the selected 
equipment suppliers provide comprehensive technical and installation information. In 
the case of a medium-sieed mill, it is quite probable that the developer would wish to 
engage a sawmill engineer to advise on the mill desim, equipment sising and solution 
and to possibly provide construction supervision. 

8.3.7 Working Capital 

The estimates provide for capital invested in inventories of sawlogs, finished and 
dried sawnwood, fuel, lubrioante, repair materials, saw blades and other consumable 
materialle. Also included in the working capital are accounts rioeivable, pre-paid 
expensee and a cash reserve, 
allowanoe for sooounts payable. 

The amount of current assets is partially.offset by an 

The build-up of sawnwood, sawlog and possibly other inventories would continue 
after start-up and would be finanoed either by cash from operations or by capital 
funds provided. 
from operations. 

The oash flow projection would indioate the availability of funds 

In new business ventures it is particularly important to provide sufficient working 
capital to meet the coats of the first weeks or months of operations until a cash flow 
has been established. A subsequent rapid expansion in sales may create a need for 
additional working capital to meet the cash costs of production. 
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8.3.8 Pre-Operatinp Expense 

Pre-operating expenses are non-construction expenditures incurred before there is an 
inflow of funds from operations. Included in the pre-operating expense are salaries, 
wages and expenses of personnel engaged at various stages before start-up, as well as 
insurance, property tares, supplies and other items required in readiness for the start 
of operations. 

The pro-operating expense is usually written off over a period of time, in accordance 
with allowable local practice, as defined within the appropriate income tax regulations. 

8.3.9 Capitalized Interest Expense 

In projects which are partially finanoed with borrowed funds, interest is usually aal- 
culated on the amount drawn snd sometimes a commitment fee calculated on the amount not 
drawn is also charged. During the construction period and up to the time that cash is 
available to pay interest or make loan repqyment instalments with interest, the amounts of 
interest due are added to the amount borrowed. During this period of graoe, interest on 
interest is calculated and also added to the outstanding amount of the loan. 

8.3.10 Contingencies 

!!hsn estimating the plant capital o--& VS~, the estimates include the cost of all the 
known components in line with the engineering concept. However, as detailed deeis and 
oonstruotion proceed and more is known about the plant and processing, certain items may 
be required which were not included in the departmental estimates. A contingency 
allowance is included in the initial plant capital cost estimates to cover the oczt of 
additional components or changes to the original concept. The amount of the cant ingenoy 
is a matter of judgement , but for the capital cost shown in this guide, the allowance is 
10 percent of the sum of the plant capital, engineering and construction overhead. The 
contingency allowance is not intended to provide for the escalation of costs during the 
planuing, desim, and construction period. 

8.3.11 Summary Tabulation of Capital Costs 

Onoe the basic capital cost data havebeen developed, it should then be assembled into 
a simple tabular arrangement. This will organise the data and help ensure that none of 
the essential cost estimates have been overlooked. A suggested format follows: 

Capital Cost Summary 

cost 
8 

5ii.e aoquis.?.tiu~ aud preparation 
Shwctural maclnrials 
Eremion 
Total site and struotures 
Imported maohinery and spares, CIF entry port 
Import duties and oharges 
Local handling and delivery to site 
Local manufacture and equipment, delivered to site 
Equipsmnt installation and assembly 
Total installed equipment 
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Anoillary equipment (not included above) 
Construction overhead 
Eugineering 
Contingencies 
Total plant investment 

Pre-operating expense 
Capitalised interest 
Working capital 
Total Investment 

The sample format can be modified to meet specific requirements. More than one case 
may be included in order to compare total investment requirements. The forei exchange 
component mey need to be sham separately in order to meet local regulations. In some 
cases, the materials, equipment and labour IMJ all be supplied by a single contractor at 
a fixed cost. 

It is important that all supporting documents and calculations underlying the final 
capital cost estimate be kept on file, clearly referenced as to source and date. This 
greatly reduces the amount of time and effort required to uIAate estimates should the 
project be delwed or to verify cost estimates should they be questioned by potential 
lenders or equity participants. 

8.4 Manufaoturing Cost Estimates 

8.4.1 General 
wHanufacturing costw 

wood, ready for sale and 
comprises all costs involved in the conversion of logs into sawn- 
elivery at the mill gate. It is frequently expressed as a cost 

per unit volume 4 (e.g.,s/m ) of sawnwood based on the volume of sawnwood produced in an 
operating year and all manufacturing costs incurred in that year. 

The general procedure involved in preparing manufacturing cost estimates involves: 

i. Establishment of the grades and production volume of sawnwood, based 
jointly on the requirements of the market, production capability and 
the availability of sawlogs. 

ii. Establishment of statistical and cost data such as the recovery of sawnwood 
ard residues, by type, from a volumetric unit of sawlog wood, electric power 
consumption per unit of sawnwood, and the delivered prices of raw materials 
and energy. 

iii. Preparation of the manufacturing cost estimate. This step involves a series 
of calculations beginning with the annual production volume at normal operations 
to determine the required sawlog and energy quantities and costs and other 
material costs. Final steps involve the estimation of labour costs, salaries, 
insurance, property taxes and other administration and overhead expenses. 

0.42 unit volumes 

The volume of sawnwood over which the total manufacturing cost is distributed is the 
net volume of finished sawnwood sold at the mill gate. The implication of this is that 
all losses of wood occurring in the processing of logs to finished sawnwood must be allowed 
for in the cost components, 
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Examples of wood losses are: 

i. Logs broken in the log yard so that the broken lengths are too short. 
ii. Logs that sink in a log pond which are not recovered. 

iii. Logs damaged by insect or fungal attack. 
iv. Sawnwood that is not cut correctly on the headrig so that 

width or thickness is not to specification. 

v. Sawnwood that is edged too heavily leaving good wood in the off-cuts. 
vi. Incorrect trinnning to length. 

vii. Losses due to excessive checking, bowing and warping in the air-drying 
yard. 

viii. Decay, brittle heart end similar defects appearing as the sawnwood is 
proceesed. 

ix. Sawdust from all saw kerfs. 

Losses due to saw kerfs and losses due to sawing and edging of the rounded surfaces 
together can amount to 4C$ to 50$ of the volumes of the log. If other losses are added 
to this amount it is then not unusual to find that the volume of finished lumber sold 
represents only 3@ to 5C$ of the volume of logs purchased. 

The experience of local sawmills processing logs of similar characteristics may 
provide a rough guide as to the recovery percentage to be expected from a new mill. How- 
ever, it is stressed that any values obtained in this way should be treated with caution 
due to wide variations in measurement and recording techniques, as well as the effects 
of equipment type, maintenance and operation. 

8.4.3 Sawlogs 

The production obtained from sawlags is based on the recovery of finished sawnwood, 
both measured in the same unit of volume. For example, if the recovery of sawnwood is 
50 p-3 en and the unit of measurement is t t !.I 

e cubic metre, then the requirement of sawlogs 
is 2 m of solid wood under bark (ub) uer m of sawnwood. Should sawlogs be scaled in a 
unit of measurement different from that of sawnwood, the appropriate conversion factor is 
used to determine the requirement of sawlog wood. Care must be taken in the accounting 
process to ensure that the conversion factor is correctly used to determine the true cost 
of sawlog wood per unit of finished sawnwood. 

The residue from the convers.io,l of sawlogs to sawnwood consists mainly of off-cuts, 
edger trimmings, re jetted wood and sawdust. Some of these by-products mey be used in 
the mill or sold for remenufaoturing pulp production or as firewood. For accounting 
purposes it is necessary to estimate the value of each class of by-product that is either 
utilized in the mill or sold. The disposal of wood residues that are neither usable in 
the mill or saleable is a cost element to be included in production costs. 

8.4.4. Labour 

A detailed labour cost estimate is prepared by listing each job in the mill, the basic 
pay rate for the job, the number of men required per job per shift, the number of shifts 
required per operating period, and calculating the basic cost of labour for the period. 
TO that amount ia added other direct labour costs, such as shift differential, overtime 
and other pay premiums, statutory holidays and vacation pay, P-Id other allowances paid 
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directly to the workers. There are other labour costs to the employer which are paid into 
funds as expenses incurred on behalf of the worker which msy also be added to the labour 
cost account but are more usually charged to the mill administration and overhead accounts. 
Such expenses might include contributions to health and welfare funds, unemployment 
insurance, worlcmen's compensation fund, meals, protective clothing, travel to and from work, 
children's education allowances and other benefits. The types and value of the benefits 
paid directly to, or on behalf of, the workers vary considerably according to local 
custom or employment agreements. In msny countries the cost of benefits to the worker mqy 
be equal to, or greater than, the basic salary. 

8.4.5 EnerW 

The energy required to drive machinery and to provide light and heat is estimated in 
its various forms and is measured either in units per unit of production, or by the amount 
consumed in a period of time. Secondary statistics may have to be developed for the cost- 
ing process. For example, assuming that the sawmill machinery is driven by electric power 
and the source of this energy is a diesel fueled turbogenerator, then to determine the 
cost of diesel fuel per unit of produotion the information required is: 

kWh per m3 of sawnwood, 
Litres of diesel oil per kWh. 

Similarly, heat used for drying sawnwood is expressed in heat units per unit of pro- 
&Q+. w-d the fuel required *is generate the heat is included in the statistics as a unit of 
fuel per unit of heat. Fuel for heating buildings is a seasonal requirement and can be 
calculated as an average usage per unit of sawnwood or listed as a total consumption in 
the period covered by the cost estimates. In the examples of capital and manufacturing 
costs oontained in this guide, however, it has been assumed that the sawnwood is air-dried 
and the location of the mills sre in areas which do not require space heating of buildings 
at any time. 

8.4.6 Other Materials 

Other materials consist of consumable supplies such as saws, fuel and oil for mobile 
equipment, lubrioanta, operating supplies and repair materials. The estimation of the 
cost of other materials is usually based on the actual experience of similar sawmills 
because it is impracticable to attempt to estimate the consumption cost of each item. The 
cost of other materials is usually based on a rate per unit of output, by department or 
for the mill as a whole, or the cost over a period of time. 

8.4.7 Administration and Overhead 

Administration and overhead include salaries and benefits of management, supervieory 
and office staff, workers' benefits (8&d), if not included in the labour cost estimate, 
general overheads, property taxes, insurance, and professional services such as legal and 
audit fees. General overhead includes communications, office supplies, licence fees snd 
other levi.es,and sundry expenses. 

The administration and overhead expenses are considered, in the above discussion, as 
a manufacturing cost. The estimator msy wish to follow the alternate praotice of showing 
this item separately as an operating expense to appear on the profit and loss statement as 
a deduction from gross profit. 

8.4.8 Contingencies 

A contingency allowanoe is included in the manufacturing cost estimates to cover the 
cost of unforeseen items. The ratio of the allowance to the total manufacturing cost is 
a matter of judgement, but for the examples of manufacturing costs shown in this guide the 
allowance is 5 percent of the total. 
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8.4.9 Depreciation 
t 

lt is at the estimator’s discretion whether depreciation is included in the manufacturing 
cost or treated separately. In any case, the stipulations of the national and/or local 
regulatory agencies must be taken into account in the treatment of depreciation expense. 

8.4.10 Detailed Estimating Procedure 

Analysis of the data required to obtain an Vstimated Manufacturing Cost per Cubic 
Metre of Finished Lumber*’ may be approached from the basis of log supply or market. Since 
log supply has been used as the basiL, p for sawmill size selection, this will be continued 
in the following discussion. 

i. Establish the volume of log supply per annum. 
ii. Aseume that finished sawnwood available for sale will be at a 

certain percentage of log volume (e.g. 40%). 
iii. Establish the number of operating shifts per year taking into 

account seasonal shutdowns, vacations, local holiday customs, etc. 

iv. Establish the duration of each shift as appropriate to the local 
area and prevailing laws and regulations; (e.g. for a shift of 
eight working hours, or 480 minutes, it is comon practice to 
deduct two rest breaks of 15 minutes duration each and assume 
interruptions to production of about 50 minutes. This gives a net 
production time of 400 minutes. 
part of the shift duration.) 

Meal periods are not considered 

v. Establish the complete cost of logs delivered to the log yard. 
vi. Establish the annual wage or salary costs for each category of 

operating and non-operating personnel. Include all fringe benefits, 
paid vacations, paid sick leave, social programme costs, etc. 

vii. Prepare a total annual wage and salary cost estimate by multiplying 
the individual costs determined in vi . above by the number of people 
in each oategory. 

viii. Estimate the total annual cost of all other items. 

ix. Compile the aggregate of all costs to determine the total expenditures 
for a year of operation. 

x. Divide the total cost derived above by the estimated volume of finished 
sawnwood produced in a yeax of operation to obtain an estimate of the 
unit manufacturing cost. At this stage it is easy to test the effect 
of sawnwood recovery percentages by introducing several different values 
into the above calculation; (e.g. with high log quality and efficient 
sanmilling praotices sawnwood recovered may approach 5C& of log volume. 
Conversely, with low quality logs and poor sawmilling practices sawnwood 
recovery msy approach 25% of log volume. Hence, the unit manufacturing 
cost in the first case will be half of that in the second case) 

Xi. The average volume of log input to the sawmill per shift cm be deter- 
mined by dividing the log volume consumed per year by the number of shifts 
per year. The approximate number of logs to be moved into the mill per 
shift can be obtained by dividing the total log volume per shift by the 
estimated volume of the average log. 
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xii. The average volume of sawnwood produced per shift can be calculated 
by dividing the estimated sawnwood volume per year by the number of 
shifts per year. (When the s awmill is in operation this statistic 
provides a basis for rapid comparison of mill performance against fore- 
cast.) The average number of pieces of sawnwcod to be produced per shift 
can be obtained by dividing the total sawnwcod volume per shift by the 
estimated volume of the average piece of sawnwcod produced. 

xiii. The exercises described in items xi and xii are useful in analyzing the 
rates at which logs and sawnwood are expected to be processed. The study 
can be refined further into rates per minute by using the net shift 
production minutes obtained as described in Ptem iv. 

xiv. The application of standard industrial engineering techniques then 
permits analysis of probable low and high production rates, travel times 
and manpower work loads. 
It must be emphasized that the most significant variables sre log quality, 
log size range , and log species. Variations in log quality obviously 
affect the percentage of good sawnwood which msy be recovered. 
Small logs require greater production time for the same volume of finished 
sawnwcod that could be produced from the optimum size of log for any 
specific sawmill. Logs larger than the headrig can handle require extra 
production time to cut them into quarters before reaching the headrig. If 
selection of log sizes is possible at the time of purchase, then it is 
desirable to maximize the number of logs within the preferred size range 
of a sawmill. 
Dry, abrasive species requiring slow feed speeds reduce production rates 
and increase maintenance costs. If species selection is possible at time 
of log purchase, then it is advantageous to eliminate such less desirable 
species altogether. 

8.4.11 Presentation of Results 

In setting out the information collected by following the foregcing procedure all 
the assumptions upon which the work is based must be clearly stated. 

The effeat of variations in cost of logs delivered to the sawmill is of great impor- 
tance, as is the reliability of supply over the anticipated life cycle of the sawmill. 

To present an accurate picture upon which to base financial commitments, it is 
essential that the effects of various lumber recovery percentages be tested and tabulated 
to show the variations in unit manufacturing aost. 

The expscted revenue based on predicted sales of finished sawnwood is then used to 
determine excess of income over cost of producing lumber. Standard analytical techniques 
msy then be used to test the economic soundness of the proposed sawmill. 

A convenient and logical method of setting cut this information is shown in Part 2 - 
Case Studies. 
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9.0 FIIUNCING 

9.1 'PimebIoney Schedule 

The capital funds required for a sawmill project sre spent over a period of time 
oommencing at the design development stage. The estimator should prepare an engineeringam 
construction schedule to determine the commencement date of desim development and the start- 
up date. The next step is to prepare a time-money schedule based on the anticipated 
spending of funds in time periods, for plant capital, working capital, pre-cperating expense 
and other oapital cost items. 

The time-money sohedule for plant capital would normally show a slow rate of spending 
in the early staes, fFom design,through site preparation and foundations construction. The 
period of heavy spending occurs during the purchase and installation of machinery and equip- 
ment . The rate of spending slows down during the cotissioning period prior to start-up 
when expenditures are made primarily for adjustments and finishing. Nhen preparing the 
time-money schedule, the estimator should allow for a time lag in the outflow of cash due to 
oredit terms, and/or the hold back of a portion of payments due to contractors and others 
until agreed standards are satisfied. If such allowances are required then the actual out- 
flow, if cash, will continue after the mill start-up. 

The time-money schedule for working capital commences when funds are required prior to 
start-up for sufficient inventories of raw materials, operating supplies and other materials, - --- 
Since the mill will not normally operate at the design capacity for several months, the 
inventory of sawlogs at start-up may be lower than the volume required for normal operations. 
In this &nstance, the inventory of sawlogs would be built up as the mill increases the 
through-put of logs up to its design capacity level. 

It should be recognized that the sawlog inventory is the averape over a given period. 
The supply of logs may, however, be erratic due to seasonal conditions affecting logging 
operations and transportation. The actual inventory of sawlogs at the mill will vary from 
month to month due to supply problems but the average inventory during a year should reflect 
the planned vclume. 

The inventories of sawnwood consist of sawnwood in the process of drying and the fully 
dried product. These inventories are built up during the first year to the most practical 
level for the sustained operation of the mill and the supply to its markets. 

Other items which are included in the example of working capital in this guide are 
accounts receivable, prepaid expenses, cash reserve,and accounts payable. The time-money 
schedule for each of the above items is prepared and consolidated into one schedule for 
working capital. 

The time-money schedule for pre-cperating expenses is prepared in the same manner as 
the schedule for working capital. Certain costs such as the salary and expenses of the 
senior operating staff would be incurred throughout the oonstruction period. Unskilled 
workers would probably be employed a few weeks before start-up8 therefore their salaries 
and expenses would be incurred at the end of the construction period. 

The time-money schedules for the plant capital, working capital and pre-operating 
expense are then consolidated into one schedule. 
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9.2 Financing Plan 

The time-money schedule indicates when the capital funds are expected to be apent. 
The next, step in the &snning process ia to oonsider the sources of funds and decide upcn 
sn anticipated finenoial structure for the business. The source6 of tide inolude the 
cash available from the shareholder(s), borrowed cash, end government grants. 

Governments may have financial assistance prograrmnes in the form of outright cash 
grants or may offer low-cost loans, or msy make loan guarantees that enable a business 
to obtain more favourable credit terms than it would obtain without such guarsnteeo. 
Government Financial assistance progrannnes should be thorou&ly explored to identify 
possible sources of assistance. 

If all of the capital funds are to be provided by the shareholder(s), or the balance 
if some funds are avsilsble from the Government, then the financing plan is merely the 
determination of the type or types of liability of the business to the shareholder(s) when 
the investment is made. 

If a portion of the necessary capital funds is to be borrcwed, then the anticipated 
financing plan will be based on a suitable ratio of l-term debt to equity. The 
desirable ratio would be that which optimizes the return of the shareholder'e investment. 
However, there are certain oonstraints to consider such as the limit of debt and the 
ability of the businees to meet debt service obligations. At this stage of the planning 
study an arbitrary debt:equity ratio mqy be set, sqy at 60:40, to determine the amount of 
capital funds to be borrowed. 

The scurces of capital funds are then reviewed in order to obtain the most favourable 
borrowing conditions. The aid programmea of the local government as well es those of 
governments of other countries end international financial agencies should be examined end 
applications made for eligibility to benefit from such aid, the amount available, and the 
conditione of the assistance. The international agencies mentioned above include the 
International Developnent Association (IDA), a World Bank affiliate for concessionary 
lending, which offers loneterm repayment of sn interest free loan at the cost of 3/4 
of one percent to cover the Fund's administration expenses. The Asian Developnent Bank 
may consider a loan from Special Funds Account under most favourable conditions eimilar 
to that of IDA. 

If capital funds from the above-mentioned sources are unavailable, or inadequate, then 
funds will have to be borrowed from ordinary capital resources. These resources include 
governments, internaticna;l agencies, cummercial banks and other finer&al institutions. A 
survey should be made of the most likely lenders to determine the availability of funds and 
the different loan conditions. At this stage of the planning process loans are not 
negotiated. The survey of the availability of capital funds is made in order to eetablish 
the most likely debt financing available to the project. 
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10.0 FINAI?CIAL PRNEETIORS MD ANALYSIS 

10.1 Wnersl 

The preparation and analysis of finsncisl projections is a key element in the planning 
process of any industrial development, regardless of type or siZe. All those who msy 
become directly involved in the proposed project such as equity investors and lenders of 
capital funds clearly have a strong interest in assessing the finsncisl strength and expected 
returns relative to the probable risks involved. Similarly, government agencies resIzonsUe 
for dealing with finsncidl grsnts, tax concession , etc., will need to be SatiSf'iSd that the 
proposed project is finsncially sound. 

There is a variety of flnsncisl analysis techniques employed in project planning 
ranging from relatively simple procedures to extremely BoIM.sticated approaches involving 
computers and requiring a high degree of BpWisliZed training. For the smsll to medium- 
siZed sawmill, the financial projections and snalysis need only involve qnite simple state- 
ments and calculations. 
amityBiB 

Eb&ssis should be placed on understsnding the implications ofti 
:;d relating these to the uncertsinties which are inherent in sny project and 

which should have become evident during the previous planning work. 

The financial projects and snslysis should include the following bssic elsrcnts, each 
of which will be discussed briefly in subsequent parsgraphs: 

i. 
. 
1. 

iii. 

iv. 

V* 

Income statement. 
Cssh flow Btatement. 
Balance sheet. 

Rofitabi1ity snslyeiso 
sensitivity aualysis. 

10.2 Income Statement 

The income statement indicates the actual prof'%t (or 1 eras) which rnw be expected, 
baaed upon the various cost snd revenue projections which have been developed separately. 
Thia statement should be projected for five years if FoBBible. Ideally, for the first 
year of operations the statement should be prepared on a monthly basis, with snnuel pro- 
jections for the subsequent years. The elements of various benefits and costs involved 
in the preparation of sn income statement are as followe: 

10.2.1 Xet Sales Revenue 

The net sales revenue is the product of sales volume of sawnwood snd by-products and 
mill net selling prices. Sales volume is usually taken to be equal to mill produotion 
except during the initisl operating period in whiah inventories of sawnwood a;re developed. 
The sales volume in the first six to twelve months will be muoh lower than normal ss the 
mill grrrdually works up to its plsnned operating capacity. During this period a portion 
of the output will be directed to the establishment of a bsse inventory. 

The mill net price is the estimated market price (as developed in the market study), 
less sdjustments for transportation costs, insurance, 
whioh may apply. 

oowissions, duties and other levies 
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10.2,2 Manufacturing Cost 

The developnent of manufacturing cost has been deslt with previously. These 
CQStS l;rclude those which are fixed regardless of the mill's output levels and those 
which vary with production. 

10.2.3 Ciross Profit 

The difference between net sales revenue snd manufacturing cost is referred to 
as gross profit {or loss). 

10.2.4 Depreciation and Amortization 

Depreciation is a %on-cash~~ cost. Depreciation is a wqy of spreading the capitsl 
cost of the plant and equipment over the estimated life of the assets. It is very 
difficult to predict the life of operating equipment ss it varies with its basic design 
8nd construction, intensity of utilization and maintenance. There are various methods 
of establishing depreciation cost. It is customary for the local income tax authority 
to have established procedures which must be followed for the purpose of computing taxable 
income snd care must be taken to comply consistently with these regulations. For purposes 
of developing depreciation costs at the flsnning stage a straight line depreciation method 
is commonly used, whereby the plant snd equipment is depreciated in equal smounts over sn 
arbitrarily established life expectsncy for the specific situation. 

Amortization is the term used for the periodic write-off of pre-operating expsnses* 
The applicable income tax regulations may dictate the period snd/or rate at which the 
write-Jff is allowed; otherwise the rate used is at the discretion of the ostimator. 

10.2.5 Interest Expense 

Financing the projeot has been discussed in sn earlier section of this guide. Should 
the anticipated financing plan include borrowed funds, a debt repqyment and interest 
schedule is prepared. The schedule will show the balance at the en3 of each time period, 
the amounts of principal repqments and interest in the time intervals, in accordsnce with 
the loan agreement(s). From the debt repsyment and interest schedule the annual emounts 
of interest due are entered in the appropriate columns cn the income statement projection. 

10.2.6 Ret Income (Loss) before Income Tax 

The net income or loss is derived by deducting depreciation, amortization and interest 
expense from gross profit. 

10.2.7 Income Tax 

Corporate or income taxes are those taxes levied cn the profits of the business by 
the various levels of government. The income tsx act and all gcvernment incentive pro- 
grsmmes should be carefully studied so that full advsntsge is taken of sllowable deductions 
from income, carry forward of losses, 
incentives to invest. 

tax holiws, investment tax credits and other 
The estimated annusl amount of corporate tax is entered on the 

projeoted income statement in the appropriate column. 

10.2.8 Net Income 

The ret income (or loss) after inoome taxes is the net amount of prcflt before tax, 
less the amount of tax. 
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10.3 Cwh Flow Statement 

The projected cash flow statement is the most important tool used for analyzing 
oapital expenditures. It reflect8 the actual cash inflow, outflow and balance and hence 
provides a vital measure of the operation's ability to meet its short-term cash obligations 
(such as payroll, log purchases, etc.) and of the %afety margirP in terms of cash balance 
on hand to meet unexpected demands. The cash flow statement is normally projected over 
the same period as the income statement and, in addition, covers the construction period, 
as designated by the first expenditure of funds directly chargeable to the project. The 
oash flows should be projected on a monthly basis during both construction period end.at 
least the first twelve months of operation. 

Cash flow is not equivalent to income, profits or earnings. Non-cash charges are 
not included;in moxcases the operating cash flow is the sum of afterctax profits plus 
depreciation and amortization charges. Furthermore, the cash flow statement reflects the 
estimated timing of oazh receipts and disbursements which, because of particular sales and 
purchase mxentn, as well as the method of accounting, mqy differ substantially from 
the income statement. 

Cash flow projections comprise the following elements: cash from operations, cash 
from capital funds provided, cash expenditures and net cash flow. 

10.3.1 Cash from Operations 

As depreciation and amortization are non-cash expenses, they must be added to the net 
income figure in order to derive a true inflow from operations. 

10.3.2 6azh fkw~ Capital W Provided 

The time-money schedule and interest during construction oalculations indicate the 
timing of capital funds. In the cash flow statement the funds provided to meet the 
expenditures at the required time are shown as "capital funds provided", with the amounts 
from differing sources clearly identified. hhen laying out the format for the cash flow 
projection, care should be taken to show short-term loans as a separate item, as this type 
of financing may be required early in the start-up period when revenue is low and cash 
obligations are relatively high. 

10.3.3 Cash Expenditures 

Cash expenditures include the outflow of cash for mill construction, working capital, 
pre-operating expense, additions to assets after start-up, and the repayment of debt. The 
time-money schedules and the interest during construction calculations show when the 
capital funds will be spent. The annual amounts, by the type of expense, are entered on 
the cash flow projection in the appropriate columns. The annual (or monthly) emounts of 
debt repayment are entered in acoordanoe with the time-money schedule. Also, an allowsme 
should be made for annual capital expenditures required to maintain the productive capackty 
of the mill. Included in this expemditure are major repairs and alterations and the 
replacement of major pieces of equipment in amounts greater then would normally be charged 
to manufacturing costs. These capital expenditures are charged to fixed assets and 
depreciated over an appropriate period. 

10.3.4 Bet Cash Flow 

The net cash flow is the amount remaining after deducting cash expenditures from the 
total of cash from operations and capital funds provided. 
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10.4 Balance Sheet 

The balance sheet statement represents the financial position of the proposed samill 
at a given point in time. It is ususlly projected on an annual basis, ss of 31 Deoember. 
The two major components of the balanoe sheet are: 

I. Assets - current snd long-term. 
ii. Liabilities end owne,r’s equity. 

Current assets comprise the following elements: cash, accounts receivable, misceillaneous 
payments and inventories. Current assets are gener‘ally those items which are expected to 
be converted to cash :&thin the next twelve months. Lonpterm assets consist of land value 
and the depreciated value of buildings ad equipment. 

Liabilities include both ourrent snd long-term obligations, Current liabilities 
include accounts pqyable, accrued wages and other expenses, estimated income taxes payable 
and other current liabilities such az monthly pqyments for fuel auld electricity. Current 
liabilities are generally those short-term obligations which must be paid in the next twelve 
months. Long-term liabilities are the projected amounts of the loneterm debt as of the 
balance sheet data. 

Tot&L owner’s equity is the difference between total assets and total liabilities. 
Total equity less the vslue of capital. Etock is IQIOW as retained earnings. 

10.5 Profitability Anslysia 

Various methods are available to sssess the expected profitability of a proposed 
venture. In the case of small to medium-sized sawmills, the following are considered to 
be appropriate : 

i. Gross return on totsl investment. 
ii. Net return on equity investment. 

iii. Interest coverage ratio. 
iv. Debt service ratio. 
vg Payback period. 

The method of oalcuJ,ation snd significance of each of the foregoing follows: 

10.5.1 Gross Return on Total Investment 

This ratio usn be partioularly useful in comparing projects. It provides a rough 
messure of a project’s worth before the effeots of financial and tax oharges are included. 
It is calculated as follows: 

Net Sales Revenue - Manufacturing Cost 
Total Capital Investment 

10.5.2 Uet Return on Equity Investment 

This is one of the most important measures of investment worth. It is expressed as 
the percentage of net income (profit) to totsl equity investment. It provides a metans of 
sseessing the proposed investment return relative to the return which the investor mi@t 
expect to achieve in alternate ventures, inoluding the relatively “risk free” o]?tion of 
investment in bonds. 
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10.5.3 Interest Coverage Ratio 

'phia provides a measure of the venture's ability to generate sufficient funds to 
sdequately meet interest payments on its debt obligations. It is calculated as follows: 

Gross Profit - Depreciation and Amortization 
Total Interest Charges 

10.5.4 Debt Service Ratio 

This is calculated by dividing gross profit by the sum of the pqments for both 
interest & debt retirement. 
insufficient margin for safety. 

In general, a ratio below 2&p is regarded ss poor, with 

10.5.5 Pwback Period 

The p&back time is intended to provide sn estimate of the number of years required 
to recover the capital invested in the proposed sawmill. 

It is the ratio of the initisl fixed investment over the snnusl cash flows for the 
recwexy period. Thus, for example, if the initial investment is $18,000 and the snnusl 
cash flows are $4,000, $6,000, 36,000, 54,OOOO respectively, in the first three years 
$16,000 of the original investment will be recrovered, followed by $4,000 in the fourth 
ye=* Thus the payback period would be: 3 years + ($2,000) 

$4,000 or 3& years. 

It should be noted that the psyback method has one major shortcoming in that it fails 
to consider cash flows which occur af’ter the psybaclc period. Also, it does not t&e 
sccount of the msgnitude or timing ofh flows during the pa;ybsck psriod; 
only the recovery period as a whole. 

it considers 
Nevertheless, the pqybaok method is a useM aid 

in providing a limited insi@ into the risk and liquidity of a project. In general, the 
shorter the payback period, the less risky the project end the greater its liquidity. 

While more sophisticated methods are available (which take into account the "time 
values of money), the complexities involved in their application are such that they are 
generally more appropriate for la.rgeIc-xasle investments than those considered in this 
msnusl. 

lo.6 Sensitivity Anslysis 

A most important aspect of sny financial analysis is the examination of what happens 
to the project's earnings oapacity should actual events differ from those upon which the 
planning estimates are based. The sensitivity of the projected financial return of a 
project to a decrease in selling price, an increase in construction costs, or an incresse 
in q snufacturing costs is of f'undsmentsl importsnae to both the potential equity holders 
& lenders of oapital. All projects are subject to some uncertainty and any decision 
to proceed, or not, is suspect unless uncertainty is recopized and its potential impact 
assessed. 

Sensitivity analysis involves a simple procedure. 
principal variables (ssles price, 

Different values for each of the 
sales volume, manufacturing costs, and capital costs) 

sre selected, and calculation made of the resulting return on investment. It is usually 
only necessary to select one or two alternate values for each variable in order to develop 
a reasonable insight into the sensitivity of the project's returns to changes in t'nat 
vsriable. 
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The following simple example illustrates the sensitivity analysis technique: 

Basic Asswantions: 

Initial Equity 
Selling Price 
Selling Volume 

$300,000 
$ 100/m3 

4,000 m3 

Projected Results TJpioal Year 

Net Sales Revenue 8400,000 

Less Manufacturing Cost @t60/m3) $240,000 
Gross Profit $160,000 

Less Depreoiation end Amortization !b50,000 

Interest Expense 825,ooO 

s 
Income before Income Tex 3 85,0(33 
Less Income Tax (4C$) 1 $34,ooo 

Net Income after Tax 8 51,ofJo 
Rate of Return on Initial Equity Investment (ROI) 1% 

II 
Variable -.- Return on Eqrity 

Net Sales Revenue 
+lo% 
-l& 

Nanufaoturing Cost 
+wJ 
-I@ 

Equity Investment 
+2@ 
-2% 

2% 
?% 

1% 
21% 

14s 
. ,. -.. - - 

NJ -- 
The sensitivity analysis indicates that the example project is moat 'sensitive to 

changes in Net Sales Revenue. As shown above, a change of lC$ in Net Sales Revenue 
results in a change of approximately 50$ in Return on Equity, fmm 1% to 255 for a 
l@ increase in sales revenues and from 1% to 9$ for a lO$ decrease in xwenuese 
Roth Manufacturing Cost and Equity Investment have significantly less effeot on the 
rate of return on investment. 

Another wey of evaluating the sensitivy of a project is to calculute the,bree.+" 
even point. This is the production or sales volume at which revenue6 and expenses 
are equal end the business is neither making a profit nor inourring a loss. Incal- 
culating the bred-even point care must be taken to separate expenses into those which 
are fixed, independent of the volume of production,and those which vary with .~ s 
production. 
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11.0 I?TVXS'pMEmT ASSESSMENT 

Having analysed the teohnical and financial feasibility of the sawmill as discussed 
in the foregoing sections of this guide, the final step is to make a judgment based on the 
accumulated information to decide whether or not to proceed with the project. This final 
step involves the judgement of the investor in assessing the estimated costs end benefits 
associated with the projeot, the adequacy of the projected rate of return in relation to 
other investment opportunities,and the risks in the project. 

In a project requiring financing from various banks, the lending institutions will 
also make an assessment of the project in terms of its credit worthiness. Lenders will 
typically consider such elements as the extent of physical security for the loan, pro- 
jected repayment ability, and the quality of management‘ In a large project the lender8 
mean make an independent financial end perhaps even technical evaluation of the project in 
order to judge the degree of risk. 

In projects of very large size which have an effect on a large area of the country, the 
Government mey want to evaluate the costs and benefits to the countj;y. SW& other con- 
siderations as foreign exchange costs or savings, costs of additional infrastructure 
required for the project,and benefits of increased employment may be involved in this level 
of assessment of this proposed investment. 

However, despite the size of the project end the degree of further analyses and 
evaluations done by egencies other than the original proponent, the ultimate economic 
success of the project will depend to a great extent on the objectivity and thoroughness 
applied to the preparation of the initial estimates for markets and revenues, mill design 
and capital costg and process inputs and manufacturing costs. 
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IN~ODUCTION 

In Part I of this guide the basic principles and procedures involved in the development 
of a small sawmill enterprise have been explained as well as the methods by which the 
financial viability of a project can be assessed. 

It is the ppose of Part II of this guide to apply the technical and financial con- 
siderations developed in Part I to case studies typical of sawmilling projects in tropical 
regions. Therefore, three cases have been selected to illuetrate the principles and pro- 
cedures based on the three types of sawmill described in Section 3.1, having oapaoities 
ranging from 5,000 to 20,000 m3 per annum in log input. 

while every effort has been made to use representative data for each of the regions 
selected, equipment oosts and local conditions vary considerably from country to country. 
The cost and other data presented in the following cases should, therefore, be regarded as 
only illustrative of the principles end procedures discussed in this guide. The prepara- 
tion of feasibility studies for sawmill projects must be based on current costs, duties, 
taxes, etc., applicable to the area under consideration. 

CASE 1. PCPTABLESAWMILL 

Small portable or mobile sawmills that can be easily moved from site to site to be 
close to the source of wood have a number of applications in developing regions. Among 
examples may be included the use of portable mills to supply the sawnwood requirements of 
a remote community, for utilising trees felled along the alignment of a road or railway 
development through a forest area or as a first phase in an integrated agro-forestry project 
where a road system is being construated and the indigenous forest is being cleared for 
crops and plantations. 

In Case 1 the objective will be the supply of sawnwood to a local community situated 
in the eastern region of central India where the main forest types are Moist Peninsular Sal 
and South Indian Tropical Moist Deciduous. The sawmill enterprise would be organieed and 
financed by a local businessman. 

The assumptions made in preparing this case are summarined below. 

1.1 Bew YIterial Charaoterietics 

Density Group 

Wood Density 

Heavy hardwoods 
Medium Hardwoods 
Light hardwoods 

Average Density 

800 

:; 
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Diameter Distribution 

Top $ Class 

15-20 
20-30 
30-110 
4WO 
y-&h" 

Log l;engthe 

Percentage per $ Class 
cm 

3 -- 

Gi 
15 
10 
3 

1.2 Sawlog Production 

Average log length 4m 
Maximum log length 0 m 

The logging season in the area under consideration would be from mid-October to mid- 
June or approximately 190 days ner year on a sixday week. Since the mill would be 
located near the logging area,,oge would be skidded direct to the mill by draught animals 
or agricultural tractors. The mill would be moved every three to four months to keep 
skidding distances within economic range of the mill. 

Log lengths would be standardized as far as possible to provide standard sawnwood 
lengths or multiples of the e 
in the order of US $4.70/m !3 

lengths. The estimated average delivered log cost would be 
and, on the basis of an annual requirement of 5,000 m3 end a 

working year of 190 days, the average volume of logs required per day would be about 27 m3. 

The inventory of logs would not normally exceed a week's input to the sawmill, on 
the assumption that the average daily delivery rate of 27 m3 could be maintained. 

1.3 Sawmill Production 

It has been assumed that the main market for sawnwood would be the builders and 
furniture makers in an adjacent town, as well as the requirements of the farming community 
in the area. 

Assuming an annual log input of 5,000 m3 ub and an average conversion ratio of logs 
to sawnwood of 48 percent, the outturn of possible products is as follows: 

Product Percent Volume (m3/A) 

House and commercial building 
(Roof trusses, doors, window frames 
and shutters, shelving, shop counters) 
Heavy construction timber 
(15 x 15 cm to 25 I 25 cm) 
Railway sleepers (Shorea robusta) 
Furniture stock 

30 720 

26 620 

14 340 
30 720 
100 2,400 
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Every effort should be made to standardize sawnwood sizes to simplify mill production. 
However, home resawing would 3e required to meet specific demands. The production would 
be sold in random lengths as far as possible, but end trizuning would be carried out with a 
power saw when necessary. 

Sawnwood would be sold "green 'I or delivered to a wood yard in the adjacent town where 
it would be piled for air drying. Sawnwood to be air dried should be protected by dipping 
before stacking and the staoks protected b, 71 light, portable roofing, for protection from 
both sun and rain. 

Suoh a wood yard might be equipped with a small circular resaw to reduce larger 
dimensions to meet specific orders. It is assumed that the average rcsd distance from the 
mill to the town would be 50 lan and that sawnwood traneport would cost US $7/m) on a con- 
tra& basis. 

The annual volume of sawnwood being 2,400 m' end the number of jerking days about 190, 
then the average daily mill production would be in the order of 13 m , or approximately one 
load for a ten-tonne truck. 

1.4 SarJmill Flquipart 
The type of portable sawmlll envisaged for this case has been described in Section 3.0 

8nd illustrated in Plate 1. A typical layout for such a mill is given in Figure 1. 

The items of equipment required for a portable mill are summarized below. 

- Circular eaw headrig, saw diameter 1,200 mm with inserted 
teeth to out logs up to 650 mm diameter. 

- Simple but strong log carriage with three sets of knees and 
clamps. 

- Edger with two circular saws of 500 mm diameter. 
- Power saws for log yard and trimming. 
- Hand and power tools including grinder for inserted teeth. 
- Diesel power unit of 130 kW for headsaw and edger. 
- Diesel-eleotrio set of 2 kW for power tools, lighting, etc. 

The log infeed deck would be constructed of poles laid with a slight inclination 
towards the log oarriage to facilitate manual loading. bogs would be delivered as close 
as poeeible to the log infeed and moved into position on the deck, either manually or by 
draught animals. 

Slabs, edgings and sawdust would be removed manually. Material suitable for firewood 
could be used by the mill employees and also sold for use in the neighbouring town. Wood 
waste not utilizable as domestic fuel should be burned at the mill site. 

1.5 Site Preparation 

Moving the mill to a new site would take two to three days depending on the type of 
mill. 

Since the sawmill would be moved three to four times a year, site preparation would 
only entail seleoting a suitable area of at least one hectare adjacent to the access road. 
The site should have a slope from the log storage area to the mill to facilitate the move- 
ment of logs to the infeed deck. 
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The heavy timbers generally used to support a portable mill are levelled on a cleared 
area and the mill maohinery installed on the timbers and carefully levelled and aligned. 

1.6 Buildinga 

A roof over a sawmill for protection from rain and/or sun is generally necessary and 
can be easily constructed with &lee from the forest with a thatched roof of grasses or 
palm leaves. A small office building oould be constructed of wood and mounted on skids, 
so that it could be transported on a truok when moving to a new site. 

Temporary housing constructed from materials available 
for the mill personnel. This type of housing end the roof 
provided by local villagers at oontract rates. 

1.7 Permmel 

from the forest can 'be provided 
over the mill can generally be 

The supervisor of the mill operations should have had home sawmilling or closely 
related production experience. He would be responsible for log purchases, mill production 
and sales and would be assisted by two clerks capable of maintaining records and simple 
bookkeeping end other administrative duties , including sales of sawnwood from a central 
yard in the neighbouring town. 

The key man in sawnwood production would be the sawyer who would also be responsible 
for the maintenanoe of equipment and saw doctoring. This men should have had adequate 
training and experience in the operation of small mills. 

The remaining semi-skilled and unskilled employees would be trained on the job by the 
sawyer. 

The personnel requirements are summarized in the following table: 

Operating Staff 

Category Rate 
RTp& 

Skilled 
Semi-skilled 
Unskilled 

1 20 
15 

: 10 

Overtime at 2C$ 
Other benefits at 2% 
Food oosts 8 10 

Total 
as/day TX3 S/day 

z 2.28 3.42 
2!2 5.70 
100 11.40 

:10.20 
2.28 
3.56 

80 9.12 
231.20 26.36 

Cost per yeax of 220 days Eo 50,864 $5,800 
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HcsM)perating Staff 

Catessory Total 
ww = VW 

Supervieory 1 30 3.42 
Clerical 2 15 A& 

60 6.84 

Overtime at 20$ 
Other benefits at 2678 
Food costs 3 10 

Cost per year of 240 dayI Re 28,973 33,302 

It is assumed that a working year would consist of 190 productive days, 15 daya for 
change of mill location and 15 daya annual maintenance. 

1.8 Ebame adlEoonami.os 

Based OII the preceding description of the portable sawmill, a series of sohedules 
are prepared to organize the financial and economic information. These me desoribed 
88 follows: 

1.8.1 Capital Cost 

Table 1 shows a summary of the capital cost estimate for the mill. The detailed 
capital cost of the various mill components ie listed in Table 2. 

Table 1 also shows the total investment requirement which is greater then the cost 
of maohinery and equipment, due to certain other items which must be provided for in order 
to begin operations. These other items include pre-operational and start-up expenses and 
a provision for working capital. Deteils of these items me shown in Table 3. 

The need to provide for suffioient working capital in the initial inveetment require- 
ment arises when a business is started. There will be a period of time after production 
starts before revenues sre generated from sales of sawnwood. During this time expenses 
have to be paid and operating supplies and raw materials pulohased. In this example it 
hes been assumed that funds to sustain one month's operation would be provided in the 
initial working oapital investment. 

1.8.2 S~OS &WOW 

Based on the product lines desoribed ecuplier, the sales volume, selling oosts end 
net sales value are shown in Ta le 4. 

3 
It ie assumed that the aver pP?ice of all produots 

at the mill will be US $88.00/m . Based on the assumption that 5 of poduction will be 
franzported to EL wood yaxd in the nearest local comunity, the additiona13costs of this 
method of sale reduce the overall average net sales value to US W&25/m of total sawn- 
wood produoed. 
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1.8.3 Matmfaaturing Coats 

The basic manufacturing statistics are shown in Table 5. The information presented 
in this table is shown in terms of the physical units of each item applicable to the 
operation. 

Table 6 show the unit cost of each of the items listed in Table 5. By combining the 
units consumed (Table 5) with the cost per unit of each item (Table 6), the annual cost of 
each item is determined. In this way the annual manufacturing cost of the portable sawmill 
operation is estimated to be US $71,500. A provision for contingenoiee is included in 
this estimate. 

The manufacturing cost calculated in Table 6 is also expressed as US $2g.81/m3 of total 
sawnwood produced. Table 6 also shows the cost per ceikic metre of eaoh of the components 
of manufacturing cost. This breakdown is particularly useful in highlighting the cost 
items which have the largest monetary impact. In this eye log purchases rewesent the 
most expeneive element of manufacturing cost at US $9.79/m of sawnwood. Moreover, the 
cost of wood represents 33s of the total manufacturing oost. This is an important factor 
to remember, both when evaluating the economic attractiveness of the project and later when 
the mill is in operation. 

The second most significant cost element is the cost of diesel fuel. At US $7.63 m' 
of sawwood the cost of fuel represents a further 26$ of the total manufacturing cost. 

1.8.4 Projooted H.nanciaJ. Results 

The projected income statement for ten years of operations is shown in Table 7. The 
information required to prepare this table has been taken from Tables 4 and 6. Although a 
ten-year period is shown for analysis, it is assumed that the operation would continue 
after the tenth year. 

while 
It will be seen that in3the first year of operation production is shown at 2,400 mJ 
sales are only 2,200 m . The difference represents the initial inventory of sawnwood 

pxoducts. If the business were terminated at some time in the future, this inventory would 
be sold and, in the final year, sales would then exceed Ixoduotion. 

The deduction from Gross Profit consisting of Depreciation requires comment. 
Depreciation is a non-cash charge to operations in each year, which is made to recognize 
the fact that the plant has a life greater than one year. The annual depreoiation expense 
16 a way of charging a portion of the capital oost of the plant to operations during a 
period which is estimated to be the useful life of the assets. In the case of the 
portable mill it has been assumed that the mill assets would have a useful life of ten 
yea-s ; therefore one tenth of the plant capital investment of Us $226,600 is charged to 
operations eaoh year. 

In calculating Income Tax for this example it has been assumed for purposes of 
simplicity that the straight line depreeiation expense discussed above would also ap$y 
for tax purposes. Normally this is not the case as special rules may apply to the calcula- 
tion of depreciation expense for income tax purposes. Some of these more complex rules 
will be illustrated in Case 3. 

Having determined the lxoject's net income after taxation, as shown in Table 7, the 
next etep in the analysis of the financial results of a proposal is to determine the pro- 
jected cash flow as illustrated in Table 8. 
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The annual cash receipts consist of net income after taxes, plus the non-taeh expdase 
of depreciation. As shown in Table 8, the mill operations 6re expected to provide a cash 
flow of US $71,300 per year. 

Since capital equipment wears out, gets damaged and requires periodic replacement in 
order to maintain continuity of operations, some of the cash received has to be reinvested. 
Aa amount of US $3,000 per year has been assumed in this case. 

The net cash generated from operations, shown in 'table 8 as Us $68,300 per year, is, 
therefore, the annual benefit of the investment in this business. 

1.8.5 Profit ability Atdsmie 

As indicated in Part I of this guide, several methods are appropriate for the analysis 
of small sawmill investments. 

The Gross Return on Total Investment is calculated as: 

let Sales Revenue - Manufacturing Cost, 
Total Capital Investment 

and from Tables 7 and 1 the figures for a typical year are: 

$202,200 - 71,500 
235,200 = 5% 

The Net Return on Equity Investment is calculated as: 

Net Profit after Taxation 
Equity Investment 

Since in this case all the investment is assumed to be equity, the Net Return on Eqnity 
Investment is the same as Net Return on Total Investment, which is: 

The Interest Coverage Ratio and Debit Service Ratio would not apply in this case) 
sinae there is no long-term debt on which annual interest charges must be paid. 

The Paybaok Period in this case is calculated below. It is the number of year8 
required to pay back the initial capital expenditure by relating the net cash generated to 
the original cash inveetment in the project. In this case the original investment of 
aS $235,200 would be recovered as follows: 

Year 

1 60,750 60,750 
: 68,300 68,300 197,350 129,050 

4 68,300 265,650 
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As indicated, the initial investment is recovered somewhere between Xear 3 and Year 4, 
or more precisely in 3.6 years. In total, over ten years the project would generate net 
cash amounting to US $675,250 or 2.9 times the initial investment. 

Project evaluation using more complex methode will be illustrated in Cme 3. 

1 J3.6 Sensitivity AL@& 

All projects are subject to vaqing degrees of risk becauee it is not possible to 
predict the future with certainty. In evaluating capital investments it is often useful 
to perform a sensitivity analysis on certain key variables in order to determine how much 
the profitability of the project would be affected by changes in the variables. 

One of the most fundamental calculations often performed in sensitivity analysis is 
the determination of the break-even point. This is the production or sales volume at 
which expenses and revenues are equal. Aa illustrated in 

4 
he calculation ehown in 

Table 9, the break-even sales volume is approtimately 417 m of sawnwood per year. This 
ie only 17 percent of the projected volume indicating very considerable flexibility in 
output. 

Changes in key variables Should aleo be evaluated, For example, it was pointed 
out earlier that wood represents 33 percent of the manufacturing cost. If the cost of 
logs were to increase by 10 percent, gross profit would decrease by approximately 3 pm- 
cent. If both loga and fuel increased by 10 percent, gross profit would decline by 
about 5 percent. 

The effecte of changes in the key variables, Nei Sales Revenue, Manufacturing Cost 
and Investment are shown in Table 10, 
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Table 1 
ary of Capital Cost Estimate 

Site and Structures 
Imported machinery and spares, CII? entry port 
Import duties and charges 
Local handling and delivery to site 
Equipment aseembly 
Total assembled equipment . 

Ancillary equipment 
Construotion overhead 
Rngineering 
Contingencies 
Total plant investment 

Total Investment Requirement 

Total plant capdtal 
Working capita?. 
Pre-operational and start-up expenses 
Total investment requirement 

* Site, structures, equipment assembly and construotion overhead 
not applicable to plant capital due to portable nature of mill. 

Coat 
(Vs) 

Nil * 
143,100 

57,200 
300 

Nil * 
200,600 

W@3 
Nil 3 

10,000 
10,000 

226,600 

226,600 8,ooo 

Table 2 
Detailed Capital Equipment Estimate 

Cost 
OJ=f) 

Imported Machinery 
Mobile sawmill 
Edger 
Dieeel power unit, 130 kW 
Diesel electrio generator, 2 kU 
Workshop equipnent and tools 
Power saws (two) 

6,2~ 
24,300 
21,700 

'2~~ 
l:ooo 

116,200 
Spare parts at l@ 
Shipping at lZ$ 
Total imported machinery and spares 
Import duties end charges applicable at rate of 4W$ 

11,600 
15,300 

143,100 

Ancillary Equipment (assumed to be of local manufacture) Pickiup Truck 5112E 
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3 Table 
Detailed Investment Requirement 

Working Capital 

Logs 1 months supply, 526 m3 at $4.70/m3 
Fuel 1 months supply, 3,200 1 at 80.80/l 
Lubricants 1 months supply, 40 1 at $3.20/l 
Labour 1 months wages, $40.12/day 
Supplies 1 months 
Site Preparation and Temporary Buildings, reserve for 1 set-up 
Cash Reserve 
Total Working Capital 

Pre-operational and Start-up Rpsnse 

Normal mill staff for 3 weeks 

r;ls 
2,500 
2,600 

130 

El 
150 

1,000 
8.000 

4 Table 
Projected Sales Volume and Net Sales Value 

Sales Volume 
Product Volume Unit Price Annual Gross 

<m3h4 (w 3/m3> 
Sales Revenue 

(US $) 
Sawnwood for buildings 720 108 77,900 
Eeavy construction timber 620 27,900 
Railway sleepers 340 8 27,500 
Furniture stock 720 - 108 J2.La22 
Totals 88.00 211,200 

Selling Costs 
Applies to 5C$ of production volume transported to local woodyard: 

Unit Unit Cost Annual Cost 
(us 8) 

!I?snsportation us s/m3 
us P/year 

7.00 8,400 
Woodysrd rental 6.00 600 
Total Selling Cost q.oM) 

Average Net Sales Value a S/m3 IIS 
Annual gross sales revenue 211,200 88.00 
Less: Selling oosts y,ooo 3.R5 
Net Sales Revenue 
Average Net Sales Value 
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Item Unit AUlOUll 

Sawnwood sales m3/year 2,400 
Log purchases 3 m /Y- 5,000 
Site preparation - Contract labour man-days/year 320 
Temporary buildings - Contract labour 

- Sawmill roof man-days/year 60 
- Housing man-days/year 140 

Transport of mill - Contract moves/yesr 4 
Diesel fuel - Mill litres/hour 13 
Lubrioants litres/day 1 
Pick-up truck lan/daY 100 
Labour - Mill operations men 8 

- Supervisory and clerical men 3 
Annual Operating Period - Mill machinery days 190 

- Operations days 220 
- Supervisory and olerioal dam 240 

5 Table 
Manufacturing Statistics and Cost Estimates 

Item 
(us%) 

Log purchases 
Site preparation 
Temporary buildings 
Thnsport of mill 
Diesel fuel 
Lubric;Lnts 
Pick-up truck operation 
Labour - Operations 
- Supervisory ana clerical 
Maintenance supplies 
Contingencies 

Total Msnufaoturing Cost 

Table 6 
Manufacturing Cost Estimate 

Unit Rate 
mm3 

4.70/m310gs 
1.14/man-day 
1.14/man-day 
3OO/move 
.tlO/litre 
3.20/litre 
0.25/h 

26.36/say 
13.76/say 
2.0o/nl31ogs 

Unit Cost* 
(us 

9.79 
0.15 
0.10 

0.50 

7.63 

-29 
2.50 

2.42 
1.38 

4.17 
0.88 

29.81 

Annual Cost 

23,500 
370 
230 

1,200 
18,300 

700 
6,000 

5,800 
3,300 

10,000 
2,100 

71,500 
Unit Cost expressed in US of sawnwood produced. 
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Table 2 

Calculation of Break-even Point 

3asio Assumption: 

Net Sales Revenue at Break-even point t Variable Manufacturing Costs plus fixed costs 

Net Sales Revenue P Net Sales Value x Break-even Sales Volumes 
r US $84.25 x "S" 

Uariable Costs P Msnufacturing Costs x Break-even Production Volume 
I US $29.81 x "S" 

Fixed Costs P Depreciation 
I us $22,700 

Then 
(84.25)s m (29.81)s + 22,700 

S m 22,700 
x84.25 - 29.81 P 417 m3 per year 

BresJcevsn Sales/Production Volume is 417 m3 of sawnwood per year. 

Table 10 
Sensitivity of ROI to ahsnges in Key Variables 

Net Return 
Variable on Investment* 

Base case 21% 

NstSales Revenue 
+ lo$ 2% 

- 16 17% 

ManufaoturirgCost 
+ lC$ 19% 
- l@ 28 

Total Investment 
+ lob/o 185 

- log 2% 

The sensitivity analysis indicates that this projeot is not particularly 
sensitive to changes in the key variables. The break-men analysis also 
indicated that the project had a wide range of profitability. 

' Net Return on Investment P Net Income after Taxation divided by 
Total Investment. 
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CASE 2. SNALL-MILL 

The establiehment of a small, permanent sawmill would be feasible where a local demand 
for sawnwood already exists or could be developed and a reliable supply of loge can be main- 
tained. AE in the case of the portable mill, the permanent mill might be the first atage 
in the develomnt of a bigger mill in which oas o the initial planning and layout should 
provide for expansion and additione when market conditions justify suoh a course. 

Thia oa8e is 'besed on a sawmill located close to town in the Indoneeian/Ealayeian region 
utilising timber from Eixed Dipterooarp Iii11 Forests. It ia assumed that the sawmU enter- 
prise would be privately owned and operated by an experienced sawmill manager. 

2d Raw Haterial Chmaoterietioe 
Average Wood Deneity - 610 kg/m3 
Range of Wood Density - 400 - 800 kg/m3 

Diameter Distribution 

Diameter Class 
(cm) 

Percent= per Clase 

:: - 8: 
go 1120 

f 

122+ 5 

Average log length 5m 
Maximum log length 8m 

2.2 3arloRProdllction 
Due to high rainfall and the generally hilly conditions in the forest, logging would be 

reetricted to a period of 8 to 9 months from Maroh to November-December. Sufficient loga 
would be stored at the eawmill at the end of the logging season to keep the mill in operatian 
for three months. Henoe, the sawmill would be in operation for eleven months each year, 
with annual maintenance and overhaul of the equipment being cerried out during the remaining 
month. 

Sinoe extended log storage is neaessary in thie case, 
ueed in order to keep log degrade to a minimum. 

it is poposed that a log pond be 

It ie envisaged that contractors would deliver sawlogs to the eawmill in etandaryeed 
lengths or in multiple6 thereof and that the average delivered cost would be US $14/m . 

2.3 Saumill Produotian 

The assumption in thie case ie that the principal markets would be retailers, builder6 
and furniture workshops in neighbouring towns as well a~ the farming community. 

Beeuming en annual log input of 10,000 m3 ub and an average conversion ratio of logs to 
aawnwood of 50 percent, the distribution of products could be a6 follows: 
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lddcet Percent 

Retailer6 1,000 
Builders 2,500 
Furniture stock 20 1,000 
Agricultural construction 10 500 

100 5,ooo 

The type of sawmill proposed in this caee would be suitable for cutting flooring and 
siding a~ well as the smaller sizes required for interior trim in building construction. 
Typical product claasee and prices ere listed belows 

2.4 s6ih v0lrtrune 

Produot Volume 
m3 

Unit Price 

US S/m3 

Annual Gross 
Sales Revenue 

us 43 
Sawnwood for buildings 3,500 116 
Heavy construction timber 500 56 4%iz 
Furniture stock 1,OOCl 116 116:000 

5,fJoo 110 550,O~ 

It ia assumed that 40 percent of the mill production would be air dried for six to 
eight weeks end the remainder sold egreen". 

Assuming an annual production of 5,000 m3 of eawnwood and 240 productive days per year, 
the average daily production would be in the order of 21 m3. 

A typical layout for a small permanent mill is shown in Figure 2 and in Plate 2. 
A description of the mill is given in Section 3.0 of this guide and the main items of 
equipment required are listed below: 

Item 

Jaok ladder 
Log infeed deck 
Headeaw - circular 1,500 mm $ + top saw 1,000 mm # 
Logcarriage 
Headrig rollcase and transfer tables 
Edger- manually set with 2 BZ.~E 
Mountain type trimmer - 2 8awz 
Single swing crosscut saw 
Green chain 
Power eaws (2) 
Hand and power tools, etc. 
Diesel-eleotric power unit - 150 kW 
Pick-up truok 
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2.6 Mill Site Requirenmnte 

The faotors to be oonsidered in selecting a site ,for a sawmill are listed in 3.2.1 
on page 21. It is assumed in this case study that the mill would be located close to a 
town since such a location facilitates building up a stable labour force and the cost of 
housing and amenities csn generally be eliminated. 

The site would be chosen to make use of topography and the natural drainage system for 
the oonstruction of a log pond, This method of storage is necessary to reduce degrade of 
the three months supply of logs to a minimum. Since a proportion of the logs would not 
float, a winch would be installed alongside the jack ladder to haul them from the pond. 

It is assumed that 40 percent of the mill production would be staoked for air drying 
for a period of about eight weeks. The stacks would be protected initially by means of 
portable roof units which could be replaoed at a later stage by a permanent roof over the 
drying area. (See Seotion 3.6.) 

The total site area required for the sawmilling moject is estimated as follows: 

2.7 sit0 Ama 

2.7.1 LOR Pond Area 

Assumptions: in pond 3,000 m3, divided over 3 species 
Average log diameter: ‘750 mm, log to water ratio: 75%. 

Log inventory of 1 species = 3,000 m3 
3 P 1,000 m:! 

Water surface oocupied by floating logs is: 

1,000 m3 4(o.750) 1: 0.75 - 2 2,265 m2. 

Total water area required, allowing for circulation and boat ways,is from 1.25 to 
twioe the above calculated log area. For this case, assume 1.6 as the factor. 

Log pond area required for 1,000 m3 = 1.6 x 2,265 m2 E 2 3,625 m2, say 3,600 m2. 

For a species sort at 1,000 m3 aoh a log pond will be required of approximately 
3 x 3,600 m 3 IS 10,800 m2, say 11,000 m s . 

2.7.2 Air Drying Ymd Area 

Assumptions: 4091 of produotion air dried for 8 weeks 
6O$ 03 production air dried or 3 weeks 
100 m of logs produce 50 m s of lumber 
stacks contain - 20 m3 (EWE) of lumber (5m x 2m x 2m) 

;;;z ii::: ;;$;yi;m52m&3$ 
roadways of 10 m between stacks and 10 m wide 
roads at sides and ends. 

3 spsoies sort, 
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Lumber volume production during 8 weeks is: 

lo,wo x 2 
48 

50 I ,+ 833 ,3 
x 100 . 

4% of this production to be air dried for 8 week6 is 

i% x 833 m3 P 2 333 m3. 

Assuming 3 species sort in equal quantities is: 

x+ 4 111 m3 per species. 

Stack area is: 
111 m3 

2 m height x 0.8 density = 2 69 m2. 

Area of air drying yard, including roadways and circulation, ranges from 5 to 7 times 
the stack srea, on average 6 times: therefore, area required for 1 species is: 

6 x 69 m2 P f 416 m2, say 400 m2 

Area required for 3 spsoies is 3 x 400 m2 P 1,200 m2. 

For the portion of sawnwood requiring 3 weeks air dqing,the following area is needed: 

Lumber volume production during 3 weeks is: 

.l@$22 x $ = t 312 m3. 

60$ of this production to be air dried for 3 weeks is: 

6 x 312 m3 = 2 188 m3. 

Assuming a 3 species sort in equal quantities is: 

g&3 I 
3 2 62 m3 per species. 

Stack area is: 
62 m3 

2 m height x 0.8 density D ,+ 39 m2 . 

Area of air drying yard is, as above, 6 times the stack area: therefore, area 
required for 1 species is: 

6 x 39 m2 0 f 234 m2, say 230 m2. 

Area required for 3 speoies is 3 x 230 m2 P 690 m2, say 700 y2. 

The total area required for air drying is thus: 

1,200 m2 + 700 m2 = 2 1,900 m2, say 2,000 m2. 
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The total site area requirement for Case 2 can be summarized as follows: 

t 
Log pond 11,000 m2 
Air drying yard 2,000 m2 

z 
Buildings 1,200 m2 
Unloading area* waste storage, etc. 2,000 m2 

16,200 m2 

2.8 ~nildiws 

It is assumed that the sawmill building would be constructed of timber with metal 
roofing, wood flooring and the equipment mounted on concrete foundations. Wslls would 
only be installed where protection from heavy r in or high winds is required. The 
floor area of the mill is approximately 1,000 m 1 . 

An office and stores would be constructed of timber with a metal roof, the foundations 
being brick pillars capped with termite barrie s to keep the structure olear of the ground. 
The area of this building would be about 200 m 5 . 

Open sheds for sawnwood drying (2 200 m2) could be added, for example, in the fourth 
year of the mill operation. 

A fence around the perimeter of the site would be required to prevent unauthorized 
persons, cattle, etc., entering the mill area. The total length of this fence would be 
approximately 600 m. 

2.9 Personnel 

For the management of the type of sawmill considered in the present case broad 
experience would be required in sawmill operations, log purchasing and sawnwood marketing. 
The manager would have an administrative staff of three, one of whom would have sufficient 
bookkeeping experience to be able to maintain the mill accounts with the supervision of 
the manager. 

Mill operations would be directed by the sawyer, and saw and mill maintenance carried 
out by a mechanic. Both of these men must have had adequate practical experience in their 
respective fields and would probably have to be brought in from more developed centres in 
the country. Alternatively, local men with appropriate technical skille might be sent to 
sawmilling training cantres or to industry as soon as a decision has been reached to build 
a mill. 

Nine men in addition to the sawyer would be required on the mill f;oor, two men at the 
log pond and a further two men to move sawnwood to the drying yard on simple rubber tyred 
carts and to stack it for drying. The sawyer would be responsible for the training on-the-, 
job of the workforce. 

A watchman would be necesssuy for the security of the plant during non-operating hours. 

Any additional work required at the mill could be provided through overtime or by the 
employment of casual labour. 
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The personnel requirements are summarized in the following table: 

Operating Staff 

2.10 

Category g. Rate 
'jspziI 

Total 
B $/month US S/month 

Skilled 1 853 853 461 
Mechanic 1 853 853 461 
Semi-skilled 3 533 1,599 863 
Unskilled 11 320 3,520 1,901 

6,825 3,686 

Overtime at 2% 1,365 737 
Other benefits at 26% xu4 958 
Cost per month 9,964 5,381 

Assuming 12 months work per annum: B $119,568 US $64,572 

Non-Operating Staff 

Category Total 
B $/month m $/month 

Management 1 l,OO(J 1,000 540 

Clerical 3 426 1,278 Watchman 1 350 350 ig 

2,628 1,419 

Overtime at 2% 526 284 
Other benefits at 26% 683 262 

3,837 2,072 

Assuming 12 months work per annum: B $46,044 US 924,864 

N.B. It is assumed that a working year would consist of 220 days, plus 20 days 
for anuual maintenance. 

Finanoe and Eoonomios 

As for Case 1 a series of sohedules have been prepared to organize the financial 
information. These are 88 follows: 

2.10.1 Capital Cost 

A summary of the capital cost estimate for the sawmill is shown in Table 1, along 
with the total investment requirement. The detailed capital equipment estimate is shown 
in Table 2. 

The total investment requirement totals US $1,827,000, comprised of US 81,646,OOO for 
the physical plant of the sawmill, US $104,000 for permanent working capital and 
US $77,000 for pre-operational and start-up costs. 
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The components of permanent working capital are summarized in Table 3, with details in 
Table 4. This mill has a substantial working capital requirement because of the need to 
stock-pile three months supply of logs during the rainy season and because of the drying 
time of the produotso 
any time. 

Approximately the entire mill production for one month is clrying at 

Pre-operational and start-up expenses are shown in Table 3. These expenses assume 
that the full mill personnel complement would be employed for six months prior to full 
operation oommenoing. Raring this time the personnel would be fully trained in operation 
and maintenance of the facilities. It has also been assumed that for two months of the 
start-up period, 
operation. 

sawnwood would be produced at 25% of capacity as part of the training for 

of the mill. 
All these costs have been capitalized, that is, included in the oapital cost 

2.10.2 Salee Rewmue 

The projected sales volumes and net sales value is shown in Table 5. The net sales 
value of 16 $108.92 is slightly lower than the average gross selling price due to the 5$ 
discount of the 1,000 m3 per annum sold to retailers. 

2.10.3 Mmufaoturing Costs 

The basic manufacturing statistics are shown in Table 6 and the manufacturing cost 
estimate is shown in Table 7. 

Based on the various manufacturing inputs, the 
utf 

it 
US 863.76 per oubic metre at full capacity of 5,000 m /A. 

cost to produce sawnwood is 

The largest single cost component is the cogt of logs at 21s $28.00 per m3 of sawnwood 
produoed. The total labour cost of z6 316.41/m is the next major oost. 
and labour account for 70$ 01 the total manufacturing cost. 

Together logs 

2.10.4 Projeoted Financial Results 

The information developed in the preoeding tables is oombined in Table 8 to create a 
projected income statement. Certain assumptions are reflected in this statement: 

a) A mill life of 15 years for evaluation purposes but also assuming 
operationa continue beyond year 15. 

b) Production at capaoity beginning in Year 1. This should be possible 
considering the fairly extensive start-up period discussed earlier. 

c) Sales in Year 1 of 4,500 m3 reflect aooumulation of the inventory of 
sawnwood in the air drying stage. 

d) Depreciation and amortization are taken as straight-line over 15 years. 
e) Income taxes have been based on straight-line depreciation and amortization 

and do not refleot sny provisions for aooelerated depreoiation or investment 
inoentives. 

The projected cash flow statement is shown in Table 9. The initial cash expenditures 
consisting of Plant Capital, Working Capital and Pre-operational and Start-up Expenses are 
shown in Year 0. 
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For saoh of the 15 operating years the cash flow from operations consists of the net 
income after tax, plus the non-cash charges of depreoiation and amortization. 

A p&&an has been made for reinvestment in plant facilities to maintain productive 
capacity. This provision amounts to approximately @ of the original cost of equipment or 
us $27,000 per year. Such reinvestment is in addition to normal maintenance and covers 
such things as periodic replacement of motors and other installed equipment, vehicles, snd 
major repairs or replacements of a oapital nature. 

2ao.5 profitabilits Analysis 

Table 10 includes several measures of profitability for the proposed sawmill. 

The total break-even point has been calculated to be 2,856 m3/A, or 5% of oapacity. 
This means that revenues 

"is 
uld equal all expenses (including depreciation and amortization) 

if sales were only 2,856 m /A. There would, of course, be no profit or any loss at this 
level of sales. 

Considering only cash expensey, the cash break-even point has been caloulated to occur 
at an3anuual sales volume of 587 m , or 12$ of capacity. This means that sales of only 
587 m per year would provide sufficient cash to exactly meet annual oash expenses. It has 
been assumed that supervisory and clerical labour end office supplies are the only fixed 
annual cash expenses and that all other manufacturing costs are directly variable with sales 
or production volume. 

The break-even point,and particularly the low cash break-even point, indicate that the 
mill has a fairly high degree of flexibility in regard to sales volume. 

The Gross Return on Total Investment, caloulated as average annual gross profit divided 
by total investment, is 1%. This is not a high rate of return for this type of operation. 
However, as discussed earlier; the return is somewhat lower than would typically prevail in 
projects of this sort, since no provisions for accelerated depreoiation or investment 
inoentives have been included. 

The Net Return on Equity Investment, calculated as Net Income After Tax divided by 
Total Ek@ty Investment, is only 2$. This is a very low return and would not normally be 
sufficient to interest an entrepreneur. In this case the net return on equity is low for 
several reasOnsD The absenoe of incentives which reduce income taxes has reduced net 
income. Furthermore, the project has been assumed to be financed entirely by equity funds. 
Were debt finauoing involved, the equity investment would be smaller and the return on equity 
would be greater. 

The Cash Psyback Period representing the time required for the net cash flow to equal 
the original investment has been calculated to be 11.9 years. If the net cash flow were 
greater because of Government inoentives which reduce inoome taxes, for example, the pq- 
back period would, of course, be reduced. 

Sensitivity to changes in key variables on the return on investment measured by the 
Gross Return on Total Investment is shown below: 



Variable 

Base CaseBase Case 
Net Sales Revenue 

+ 1% 
- lc$ 

Msnufac-turing Cost 

+ 1% 
- 1% 

Total Investment 

+ 1% 
- lo$ 
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Gross Return on 
Total Investment 

1% 

1% 
145 

ll$ 
1% 

Combination of: 
Net Seles Revenue and Manufacturing Cost 

+ 1% - 1% 
+ 1% +1% 
- 1% - 1% 

- 1% + 1% 

1% 
1% 
11% 

% 

As the foregoing sensitivity analysis indicates, the elements with the greatest effect 
on return on investment are Net Sdes Revenue and Manufacturing Cost. 
in Net Seles Revenue could increase the return on investment to 1%. 

An increase of 1% 
If the Ret Sales 

Revenue Could be increased by 1% at the same time as Manufacturing Cost is reduced by lC$, 
the return on investment would improve from 12$ to 1%. 
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sle 1 - Sumnarg Capita3 Cost Estimate 

SANMR,L: 5,000 rn3/A Sawnwood Production 

Descritiion Labour Material ToteJ. 
'-pmTJ- - 

Auoill;uy equipnent 
Total direct cost 

Construotian overhead 
205ofequipnent 

Engineering 
4% of Total 

Contingencies 

Site preparation and site works 

8% of To-l& 
ToteI plant capital 

structures 
Imported machinery end equipment 
Importta~ees end customs charges 

8,000 8,000 
160,300 1,036,300 1,332,500 

160,2ocl 

@-vJoo 
37,100 185,300 222,400 

123,200 843,000 9%2~ 

75,%)0 

53,300 

lOO.OOC 

1,646,000 
Lc 

Totel plant capital 
Norking capital 

TarAL rNvEBrMENT REQUIW 

1,646,OOO 
104,000 

Pre-operationd end start-up ex-pense 77,000 
Total. investment reqnirement 1,827,000 
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Table 2 - Detailed Capital Equipment Estimate 

Imported Materiel.8 end Estlltpaent 

Log jackladder 
Long infeed deck 
Ciroular saw heedrig 
Log oarriage and setworks 
Edger end manual setworks 
Two saw trirmner end lug chains 
Swing ox-000 cut 0aw 

Headrig outfeed rolloase 
Transfer table to edger 
Edger infeed and outfeed 
Transfer table to trimmer 
Sorting green chain 
Bad log outfeed skids 
Cost holding skids 
Sawdust conveyor 

.'. D&x& electrio generator, 150 kb 

Dies64 eleotrio generator, 15 kW 
Rectrioal power, lighting and oontrol wiring 

Materials and equipsent to be installed 

10,6Co 
10,600 

14,200 
60,200 

39,ooo 
21,2CC 

7,100 
17,700 
5,700 

14,200 
10,6CC 

49,600 
3,500 
3,500 

15,6Qo 
120,400 

35,400 
177,100 
616,200 

Workshop equipnent end tools 

Power saws 
63,800 

4,200 
68,000 

I Spare parte atlC$ 643433 

Shipping at 12$ 
Total imported machinery and equipment 843,000 
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Table 3 - Detailed Investment Requirement 

Working Capital 

L W 3 months supply 
Sawnwood 3 average 386 m air drying at any time 

Supplies aud tie1 1 months supply 
Total inventories 
Accounts receivable 1 months ssles 
Cash reserve 
Total Current Assets 

Aaoounts papble lmonth 
Total Working Capital Requirement 

Pre-operational end Start-up Expense 

Assume personnel training for 6 months including 
mill operation at the equivalent of 2% capacity 
for 2 months during training and runnin&n: 

Lab- 6 months 

Running-in and training at 2% for 2 months: 

Loss 
Operating expenses (excluding labour) 
at $19,35/m3 x 682 m3 sawnwood 

Tot&l Pre-operational and Start-up Expense 

38,200 
36,100 

a!?2 
81,200 

45,400 

A!z 
131,600 

44,700 

19,lf.Jo 

13,200 
32,300 

77,000 
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Table 4 - Calculation of Permanent Working Capit&* 

Item Quentits 

Logs: 3 months supply 

-3 x 10,000 = 2,730 m3 

sawnwood: a) JO$ dried for 8 weeks: 
Monthly production 

p 2.1p3 = 454 m3 

Volume to be dried 
= 40% of 454 = 182 m3/month 

volume drying for 8 weeks 
P 182 x 2 - 364 m 3 63.76/m3 23,200 

Unit Value 
(fE5&g 

14.00/m3 

b) 60% dried for 3 weeks: 
Volume to be dried 

P 6% of 454 x$ = 204 m3 
volume drying for 3 weeks - 204 m3 63.76/m3 

Supplies and 
Fuel: 1 month 
Accounts 
Receivable: 1 months sales at fXL1 capacity 

p>.fy m3/A = 1137 m3 108. q/m3 45,400 

Accounts 
Payable: 1 month at full capacity 

LOgS: $140,000/A 
gmonths E 

Fuel: !s 35.m = 
11 

Supplies: (See above) 

TXTlCk $ 3,200 
12 

Labour 
1 week 

Totsl Accounts PaJrable 27,6oO 

Total Value 
(US $3) 

38,200 

13,000 

6,900 

15,500 

3,200 

6,930 

300 

1,700 

c 
See Tables 5 and 6 for details of Manufacturing Cost Estimates 
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sAIE3VOLuME 

Product 

Table 5 - Fkojected Sales Volume end Net Sales Vellue 

Volume 

Cm31 

Unit Price 

(us Vm3) 

Annual Gross 
Sales Revenue 

(us $) 

Sawnwood for buildings 3,500 116 406,~ 

Heavy construction timber 
Furniture stook 
Totele 

SELLING co3rs 

Too 56 28,000 

1,000 116 116,000 

5,ooo 110 zi2iEi 

2% of the annual sawnwood production is sold to retailers at a discount of So 
This disoount is calculated as follows: 

Assume that the 5% discount apgiIies to 875 m3 of lumber for buildings end 
furniture stock end to 125 m3 of heavy construction timbers. 
Discount per m3 of sawnwood for buildings - $ of $116 = %5.80 
Discouut per m3 of heavy construation timbers = 5$ of $56 - $2.80. 

Total Retailer discount: 
On sawnwood for builders: 875 x %5&o = 5,075 
On heavy construotion timbers: 125 x $2.80 - 350 
Total Discount TJss %Ei 

N-ET SALES VALUE us5 US X/m3 

Annual gross revenue 550,0(30 100.00 
LCIBE: Retailer diecouut 5rLF25 - 1.08 

Bet Sales Revenue 4r574 
Aver- Net Sales Value 
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Item -u- 

Log purchases 

Sawnwood eales 

Fuel 

Lubricants 

Table 6 - ManufacturinR Statistics and Cost Estimates 

Unit 

m3/year 

m3/year 

litres/hour 

litres/dey 

M&ntenance supflies %/m3 log input 

Pidc~ptruok ww 

L&our - Mill operations men 
- Supervisory and clericsl men 

Anuuel owrating period - Mill machinery days 
- Mill mdntensnce daJre 
Total Working Daya 

Average monthly production m3/month 
(5,000 m3/A produced in 11 months) 

Amount 

10,000 

5,~ 

15 

1 

4 

50 

16 

5 

220 
20 

240 

454 
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Table 7 - Manufacturing Cost Estimate 

Log purchases 
Fuel 
Lubricants 
Maintenance supaies 
Pick-up truck 

LaboUr - Operations 
-Supervisory and 

clerical 
Office supplies end other 
Contingency, 5$ 

Total Manufacturing Cost 

14AIO/m3 logs 28.00 
.8O/litre 6egO 

3.20/litre J5 
4.00/m3 logs 8.00 

.25/h .30 
5,38l/month 11.85 

2,072/month 

W/month 

unit Cost” Annual cost 
mmv (US 8) 

4?56 24,900 
a3 4,800 

3.12 15,600 
63.76 ~W30 

w,wo 
34,500 

800 

4.0,~ 
3,200 

64,600 

* Unit Cost express d in US $ per cubic metre of sakrnwood produced based on 
producing 5,000 m 3 in 11 months of mill operation. 
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Table 8 - Projected Income Statement 

Operating Year 

1 

Production (m3) 51(3x) 
Sales (m3) 4,500 
A?e~,~y Ssles Value 

108.92 

Net Sales Rev-e 490,10(3 544,600 544,600 54%~ 544,600 5441-) 
Menufaoturing costs 328,400 328,400 328.400 328,400 328&O 328,400 

Gross Profit 161,700 216,200 216,200 216,200 216,200 216,200 

Less: Depreciation * 
Amortization w 

Income before Tax 

10917~ 
2idiz! 
46,!PJ 

Less: Income T&UK at d.%** 21,100 45,600 4516oa 
Net Income atter Tax i!zai!E 551800 55,800 

108.92 108.9 108.9 108.92 108.92 

10917w 

-2&z 

lO1,400 

3 

5looo 

5loofJ 

109,7w 

2,100 
101,400 

4 
51(300 
5,ooo 

10917~ 

a,loo 
101,400 

rt5r600 

-zius!z 

10917w 

5,100 
101,400 

15 
5looo 
510~ 

10917w 

5,100 
101,400 

Aiidiz! 
-zi2&2 

* Depreciation has been taken for both book and tax y.wposes on a 159year straight-line 
basis. 

w Amortization of pre-operational end start-up expenses has been taken over 15 years* 
Jcmc No investment incentives are included in the calculation of income taxes. 
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Table 9 - Projected Cash Flow Statement 

Operating Year 

0 1 

Cash Receipts 
Net Income afterTax - 25,800 

Add:Ncn-Cash Charges - 114,800 
CashFlow from 
Operations u%- 

Cash Ekpendituree 
Plant Capital lt64.6,~ 

Working Capltel 104,~ 

Pm-operating Expense 77,ooo 

Reinvestment 27,000 

Cash Expendituree 1,827,OOO 27,000 

Net Cash Flow (1,827rOOO) 113,600 

2 3 4 

5518(33 55,800 551fQf3 

114,800 114,800 114,800 

170,600 170,600 170,600 

27,000 27,000 27.000 27,000 27,000 

27JXXl 27,000 27,000 27,000 27,000 

143.600 143,600 143,600 143,600 143,600 

5-14 15 

55,@0 5518@-) 

114.800 114.800 

170,600 170,600 
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Table 10 - Finsncisl Performance Indicators 

1. BREAK-lIVEV#IIlW 

Assume Net Seles Revenue at Break-even point equals Variable manufacturing costs plus 
fixed costs and that certain costs depend entirely on the volume of sales. 

Unit cost Annual Cost 
gig) m $1 

Variable Coste: 

Loge 
Fuel end lubricants 
Maintenance supplies 
Pick-up tNCk 

Operating labour 
Contingency 
Totsl Variable Costs 

28.00 
7.05 
8.00 

.30 
11.85 
3.12 

58.32 

Fixed Costs: 
Supervisory snd clerical labour 24,930 
Office supplies 4,- 
Depreciation end amortization 114.800 
Total Exed Costs 144,500 

Net Sales Value US .$108.92/m3 
Break-even Point: 

(108.92 x (Sales at Break-even) - S14.&5OO + (58.32) x (Sales at Break-even) 

Sales at Break-even - 8144,500 
%(108.% - 58.32)/m3 

2,856 m3/A 
E or 5746 of Capaoity 

Cash Break-even Point is the sales volume required to exactly match cash receipts end 
cash expenditures. Non-cash charges are deducted from Totd Fixed Costs: 

Cash Break-even Point - 329,700 
%50.60/m3 p 

587 m3/a 
or 1% of Capacity. 

2. GROSS REruRN 019 TorAL INvE3rMEr?r 

For atypicel year, i.e. eny year after Year 1, the Gross Return on Total Investment 
is, from Tables 8 end 9, as follows: 

Woes Profit 
Total Investment a 

8216,200 
= 1% 

S1,827,000 
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3. NEzREElJRl?0NEQuITYINvEYl!1vIENT 

For a typic&l yeax the Net Return an Equity Investment is aa fdlOW8: 

Bet Income after TEUK w*- * 2$ 
Total Equity Investment * $1,827,000 ' 

4. CAS PuBAGI[ PERIOD 

Years to ret- the ori&d investment of $1,827,000 from the Net Cash B'lOW shown 
in Table g is: 

$1,827,0oo - $113,600 + n x $143,600 

n - 1,827,OOO - 113,600 P 11.9 yews* 
143,600 
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CASE 3. -MILL 

Apsrmsnentmillhavingaloginput of20,OOO m3 per snnumdiffers -the sawmill 
omsideredinCeee 2 inhavingaresawwhi&impMvesthe productivity as well ssthe 
efYioiemy of the mill in cutting products such ss boards and flooring. 

It is sssumed that the mill in this case is located in Central America and that the 
forest resource is classified ss &mid Tropicsl Forest. 

An independent compsny would be formed for the sawmill project aud government 
finsnoing is assumed to be available ss part of a rural developsent scheme. The operatioxls 
would be controlled by a general manager, assisted by a sawmill manager end sales manager* 

3.1 Raw lctwria ch~#teri6tior 

Wood Density 

Average wood density 620 kg/m3 
Rsnge of wood densities 4130 to 1,200 kg/m3 

Diameter Distribution 

Diameter Class PercentaRe per Class 

Log top # ab(au) (by volume) 

30-39 8 

40-49 22 

w-59 21 

60-69 15 
70-79 14 

m-89 8 

90-99 5 
100 cm+ 7 

Average log length 6m 
Msximumloglength 8m 

3.2 Sdlog Prodnotion 

Because of high rainfall during the period from October to January logging operations 
hsve to be restricted to the remaining eight manths of the year or 200 days. 

Assuming a one month mill shutdown for maintenance, a four month inventory of log6 
(which includes a one month safety factor) will be required at the beginning of the rainy 
season. A sprinkling system will be provided for in the log yard to protect logs from 
degrade during storsge. 

The mill will be operating 11 months of the year or for 240 dsys per annum. 
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It is foreseen that logs will be delivered to the mill b 3contractors in standard 
lengths and that the average delivered cost would be US $ 20 m . / 

3.3 Sawmill Production 

It is assumed in this case that the principal markets would be retailers, builders 
and local furniture workshops. 

Assuming ip1 annual log input of 20,000 m3 ub and an average conversion ratio of 60 
percent, the distribution of the products could be as follows: 

Assuming240 

3.4 Sr;lrr Volume 

Xarket 

Retailers 
Builders 
Phrniture stock 
Heavy construction 

production working 

Sales Yolumes and Gross Revenue are summsrieed in the following table: 

Produot 

Sawnwood to retailers 
Sawnwood to builders 
mrniture stock 

Percent Volume 
-5T 

30 3,600 
40 4800 
25 3,000 

5 600 
12,000 m3 

da3rs P-- -1 the daily production would be 50 m3. 

Volume Unit Prioe Annual Gross 
1-f '(us Sdes Revenue 

ms It) 

3,600 126 453mo 
4b300 126 604,800 
3,000 126 37WOO 

Heavy construction timber 

Totals 
600 36,000 

~2~,000 1.472.400 

3.5 Sawmill JNuipnent 

A typical lqyout for a permanent mill of this size is shown in Figure 3. A description 
of the mill is given in Section 3.0 of this guide. The main items of equipment required 
are listed below: 

- Ciroular saw9 1,500 mm j6 +top saw of1,OOO mm $ 
- Log carriage with power-setting devices 
- Resaw with saw fi of 1,200 arm, with line bar and feed rolls 
- Edger with two ciroular saws of ljo0 mm fi 
- Two-saw trimmer with lug chains 
- Overhead cross-out saw 
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-Head rig rollcase with transfer t&lee to edger end resaw 
- Resaw infeed with adjustable line bar, outfeed rolloases 
-Edger infeed and outfeed rollosses 
-Trim saw in- end outfeed transfer tables 
-Dip tank for mechanical dipping 
-Green chain 
- Ccmveyor for waste and residual disposal 
- Diesel-electric generators of 130 kW 
- Workshop equipnent, maintenance tools, etc. 

3.6 Mill Site IMuirenmnts 

The faotors to be considered in selecting a site for a sawmill are described in 
Seotion 3.2.1 of this guide. In general, the sane considerations apply in this case, 
ae have been described for Case 2. 

The site should be chosen in such a location where site preparation would be at a 
minimum for the tot&l area required, which includes the mill and its associated structures, 
the log yard and the air dr@ng ysxd. 

In this case it is assumed that 4.0 percent of the mill's production will be staoked 
for air drying for a period of eight weeks. 

A log yard of a size to store an inventory sufficient for four months' production 
willberequired. 

3.7 BuildinEs 

The sawmill building in this case will have a floor erea of 1,300 to 1,500 m2, Its 
constructian would be basically the same 88 described for Csse 2. 

Office spaces, stores and a workshop will have to be provided for mansgement, sales 
Eold accounting personnel, the mechanic and the saw doctor. It would be preferable if the 
building housing stores end the workshop would be separate from the offices. It is 
estimated that the total area required is 2 300 m2. 

Open sheds for sawnwood drying could be instdled at a later date, if so desired. A 
total area of Z! 600 m2 would be required. 

In this particular ease it is assumed that housing for the General Manager, the Sawmill 
Manager and the Sales ManFr will be provided. Modest housing for these three employees 
wouldrequireabout3GOm. 

A fenoe around the perimeter of the site would be very desirable. The total length 
wouldbe about1.000 m. 
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3.8 Site Areas 

3.8.1 Lou Yard Area 
Assume: 

Following a similar ca;lculation as described in Section 3.2.2.1, and in detail for 
Case 2, the srea calculated for stacked logs is 2 8,880 m2 and the total. mea estimated 
for the log yard is approximately 4.5 times the stack area or 2 40,000 m2. 

4 months log inventory of 6,660 m3 
maJcimumloglength of8 m 
average stack height of 1.5 m 
average stack density of 50% 
3 log sorts to be carried out 

3.8.2 Air Drying Yard 

Amme: 40% of the mill's production is to be air dried for 8 weeks 
3 species sorts to be carried out 
100 m3 of logs converts into 60 m3 sawnwood 
stacks contain ,+ 20 m3 
average stack length is Z!I 6 m 
maximum stack length is 2 8 m 
average staok density is 2 86 
roadwsys of 10 m between stacks 
roads of 10 m width at sides and snds 
mill operates 11 months or 4.8 weeks or 240 days per annum 

Lumber volume production during 8 weeks is: 

rw X 6 P ,+ 2,0(30 m3 

40$1 of this production is 800 m3 

Stack area is AL 
2 x0.8 

= 500 m2 

Area of air drying yard is approximately six times the stack area or 
6 x 500 m2 = 3,000 m2. 

The total site area requirement for Case 3 can be summarized as follows: 

ae Log yard 
b. llirdryingysrd 
c. Buildings - mill 

- office, stores 
- housing 

d, Unloading area, waste storage area, etc. 

40,000 m2 
3,000 m2 
1,500 m2 

300 m2 
300 Iv2 

41000 m2 
49,100 m2 
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3.9 Personnel 

For the permanent mill of larger production capacity as described in this case, the 
following msnsgerial staff has been envisaged. 

The overall responsibility will rest with a General Manager. 

The mill operation will be the responsibility of the Hill Msnsger and the S&lee Msmger 
will direot all sales operations. 

The msnsgerial staff is assisted by clerical personnel for aooounting, reoord main- 
tenanoe and sales related duties. 

The personnel requirements are summarized in the following table: 

Operating Staff 

Category 

Sauyer 
Mechanic 
Saw doctor 

Edge= 
Resaw operator 

Trim sam operators 
Grader 
Unskilled 

Fringe benefits at 2G$ 
Annual operating oost 

Category 

General Xamger 
Mill Manager 
Sales Manager 

Cleriasl Staff 

@& 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 

1 
10 

g. 

1 
1 
1 

4 

Fringebenefits at 2C$ 

Annual oost, non-operating staff 

Rate Total 
Ls/A Ls/A US #/A 

12,GCG 
10,GGG 
10,GGcl 

81~ 
8looo 
5l@33 
W333 

21400 

12,c#o WC'0 

10+xX3 5mJ 
lO,OcM3 510(3J 

81~ 41@30 
8looo 4,000 

10,000 51(300 
8,000 4looo 

24,000 12,CCC 

901~ 45P33 
18,000 2!E2 

108,000 541~ 

1Pon-Operating Staff 

g& Total 
La/A US $/A 

30,ooo 30,000 15,000 

24,000 24,000 12,000 
24,m 24,000 12,000 
4,00(3 16,000 8,ooo 

941~0 47,000 

18,800 9.400 

112&C 56,400 

It is sssumed in this case that the mill operates 240 days per yesr of 11 months. 
One month has been sllowed for mill snd ma&ine maintenanoe and overhaul. 
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3.10 Finance and Economies 

The series of schedules prepared to preserve the financial information relative to 
Case 3 are somewhat more oomplex than those prepared for the other two cases which con- 
aerned smsller mills. The mill described in Case 3 is of a siee and cost which justifies 
financing by a combination of entrepreneurisl equity capital and government lon@erm debt. 

3.10.1 Capitsl Cost 

A summary of the total oapifsl investment requirements for the mill illustrated by 
this case is shown in Table 1. The initial oapitsl consists of a substantial component 
for working and a new component, oapitalized interest, in addition to plant capital. The 
summarized oosts are detailed in subsequent tables. 

The detailed breakdown of the plant capitsl is given in Table 2. Each item of equip 
ment and other elements of the total investment in msioal plant are shown. 

Site preparation and siteworks oovers the capital required to develop the plant site, 
level and surface the log storage yard, and install a sprinkler system to prevent stored 
logs from drying and deteriorating. 

Because of the relatively remote location the mill equipment includes provision for cm 
initisl inventory of spare parts of a vslue equivslent to 10 percent of the value of the 
equi pent. 

Anoillsry equiment and facilities include two vehicles considered necessary for the 
operation of the mill. The two vehicles are a pick-up truck for various yard chores and 
lo&l. trips aud a fork lift truck primarily for handling logs in the log yard and from the 
yard to the log infeed de&. The fork lift could also be used to handle sawnwood ss 
required snd to assist in mill maintenance. 

The three overhead items aomprising the plant aapital cu‘e Construction or Contractorls 
Overhead, representing about 10 percent of the cost of materisle and equipment; agineering 
and Contingencies at about 8 peroent of materials and equipment; and shipping from the 
country of origin of the equipment to the mill site. No customs or import duties are 
applied in this partiouler case* 

The detailed calculations of Working Capital and Pre-operational Expense are shown 
in Table 3. The permsnent working capital requirement represents those items of current 
assets and ourrent liabilities which are expected to remain essentially at this level 
with the mill operating at its design oapacity of 12,OOC m3 sawnwood psr snnum~ 

The major inventory item is the four months supply of logs. This large inventory, 
having a value of US 3145,400, is required to maintain mill operations during the four 
month wet season when logging oeases. The other major oomponent of working ca 

!f 
tal is 

one months aooounts reoeivable, representing an average months sales of 1,COO m sawnwood. 
The total value of inventories and accounts receivable is reduced slightly by those items 
which the mill would reoord as aooounts pqyable for a typical month at oapaoity operation. 

It should be noted that the permanent working capit& requirement is bssed on full 
capacity operation in order to be conservative, Under aotual operating conditions the 
working capital needs msy be lower depending on woduotion and sales volumes end the 
partioular terms of trade. Providing for working capital in the amount csloulated in 
Table 3 is oonsidered prudent for a new venture of this sort, even though the operating 
lilaa reflsoted in the Projeoted Inoome Statement contemplates a gradual inarease in 
production over the first two years. 
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The Pre-operationsl and Start-up Expense component of total c&pitaJ. investment provides 
for six months wages and salaries of sll mill personnel and for 821 expenses involved in 
operating the mill for two months of a six month training period at a production rate 
equivalent to 15 percent of capaoity. Such costs incurred during pre-opsrational training 
and initial mill start-up and trial operations are typically considered part of the capital 
cost of the mill. 

The final component of the total oapital investment is Capitalized Interest. This is 
the interest expense applicable to that portion of the total investment which is finaPlced by 
long-term debt. Since the business is not yet in operation there are no available funds 
to actually make interest payments an debt drawn down during construction. Therefore, the 
interest expense for this period is added to the total amount of the losn. 

The mzosnt of interest applicable to the construction period has been derived from the 
Time-Money sohedule shown in Table 4. In determining the applicable interest it has been 
assumed that equity funds could be used first. Hence, expsnditurW for design snd prooure- 
ment rold for the first few months of construction could be finsnced by equity while later 
oapitsl expenditures would be financed by debt. Interest on the outstanding amount of debt 
until the start of normal operations at the beginning of Operating Year 1 would comprise the 
total Capitslized Interest of US $117,000. 

3.10.2 Sales Revenue 

The Projeated Sales Volume and Net Ssles Value is shown in Table 5. As noted earlier, 
30 percent Selling Costs in this csse consist of two items. A retailer discount of 5 per 
oent applies to the 30 percent of total sales volume sold through this means. Since f40 per 
oent of tot&l. sales are assumed to involve transportation to customers' locations, a -her 
deduotion for shipping at the rate of US $5.00 per cubic metre shipped has been allowed. It 
is assumed that the balsnce of total sdes would be picked up by customers from the mill yard. 

3.10.3 HsnufacturiW costs 

The basic manufaoturing statistics and cost estimates are given in Table 6. This 
information represents the consumption factors and key operating data. 

The manufacturing cost estimate shown in Table 7 shows unit cost rates of the 
oonsumpticm factors shown in Table 6. Combining unit costs and consumption factors gives 
the totsl snnusl msnufaoturing cost at full ~oduction capa.City of 12,000 rnj/A. Table 7 
gives a breakdown between direct and indirect msnufaoturing cost for this case in which 
levels of mansgement in addition to those applicable to Cases 1 and 2 ars required, 

At full oapaoity the total manufacturing cost hss been estimated at US G54.76 per cubic 
metre of sawnwood produced. 

3.10.4 Frojeoted Finsnoisl Results 

Ttible 8 showr the Projected Income Statemsnt for the mill based on an evsluation period 
of 20 years* A 20-year life is considered a reason&le life expectancy for this mill, 
although it is likely that operations would continue after the 20th year. 

The income statement includes two years of less then full capacity. In Year 1 it is 
sssumed that the first six months operation would be at 25 peroent of capacity, followed by 
5 months at 50 percent. The 12th month has no production while the mill is shut down for 
maintenance. In the second year the first six months have been assumed at 75 percent of 
capaoity, with the latter five months at 100 prcent. Thereafter, for all subsequent years 
productian at 100 percent of oapaoity for the normal eleven-month operating year has been 
assumed. 
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The Gross Profit figures shown in Table 8 are derived from the information in Tables 
5 and 7. 

Deductions from Gross Profit consist of Depwciation, Amortization and Interest Expense. 
Depreciation hss been charged on a straight-line basis cm the nominsl life of wasting ssaete. 
In this case the lives assumed for depwciation prrposes are: 

Sawmill equipnent 15 ye=- 
Structures 25 ye-8 
Site works 30 years 

Becme there are no particular rules in Honduras, for example, conoerning depreciation 
for tax plFposes the straight line rates described have been used for both finsnoial record 
and inoome tax determinatims~ 

The Amortization charge relates to the US $80,000 in pre-operationsl expenses which 
were oapitalized in the total plsnt investment. This charge hss been amortized over the 
first ten years of operation. 

The Interest Expense applies to the long-term debt financing approximately 60 psroent 
of the total plant investment. An interest rate of 10 percent per annum haz been assumed 
slang: with iosn repegment over 18 years following a two-year period of grace. 

The projected income statement shown has a loss of US $164,000 which would occur in 
Opsrating Year 1 due to the low volume in the initisl year. Operations would become 
profitable in Year 2 and would continue profitable for the balance of the 200year evaluation 
period. 

No income tax would, of course, be payable in Year 1. Income tax in subsequent years 
is at the rate of 30 percent on taxable income of less than US 35~0,000, and 40 percent on 
taxable income greater then US $500,000. 

TheProjected Cash Flow Statement is shown in Table 9. As in the other cases, cash 
flow f#m operations consists of net inaome after tax, plus the non-cash charges of 
depreoiation and amortization. The Table indicates that a cash deficit of US 81,000 
would occur in Operating Year 1, which would have to be finmced by short-term borrowing. 
Beginning in Year 2 the cash generated from operations amounts to about US $@O,OOO annually. 

Table 9 shown the cash expenditures necessary on an annual basis to maintain the 
operation. 

These cash expenditures consist of an annual capital reinvestment of US 8!jOPoo0 to 
q a.intain the physiosl plant in good operating order so its profitability can continue, and 
US 8100,000 for debt repsyment, The o-ration thus generates a net cash flow of 
approximately US 5300,000 pm imum 

T=&le 9 also shows the plant capital investment and the sources of financing. 
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3.10.5 R-ofitebility Analysis 

Table 10 shows some measures of profitability for this Case which were calculated for 
Cases land 2. These include: 

a) Break-even Point at 4.8 percent of capacity 
b) Cash Break-even Point at 46 percent of capacity 
c) Gross Return on Totsl Investment of 26 percent 
d) Net Return on Equity Investment of 29 percent 
e) Cash Payback Period of 4.4 years 

f) Interest Coverage Ratio of 3.4 times. 

These measures of profitability have been discussed in the other cases* Thevalues 
applicable to this case are sufficiently favourable to suggest that the operation as con- 
ceived would have a relatively low risk of not being profitable. 

To further assess the risk of the project not being profitable, the following 
sensitivity analysis hss been made. The effect on gross return on total investment of 
changes in- the key variables is: 

Variable 

BaseCase 

Net Sales Revenue 

- 10% 
- 20% 

- 30$ 

Manufacturing Cost 

* 10% 
+ WJ 

+ 36 

Total Investment 
+ lo$ 

+ WJ 

+ 30% 

Ret Sales Revenue and 
Manufacturing Cost: 

- l@J + l@ 
- w4 f 2@b 

Gross Retune on 
Total Investment 

2% 

21% 

21% 

17% 
1% 

24% 

224’ 

3% 

24s 

22% 

2M 
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As shown above, if any one of the key variables chsnges hy 10 percent in a dire&ion 
which has a negative effect on Gross Profit, the Gross Return is reduced, but not below 
21 percent. Manufacturing cost and totsl investment might have to increase by 30 percent 
to reduce the return to 20 percent. A 20 percent decrease in net sales revenue could cause 
the Gross Return to drop to 17 prcent, 

A combination of a 10 percent decline in net ssles revenue and a simultaneous increase 
in manufacturing cost would drop the return to 19 percent. 

Thus it maJr be concluded that, since quite large chsnges in the key variables (in the 
order of 20 percent) would be required to produoe a substantial decrease in the gross return 
on total investment, the project has rslatively little risk of being si@Micantly less 
profitable thau expected. 

3.10.6 Economic Anslgsis 

The eoonomic assessment of the project, as distinct from the financial assessment 
discussed so far, is concerned with the costs and benefits of the project in relation to 
the sconoqr of the region. Such factors as creation of employment, enhancement of skills, 
contribution to rural and regional development, provision of secondary wood products msnu- 
facturing and increase in foreign exchange earnings are considered. 

In Civle 3 the project involves little cost to the regional ecanoqy as it is self- 
sufficient in ferms of required servioes. The benefits to the region msy be significant 
through providing direct employment for 25, with perhaps a similar number of jobs being 
created in support businesses, 

Other broad economic benefits of the project include the production of sawnwood for 
local use, ad p:rhaps even for export, from an available resouroe not presently utilized. 
This activity ad& value to the available timber and creates additionsl value of praduction 
in the economy. Having sawnwood available locally at reasonable cost msy stimulate locsl 
construction. 

The level of skills required of the mill personnel may enhance the overall skill 
levels in the region snd msy lead to the creation of other businesses or industries. 

Through the reduction of w imported wood and through the possible future export of 
sawnwood the mill would reduce foreign exchange requirements. There will, of course, be 
a substantisl requirement for foreign exchange to purchase the mill equipment initially. 

The mill propossl, throu& the creation of new employment and by adding value to a 
natursl resouroe, would appear to offer a significsnt economic benefit to the local m&m. 
E&hods for estimating the monetary return of suoh broad economic benefits are available 
but a disoussion of these methods is beyond the scope of this guide. 
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Table 1 - Summary of Capital Cost Estimate 

SBWYIU: 12400 m3/A Sawnwood Production 

Total direct capit& cost 
Engineering, overhead and shipping 
Ancillary eqximent end facilities 

Total. plant capital 

Working capital 
Pre-operational and start-up expense 
Capita;Lil;ed interest 

Total inveetment requirement 

1,935,0~ 

400,~ 
83,000 

?t4o9,ooo 

290,000 
80,000 

117,000 

2,8%,000 
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Table 2 - Detailed Capital Cost Estimate 

Description 

Site preparation and site works 

Structures 
Sub+otal 

Sawmill EXuipnent 

Log infeed deck 
Circular saw headrig 
Log carriage and setworks 

Resaw and setworks 
Edger end menual setworks 
Two saw trimmer end lug chains 
Swing cross cut saw 
Headrig outfeed rollcase 
Transfer table to resaw 
Tranefer table to edger 
Resaw infeed and outfeed 
Eager infeed and outfeed 
Transfer table to trimmer 
Lumber dip-t& 
Sorting green ohain 
Dad log outfeed skids 
Cost holding skids 
Sawdust conveyor 
Residual outfeed chains 
Diesel electric generator (2 at 130 krl) 
ELectrical power, lighting and control 
wiring 

Workshop equipment end tools 
Power saws 
Spare parts at lO$ of equipment 

Sub-Total 

LaboUr Material 
-m=T 

18,ooo 

a4 
102,ooo 

70,ooQ 

334,ooo 

404,ooo 

4,000 29,ooo 

2,0@3 15,000 

11,000 74,000 
11,000 74,000 
8,000 56,000 
3,000 22,000 
1,000 8,000 

3,ooo 22,000 
1,000 6,000 
1,000 6,000 

18,000 118,000 

3,000 18,000 
2,000 11,000 

4,m 26,000 

84333 52,CQO 
1,000 3,000 
1,000 3,000 
2,000 17,ooo 
1,000 7,ooo 

38,000 251,000 

38,000 251,000 

72,000 

4,ooo 
114,0@0 

1,259*000 161,000 

Total 

88,000 

33,ooo 

17,ooo 

85,@J'J 
85,m 
64,000 
25,m 

9JQo 
25,ooo 

7,ooo 
7,ooo 

136,000 
21,000 

13,000 
30,000 

a,ooo 

4,000 
4,000 

19,ooo 

8+333 

289,ooo 

289,ooo 
72,ooo 
4,000 

114,000 
1,420,ooo 
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Table 2 continued 

Labour 

Construction overhead 
Ehgineering and contingencies 
Shipping at 12$ of equiment cost 
sub-total 

Total plant CapitdL 

Anoillw Equipment and Facilities 

Pick+ptruck 
Fork-lift truck (with spare parts) 
Management housing 

Total Ancillary ERuipnent 

Total 

149,m 
100,oOC 
151,000 

400,~ 

w@ 8,ooo 
30,000 30,000 

45,ooo 

38,000 83,000 
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Table 3 - Harking Capital and Pre-operational Expense 

Working Capital (At full capacity) 

Item 

LOgS: 

Sawnwood: 

Quantity 

4 months supply = 

4 x 20,000 m3/A A 7,273 m3 

40$ dried for 8 weeks: 
Volume to dry= 40% of monthly 
production for 2 months - 

(40) xw x 2 P 873 m3 54.76/m) 

Supplies 
and Fuel: 1 month supplies = 

20.000 log input 11 

Fuel and lubricants = 12,000 m2 11 
Total Inventories 

Accounts 
Receivable: 1 monthr esles = 

12,00~,11~/A = 1,000 m3 

Cash Reserve: 
Total Current Assets 
Accounts 
Psyable: Log purchases (1 months input) 

Supplies and expenses (1 month) 
Salaries and wages (2 weeks) 

Total Current Liabilities 
Total Working Capital 

Unit 
EiGe 

Total 
Value 

lv7cgzim '(usif 

20.00/m3 logs 145,400 

47,800 

4,00/m3 logs 7,300 

3.78/m3 4,100 
204,600 

n8.30/m3 118,300 

20,000 

342, 

36,400 

12,300 

4,200 

52,900 
2go,ooo 

/continued 
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Table 3 continued 

Item Quantity 

Training: 6 months of all personnel 

Operating 
Trials: 2 months at 1s of capacity 

Loga t.151 (2%~ m3/A> t2 months) - 545 m3 

Fuel 25 l/hour x 8 hrs/day x 40 daJts P 9,280 1 

Truck~km/dByx4CdayB- 2,OOOkm 
Supplies 545 m3 log input 
Offi ~~XlB~B H Of nOIllld 
Contingency 

Total Pre-operational and Start-up Expenses 

Table 4 - Time-EPoney Schedule 

(us $) 

Aotivitx Duration 
'-1 tisd 

DeBigklB and prOCLWement 9 359,ooo 
Construction 9 2,050,~ 

Pre-operational expenses 6 80,000 
Working capitd ww33 

Capitalized interest expense - 117,000 
Total Initial Capital Inveetment 24 2t8%,ooO 

Unit Total 

55,200 

20/m3 loge 10,900 

.80/l 7,400 

.25/h 500 
4/m3 104~~ 2,200 

500 
3,300 

80.000 

Funds Provided by 
Debt EQuity 

359,ooo 
1,297,0@J 753to@J 

80,000 
2~0,000 
117,ooo 

1,784,~0 1,112,ooC 
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Table 5 - Projected Sales Volume and Net Sales Value 

SALES VOLUMEI 

Product/Market Volume Unit Price* -Aunual Cros, 

(m3/A) (US S/m3) 
Sales Revem 

(us S) 

Sawnwood to retailers 3,600 126 453mo 
Sawnwood to builder2 4,800 126 604,800 
Furniture BtOCk 3,000 126 378,000 
Heavy construction timber 222 Go 36,000 
Totals 12,000 122.70 1,472,400 

SELLIm cosrs 

Retailer discount, 5% 3,600 1.90 22,700 
Trsnaportation to customers (50$) 6,000 2.50 30,000 

Total Selling Cost 4..40 - 
Net Ssles Value 118.30 - 1,419,7m 

* Unit price expressed as US $/m3 of total savmwood sold, 
baaed on capacity of 12,000 m3/A 

Table 6 - Manufacturinp Statistics end Cost ~BtimateS 

Item 

Sawnwood seles 

Log purchases 
Diesel Fuel - Generators 
Fork-lift truck fuel 
Lubricants 
Pick-up-truck 
Maintenance end operating supplies 
Off‘ice supplies end expenses US S/month 
Labour - Mill operations 

- Office 
- Nenagement 

Annual Omrating Period - Mill 

- Ilaintensnce 
- Office and 33les 

Unit 

m3/year 
m3/year 
litres/hour 
litres/hour 
litres/dsJr 

km/w 
us o/m3 logs 

men 
men 
men 

dw 
dws 
dws 

Amount 

12,000 

20,000 

26 

3 

2 

50 
4 

500 
18 

4 

3 

240 

22 

262 



Log mchases 
Diesel fuel - generators 
Fork-lift truck fuel 
Lubriosnts 
Pick-up truak operation 
Maintensnce and operating supplies 
Labour - Mill operations 

- Office 

contingenoy 

Totsl Direct Blanufacturing Cost 

Indirect and Administrative Costs: 

General. Manager 

Mill sndSalesManager 
Office Supplies and expenses 

Totsl Indirect Cost 

Tot&l Manufacturing Cost ziLld!i 

Unit Rate 
-mm- 

20/m3 logs 
.8O/litre 
JM/litre 

3.20/litre 

0.25/km 

4.00/m31aga 

3,OOO/man year 
2,4OO/man year 

18,OOO/man year 

14,400/m= r-r 
5OO/month 

Unit cOBt* Annual cost 
(us (us a) 

33.33 
3.33 

.38 

.07 

.28 
6.67 

4.50 
30 

1.50 
2.40 

22 
4.40 
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Table 7 - Manufacturing Cost Estimate 

~,ooO 
39,900 
4,6fJo 

800 

3,300 

8WJO 
54,000 
9,600 

12,000 

604,200 

18,000 

28,800 
6,000 

32,800 

657,000 

"Unit Cost hued on annuel sawnwood production capacity of 12,000 m3. 
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Table 8 - Projected Inoome Statement 

Operating You 

1 2 - 3 m 4 ,2L 6 

Production (m3> 4,363 10,363 12,OCO 12,OoC 12,COC 12,OOC 
SPm (m3) 4,145 10,145 12,OOC 12,COC 12,OCO 12,COC 

rPet sales vslue(us S/la3) 118.30 118.30 118.30 118.M 118.30 118.30 

(us $1 

Ret Sales Revenue 4%hooo 1,200,200 1,419‘700 1,49,7m l&9,700 1,@9,.7~ 
Xmufacfturing Coets 313,OCO 583.400 657.0~0 657.OW 657,ooO 657,COC 

Gross Profit 177,400 616,800 

tees: Depreoiation 155,~ 155.m 
hortiration 8,000 8,000 

Interest Expense 178,400 l!E&! 
Inconmbcdh Tax 164,cyjQf) 275,W 

Less Income Tar - 33,4oa 

Bet Income after Tax (164,Od 242,ooO 
-- 

762,700 

155,@Jo 

8,~ 
174,200 

425,500 

127,600 

297,ooo 
- 

762,700 

155,m 

W’30 
165,COC 

434,700 

_130,4oo 

304,300 
- 

762,700 762,700 

155,ooo 155,m 
8,oco 8,000 

155.ooo Ml!?E 
4I4It700 454,700 

133.400 136.400 

311,300 318,300 

7 8 9 

12,Ow 12,OOC 12,OOC 
12,OOC 12,CCC 12,OCO 
118.30 118.30 118.30 

1,419,700 1,1119,7m up9t7~ 
657,000 657.000 657mooO 

762,700 

155,m 
woo 

135mC 

464,700 

i22dlE 

325,300 

762,700 

155,ooo 

8t@Jo 
125,OCC 

474,700 

14?,400 

332,300 

762,7Oa 

155,m 

8,~ 
115,ooo 

484,700 

145L400 

339,300 

1,4 

6 

1 

I 

! 
1 

! 

4 



m $1 

9,700 1,419,700 1,419,7w 1,419,7w 1,419,700 1,419,7m 1,419,700 1,4l9,700 +419,700 1,419,700 1,419*700 
657,000 65~JKIO 657.000 657.000 657.000 657.000 657,000 657,000 657,000 657,000 

762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 762,700 

95.@)0 85,ooO 75,000 65.000 55,000 45,000 35.000 25,000 ,15,000 5,000 
512,700 522,700 532,700 542,700 552,700 699,100 709,100 719,100 729,100 739,100 
205.100 209,100 213.100 287,600 291,600 295,650 

307,6cJo Y3,600 3l9@0 325&J 33l&Qo 49,500 425,500 431,500 437,500 443,500 
-1_ - - -- ----m 
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Table 9 -Projected Cash Flow Statement 

Development Years operating Year 

1 2 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 -- - - - - ~ - - a 

(US $1 

Cash Receipts 

Net Income (Loss) 

Add: Non-Cub Deductions 

Depreciation 

Amortization 

Cash from Operations 

Capital Fuads Provided: 

Equity 

Long Term Debt 

Total Capital Funds 

(lM,OOO) 242,000 219.900 304,200 311,300 318,300 325,300 332,300 

155,000 

a,000 

(1,000) 

155,000 

a.000 

405,000 

155,000 

8,000 

442.900 

155,000 

a.000 

4b7,300 

155,000 

a,000 

474,300 

155,000 

8,000 

481,300 

155,000 

a.000 

488,300 

155,000 

a ,000 

495,300 

610,000 502,000 

432,300 1,351,700 

l,O42,300 1.853,700 

Cub Expenditures 

Plant capital l,O42,300 1,366,700 

P;c-opuntional Expense a0 , 000 

Working Capital 290,000 

Caplitalircd Interest 117,000 

Annual Capital 

Debt Repayment 

Total Cash Expmditum~ 

Nst Canb Flow 

50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 

84,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 - - -- 

1,042.300 i,a53.700 - 50,000 134,000 150.000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 

A - - (1,000) - 355,000 - 308,900 - 317,300 - 324,300 - 331,300 - 338,300 345,3oc 



339,300 

155,000 

a.000 

502,300 

10 11 12 13 14 15 lb 17 ia 20 - - - - - - - A- 

nJs 5) 

346,300 307,600 313,600 319,600 325,600 331,600 419,500 42s ) 500 431) 500 437 ) 500 443 ) 500 

155,000 

8,000 

509,300 

155,000 155,000 155,000 155,000 155,000 la.600 11,600 la,600 111,600 1.5.600 

462,bOO 
- - - - - - - - - 

468,600 474,600 480,600 46b,bOO 4311,100 444,100 450.100 456,100 462,100 

50,000 

100,000 

150,000 

359,300 

50,000 

100,000 

150,000 

OperattnR Year 

50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 

100,000 100,oao 100,000 100,000 100,000 100.000 100,000 ioo.000 100,000 

150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150,000 150.000 150,000 150,000 

312,600 311,600 324,600 330,600 336,bOO 336.100 294,100 300,100 306,100 312,100 
--- - - - P - P 
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Table 10 - Financial Performance Indicators 

1. BREAK-RRENPOIRT 

Assuming Net Sales Revenue at Break-even Point ecwtls Variable Manufacturing Costs 
plus Fixed Costs and that certain costs vary directly with seles volume, then: 

Ikit Cost AnnuBl cost 

(us s/m3) (us lb) 

Variable Costa: 

Logs 
Fuel end lubricauts 

supplies 
Pick-uptruok 

Operating labour 
Clerical labour 

Contingency 
Total Variable Costs 

Fixed Costs: 

33.33 

3.78 
6.67 

.2a 

4.50 
.a0 

1.00 

50.36 

Management 46,800 

Office supplies and expenses Woo 

Depreciation =and amortization 163@C 

Interest on loneterm debt 174,000 

Total Fixed Costs 389,800 

Ret Sales Value 118.30 

Break-even Point: 
(118.30) x (Sties at Break-even) - 3a9ffJO0 + (50.36) x@ies at Dr-eak-even) 

Break-even Sales Level - 38 ao0 
(&) - 5,737 m3/A 

Or 4.@ of Capaoity 

Cazh Break-even Point is the sales volume required to match cash reoeipts md 
expenditures. Non-cash charges of Depreciation end Amortization are excluded but 
capital reinvestment and debt repayment are included in fixed expenses. 

Cash Break-even Dee km1 - 376,800 
(iia.3o - 50.36)/m3 p 5f546 m3/A 

or 46s of Capsoity 
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2. GECSSREl'UFU7QNTOTALINVEMKESJ? 

After the initial build-up yeare the Groee Profit remains constant for the life of the 
project. The Gross Return on Investment is, therefore: 

Groes Profit 
Total Investment 

3. zpEIpFDl!UFNGVEWl?l!YINVE3l'~ 

Althou& the Net Income varies over the life of the project depending an depreciation 
and income tax rates, a typioal year could be Year 6, which has Net Income of US $318,300. 
The equity investment is approximately 40% of the tot&l capitd investment or US $1,112,000. 

Net Income after Tax $ 318 300 
The 'et Return on mty p Total Equity Investment = us m - 2' 9 

4. CASfPAXBACKF!EEIOD 

The time to return the original equity investment based on the Net Cash Flow 
generated by the project after repsyment of long-term debt is calculated as follows: 

EGuity Investment: 

AtUlUd Cumulative 
Net cashew Net Cash Flow 

(US 45) (us s') 

1 (1 Jw 

2 355,m 
3 308,m 

4 317,300 
5 324,300 

Payout Period for Equity Investment - 4.4 

5. IIWEREST COVEXAGERATIO 

yeaxs . 

us ~lr112,GO0 

(1 ,OO(-o 
354,m 
662,900 

!m,2~ 

lr304,500 

The Interest Coverage Ratio or Times Interest Earned is a measure of the mill's 
ability to meet the interest commitment on its loneterm debt. 
cay Year 3, the interest coverage ratio is: 

For atypical year* 

Earninge before Interest and Taxes 
LongLTelm Debt Interest 

m US $ a .= 3 4 times 
174,200 . 
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APPEXiDIXI 

GLOSSARY AND ABBEVIATICXS 

1. Gl0SSEU-Y 

Definitions in this glossary are based on those used in Lumber Manufacturing by 
Rd. M. %.lliston end in the !Jood Handbook, USDA Agriculture Handbook No. 72. There are 
some additions and modifications to meet the needs of this guide. 

AIRDRIED. Dried by exposure to air in a yard or shed without artificial heat. 

ANNUAL GROWl'H RING. The growth layer put on in a single growth year* inoluding spring- 
wood and summerwood. 

BAND SAW. A saw made from steel but welded into an endless belt or band with teeth on 
one or both edges arranged to cut seatentially. 

BARK. Cuter layer of a tree, comprising the inner bark, or thin inner living part and 
the outer bark or corky leyer composed of dry, dead bark. 

BARKPQCKE3!. An opening between annual growth rings that contains bark. Bark pockets 
appear as dark streaks on radial surfaces and as rounded areas on tangential 
surface6. 

B0I.Q. A short section of the tree. 

BOW. The distortion in a board that deviates from flatness lengthwise but not across 
the faces. 

DOXEDHEAKI?. The term used when the pith falls entirely within the four faces of a piece 
of wood anywhere in its length. 

CANT. See Plitch, 

CIHCULAR SAW. A circ,a;r disc with teeth around the periphery. 

CROOK. A distortion of a board or log in which there is a deviation edgewise from a 
straight line from end to end. 

CRoSscur. Cutting across the grain, egg*, a %rosscut" EIELW~ 

CUP. A distortion of a board in which there is a deviation flatwise from a straight 
line across the width of the board. 

DIUDEXT. Decaying logs or timber, where 30 percent or more of the wood will not make 
lumber because of defect. Also called "high deduct". 

DECAY. The decomposition of wood substance by fungi. 

ADVANCED or TYPICALDECAY. The older stage of decsy in which destruction 
is readily recognized because the wood has become pinky, soft and spongyt 
stringy, ring-shalced, pitted, or crumbly. Decided discoloration or 
bleaohing of the rotted wood is often apparent. 
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IlKxPIlQE! DExAI. The early stage of decsy that has not prooeeded fsr enough 
to soften or otherwise perceptibly impair the hardness of the wood. 

EQUILIBEIUEMOISlYJRECGJVTE!E'. The moisture content at which wood neither gains nor loses 
moisture when surrounded by air at a given relative humidity snd temperature. 

FINISH. Wood products to be used in joiner-y work) such as door and other fine work, 
required to complete a building, especially the interior. 

FLITCH. A portion of a log sawn on two or more sides and intended for FemBnufacture 
into lumber. Also called %antn or "deal", the terms being used interchange&bly 
throughout the world. 

FRAMING. Lumber ueed for the structural members of a building Buch 88 stud& joists, 
plates, sills, and so on* 

GAGE or GAUGE, The thickness of the saw blade, best eXpI%BBed in decimals of in inch 
or millimetres or '8irmingham'~ gauge. 

GRADE, The designation of the quality of a manufactured piece of wood or of loge. 
A llgrade@B log refers to a log oontaining high grade lumber. 

GRAIN. The direction, siBe, arrangement, appesrsnce, or quality of fibres in wood or 
lumber. To have a specific meaning the term must be qualified. 

EDGE4RAIEEDLuKBEB. Lumber that has beeu sawn 60 that the wide surfaces extend 
approXimately at right angles to the annual growth rings. Lumber is considered 
edge-grsined when the rings form an angle of 45O to 930 with the wide surface of 
the piece. Also called llverticsl. grain* or simply "V.G." 

FLAT-GRAIEED LUMBER. Lumber that has been sawn parallel to the pith md 
approximately tangentid to the growth rings. Lumber is considered flat-g-rained 
when the annual growth rings mske an angle of less than 45O with the surface of 
the piece. 

3PRAIGHT4RAINED \JOOD, Wood in which the fibrea run parallel to the aXis of the piece. 

GREEN. Freshly sawn or undried wood. Wood that has become completely wet after 
immersion in water would not be considered green but msy be said to be in the "green 
condition", literally not yet dried. 

GUI9E or SUJ GUIDE. A supporting device above and/or below the cut to restrain the 
saw from deviating off line. Often made of hardwood, plastic, or other materials. 

HARDWOODS. Generally one of the botanical groups of trees that have broad leaves in 
contra& to the conifers or softwoods, The term has no actual reference to the 
hasdneSB of the wood, ‘although it is often used mistakenly to refer to "hard" wood. 

HEARTWGCD, The wood extending from the pith to the sapqood) the cells of which no 
longer partiaipste in the life processes of the tree. Heartwood may contain 
phenolic compounds, gums, resins and other materials that usually make it darker 
end tilore decay-resistant than sapwood. 

HUSK. A term used for the I~MS of the sawing system comprising the arbor, saw, saw 
guide and splitter, usually on a round saw headrig. 

INSERTED TOOTH. A replaceable tooth not formed from the saw body. 
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mm?. As used here, the width of the saw tooth where widest is generally called "net kesf" 
or 'tooth width". The gross or total kerf is the width of wood removed by the tooth 
while cutting. This is usually wider thsn the net kerf because of wobble, flutter, 
tooth misalignment, variation in tooth width, bent teeth, saw blade irregularities, etc. 

KKOI!. The portion of abranch or limb which has been surrounded by subsequent growth of 
the stem, The shape of the knot as it appears on a cut surface depends on the sngle 
of the cut relative to the long axis of the knot. &IOtB may be Of many type& Some 
are ti&t or red hots, loose or blaok k210tBt spike kZlotB, round hota, star Or checked 
knots, incased knots, ClUSter knots, etch 

LOG. A section of the trunk of a tree in suitable length for sawing into conznercial lumben 
Long loga are "tree length" or 80 long as to require bucking or cross-outting; Bhort 
logs are ready for f3awing; stud logs are 8 feet (2.44 m) long; plus trim allowance. 

IdlHGITUDINAL. Generally parallel to the direction of the wood fibres, log length or lumber 
length, or simply lengthwise or endwise. 

LUMEX. The product of the saw snd planing mill not further manufactured then by either 
sawing, resawing, passing lengthwise through a standard planing machine, crosscutting 
to length, and matching, Finished lumber is oompleted, manufactured ready to ship,as 
opposed to "finish*@ lumber, 

BOARDS. Lumber that is nominally less than 2 inches thick end 2 inches or more 
wide. Boards less then 6 inches wide are sometimes oalled %tripsV@t eggot 
4-inch Btript 3-inch strips, etc. 

DIMENSIOR. Lumber with a nominal thickness of from 2 inches up to, but not 
including, 5 inohes, and a nominal width of 2 inches or more. 

DREWIZD SIZE. The dimensions of lumber after being surfaced with a planing 
maahine. The dressed size is usuallysto 3/4 inches less than the nominsl 
or mu@ size. 
by 3$ inches. 

A 2 by4-inch stud, for example, actually me-s about 1% 
Also called "'net size" as opposed to ro& size. 

FmORYAND SHOPLUMBER. Lumber intended to be cut up for use in further 
manufacture. It is graded on the basis of the percentage of the surface 
area that will produce a limited number of cuttings of spsoified minimum size 
snd quality. This is the case mainly in hardwoods but not necessarily in soi%woods. 

FINISHLUMBER. High or upper grade aa opposed to collpllon or lower grades. 

MILLWORK. Plsned and patterned lumber for finish work in buildinga, including 
suoh items as sash, doors, cornices, panelwork and other items of interior or 
exterior trim. Does not include flooring, ceiling or siding. 

PATTEXEDILTMHER. Lumber that is shaped to a pattern or to a moulded form 
in addition to being dressed, matched, or shiplapped, or sny combination of 
these workingz, 

ROUGH LUNBER. Lumber which has not been dressed (surfaced) but which has 
been 8&w& edged, and trimmed. 



Sl!RUCTURAL LGMBER. Lumber that ia intended for uBe where working stresses 
are present. The grading of structural lumber is based on the strength of 
the piece ss related to anticipated usesa 

i3JRFAcm LUMSER. Lumber that ia dressed by running it through a plmer. 

TIMHERB. Lumber that is nominally 5 inches or more in least dimension. 
Timbers maybe used as besmB, stringers, posts, caps, sills, girders, 
mli.nB, etc. 

YARDIUMERZR. A term for lumber of all sizes and patterns that is intended 
for general building purposest having no design poperty requirements. General 
lumber found in a lumber yard without assigned design values. 

MOI!YJ?UlE COmTENP. The amount of water contained in the wood, uauslly expressed as a 
percentage of the weight of the wood. 

NOl¶INAL SIZEi. As applied to timber or lumber, the size by which it is knokn ad sold 
in the market; often differs from the actual size. 

PITH. The smsll, soft core ooourring in the structural centre of a tree trunk, branch, 
twig, or log. 

RADIAL. Coincident with a radius from the axis of the tree or log to the circumference. 
A radial Be&ion of a lengthwiee section in a plane that passes through the centre- 
line of the tree-trunk. 

RIPPING. Sawing or cutting with the grain as with a rip saws When ripping ie done 
on a planer it is ususlly called splitting. 

SAW-DOCTORING or FILING. The maintenance work that is essential to keep 8a-w~ outting at 
msximum efficiency. 

SAWNWOOD. See Lumber. 

SEA90mG. Removing moisture from green wood to improve its serviceability. 

AIRDRIED, Dried by exposure to air in a yard or Bhed, without artificial heat. 

KILN DRIElD. Dried in a kiln with the use of artificial heat. 

SELAKE0rRII?GSUAICEZ. A separation along the grain, the greater part of which occurB 
between the rings of annual growth. Usually considered to have occurred in the 
etaudingtree or during felling. Shakey wood containe shake. 

SINKER. A log too heavy to float in water. 

soFI’WooDS. Generally one of the botanical groups of trees that, in most oaseBt have 
needlelike or Boalelike leaves; the conifers; aleo the wood produoed by such 
trees, The term has no referenoe to the actual hardness of the wood, althou& 
it is often used in that manner mistakenly for %oftV1 wood. 

SOLIDTOOTH. A sew tooth that is fomd from end is an integral part of the saw blade 
itrtelf. 
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SF'EXXFIC GRAVITY. The ratio of the wei@ of a body to the weight of an equal volume 
of water at @C&or other specified temperature. 

SPLIT. A lengthwise separation of the wood, due to the tearing apart of the wood cells. 

SPLITTRR. A shearing device consisting of a disc or knife blade mounted behind the saw 
to prevent boards from falling on to the saw, or those with spring from binding or 
pinching the saw. When used behind circle saws1 they should have a curvature 
corresponding to that of the saw and are mounted on the husk within 0.50 to 0.75 inches 
(12.7 to lg.05 ,mm) of the saw blade. They are wedge-shaped with the back edge 
being about 0.031 inches (0.787 mm) thicker than the leading edge. Also called a 
"shear". 

SPRING. Commonly used in industry to designate locked-in tension in a log or cant 
released during sawing, czdcing the piece to deviate from a straight line. 

SPRING SEX'. Alternately bending saw teeth to make the kerf wider than the blade. 

SPRINGWOOD. The portion of the annual growth ring that is formed during the early part 
of the season's growth. It is usually less dense and weaker mechanically than 
summerwood. 

STAIR. A discoloration in wood that mey be caused by such diverse agencies as micro- 
organisms, metal, or chemicals. The term also applies to materials used to 
impart colour to wood. 

BLUE STARI. A blue, grey, green, or black discoloration of the sapwood caused 
by the growth of certain dark-coloured fungi on the surface and in the interior 
of the wood; made possible by the same conditions that favour the growth of 
other fungi; w range in colour from blue to black or dark green. 

BROWN STAIR. A rich brown to deep chocolate brown discoloration of the sapwood 
of some pines caused by a fungus that acts much like the blue stain fungi. 

CHEMICAL BROWN STAIR. A chemical discoloration of wood which sometimes occurs 
during the air drying or kiln drying of several species, apparently caused by 
the concentration and modification of extractives. 

SAP STAIN. See Blue Stain. 

STICKFM. Strips or boards used to separate the leyers of lumber in a pile and thus 
permit air to circulate between the layers. Also called "sticks"' or "kiln sticks". 

STRUGTURAL TIMERS. Pieces of wood of relatively large size, the strength of which is 
the controlling element in their selection and use. Trestle timbers (stringers, 
caps, posts, sills, bracing, bridge ties, guard rails); car timbers (car framing, 
including upper framing, car sills); framing for building (posts, sills, girders); 
ship timber (ship timbers, ship decking); and crossarms for poles are examples of 
structural timbers. 

STUD. One of a series of wood structural members used as supporting elements in walls 
end partitions. Most often nominal 2 x 4, 2 x 6, or 2 x 8, the common stud usually 
being 2 x 4. 
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SIMURVOOD. The portion of the azmual ring that develops largely during the latter 
part of the ~eason~8 growth, but not neceeaarily in the summer6 It is lese 
v and is usually harder and heavier than springwood. Also called Tlatewood". 

SW3Eor SWElXZE. A method of shaping a saw tooth to provide aide clearance on both 
aides of each tooth. 

SWEEP. Deviation f'rom astraightlinelengthwiee. 

T-IAL. Strictly, coincident with a tangent at the oircumference of a tree or log, 
or parallel to such a tangent. In practice, however, it often means roughly coin- 
cident with a growth ring, 

2. Abbreviationa 

A -9 ye=. 
om centialetre 
dbh diameter breast height - diameter. of a standing tree at 1.3 m 

&bove ground level. 
ha hectare 

m metre 
* 

m2 square metm 
m3 oubic metre 
m3/A oubic metrea/mnum 

m3/ha cubic metree/heotare 

P 

millimetre 

percent 
ob overbark 

solid wood equivalent. 
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LIST OF PLATES 

Plate 1 

Plate 2 

Plate 3 

Plate 4 

Plate 5 

Plate 6 

Plate 7 

Mobile circular eawmill. 

A semi-permanent oiroular sawmill set directly on the ground. 

Ciraula,r sawmill headrig with top saw, 

A smalltwo-sawedger. 

Swing saw used for trimming lumber. 

Circular linebar resaw, hand adjustable. 

Automatic lumber dipping vat with slatted rollers for hold down. 
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LISl' OF FIGURE3 

Figure 1 

FYigure2 

Figure 3 

Figure 4a 

Figure4b 

Figure 4c 

Figure M 

Figure 46 

FigWe4f 

Figure 5 

figure 6 

Layout for small, mobile or portable sawmill. 

Lsyout for semi-permanent or permanent small sawmill. 

Layout for permanent small sawmill. 

Typical cutting pattern for planks and timbers. 

Typioal cutting pattern for boards, planks and timbers. 

Typical cutting pattern for board, planks and timber, using 
headrig and resaw* 

Typical cutting pattern for quartered log with heartrot. 

Typical cutting pattern for quartered hollow log. 

Typical cutting pattern for quartered sound log. 

Typical project network diagram. 

Project Construction Schedula. 
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